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The Honorable Wilbur L. Ross
Secretary of Commerce
US Department of Commerce
1401 Constitution Ave., NW
Washington, D.C. 20230
Dear Secretary Ross:
We understand from the Department of the Interior May 5th press release concerning Presidential
Executive Orders 13792 and 13795, on the review of Monument designations under the Antiquities Act,
that the Department of Commerce will lead the review of the Marine National Monuments in consultation
with the Secretary of the Interior.
The designations of the Marine National Monuments in the Western Pacific Region impact the
long-term continuity of key US tuna fisheries by removing over 50 percent of the US EEZ to commercial
fishing. Monument designations displace the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management
Act, the nation’s primary fishery management law which mandates the prevention of overfishing and the
achievement of optimal yield for the benefit of the Nation. Attached is a record of our communications that
convey our concerns with Marine National Monuments and information regarding their socio-economic
impacts on US fisheries and fishing communities, lack of scientific evidence, and regulatory duplication.
The bottom-line is that Marine National Monument designations in the Western Pacific Region are
unnecessary for the conservation and management of fishery resources and their fishing provisions should
be vacated. This would not leave these waters void of management controls, as there exists a
comprehensive suite of fishing regulations developed over the past several decades under the MSA that
remain in the Code of Federal Regulations.
We are available to discuss these important matters with you should it facilitate your review of the
Marine National Monuments.
Sincerely,

Edwin Ebisui 4~f/
Council Chair

Kitty
Simonds
Executive Director
.

Cc: Honorable President Donald J. Trump
Honorable Secretary Ryan Zenke
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WPRFMC analysis of Pew Charitable Trusts supported “Pu’uhonua a Place
of Sanctuary: The Cultural and Biological Significance of the Proposed
Expansion for the Papah~naumokuakea Marine National Monument”.
The WPRFMC analysis was reviewed for accuracy by the National Marine
Fisheries Service Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center and rebuts the
scientific claims made in the Pew document.

July 14, 2016

Letter to Interior Secretary Ryan Zinke communicating impacts Marine
Monument designations and expansion within the Western Pacific Region
Attached to letter is an overview of Marine National Monuments in the
Western Pacific Region corresponding to the seven categories listed in
Executive Order 13792. Also included are maps of the Western Pacific
Region showing monuments and other fishery regulations established by
the WPRFMC_under_the_authority_of the_Magnuson_Steven_Act.
Letter to President Trump requesting removal of the monument fishing
provisions in the Marine National Monuments and summarizing monument
impacts.
Attachments include letters supporting the removal of the monument
fishing provisions from the Governors of Guam, CNMI and American
Samoa, and Congressman Bishop, Chair of the House Committee on
Natural Resources and Congresswoman Aumua Amata Coleman
Radewagen.
Letter to President Obama expressing concern about the impacts of
expanding the Papahãnaumokuakea Marine National Monument
Letter to President Obama expressing concern about the inadequate
implementation of the Marianas Trench, Rose Atoll and Pacific Remote
Islands Marine National Monuments.
Letter to President Obama providing options for the expansion of
Papah~naumokuakea Marine National Monument, that would not involve
closing the entire US EEZ waters around the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands
Letter to President Obama communicating a WPRFMC resolution on the
proposed expansion of the Papahänaumokuakea Marine National
Monument.
Letter to President Obama communicating concerns over Hawaii Senator
Brian Schatz proposal to expanded monument around the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands
Letter to President Obama expressing concerns about expanding the
Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument, which included an
information paper from the Council on the lack of fisheries conservation
benefits of an expanded monument
Letter to President Bush from the WPRFMC expressing concerns that the
Marianas Trench Marine National Monument would contain an islands unit
comprising the top three islands of the Mariana Archipelago (Uracas,
Maug, and Asuncion) that are already protected under federal and
commonwealth law.

April 26, 2017
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December 1, 2016
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August 12, 2016
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Analysis of the “Pu’uhonua a Place of Sanctuary: The Cultural and Biological Significance of the Proposed
Expansion for the Papah~naumokuakea Marine National Monument”
July 14, 2016
This document provides the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council’s analysis of the document “Pu’uhonua a Place of
Sanctuary: The cultural and biological significance of the proposed expansion for the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National
Monument” (hereafter referred to as the “Pu’uhonua document”). Specifically, we focus on the scientific significance arguments
posed in the Pu’uhonua document.

Arguments made in the Pu’uhonua document
Key ecosystems that would benefit from expansion
include coral reefs, seamounts, pelagic areas, guyots,
and abyssal seabed communities.

WPRFMC Analysis
Existing fishing activity in the potential expansion area do not pose a threat to
coral reefs, seamounts, pelagic areas, guyots and abyssal seabed communities.
Fishing activity occurs in the top surface layer of the water column, compared
to the seabed of the potential expansion area lying three miles under water,
and destructive fishing practices have been prohibited since 1986. Additional
details on these points are provided below.
-

•

Coral Reefs: “The NWHI: in deep sea habitat
in the NWHI of the Papahanaumokuakea
Marine National Monument would better ensure
the resiliency for these reefs, reducing one
stressor fishing facing reefs in this multistressor situation”
--

--

There is no fishery targeting corals in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI).
The only fishery currently operating in the US Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
around the NWHI is the Hawaii longline fishery, which does not pose a threat to
reefs or deep-sea habitat. The deepest hook set is about 400 meters which is much
shallower than 99% of the benthic habitat in the potential expansion area of the
NWHI. Any claims that fishing represents a threat to hermatypic or deep sea corals
are entirely spurious. Deep water trawling has been prohibited in the US EEZ
around Hawaii, Guam, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI),
American Samoa, and the Pacific Remote Island Areas (PRIA) since 1986 through
action of the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council.

Arguments made in the Pu’uhonua document
•
Seamounts: “Since there are high levels of
biodiversity and endemism on seamounts that
have been studied to date, it is assumed that
unexplored seamounts contain similar amounts
of biodiversity and endemism and likely hold
great opportunity for future scientific
discoveries, including new species”

•

Seamounts: “The proposed expansion of the
Monument would protect approximately 110
additional seamounts from the irreversible
effects of deep water trawling and the
immeasureable damage of deep water mining.”

WPRFMC Analysis
The average depth in the proposed monument expansion is 4,882 m. While
seamounts comprise the shallower area in the potential expansion area, biological
productivity is much higher on seamounts that are 1,000 m or shallower. These
constitute only 0.1% of the area. Further, the Pu’uhonua document appears to apply
information gleaned from studies of mesophotic coral ecosystems (MCEs) and
generalize the findings to seamounts that occur at depths significantly greater than
MCEs are found. Finally, while it may be true that there is potential for scientific
discoveries at unexplored seamounts, these explorations can occur now, and in fact
with less bureaucracy than if the monument was expanded. Bottom line: monument
expansion is not necessary to study biodiversity and endemism on seamounts, and
in fact may hinder it.
Deep water trawling (i.e., bottom trawling), bottom-set gill nets, tangle nets and
other destructive fishing gear has been prohibited in the US EEZ around Hawaii,
Guam, CNMI, American Samoa, and the Pacific Remote Island Areas since 1986
through action of the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council under
the authority of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act.
There is no other fishing activity posing a threat to seamounts in the potential
expansion area.
Deep water mining leases and associated permits must undergo a rigorous federal
environmental review process under existing requirements. Threats to a resource do
not determine its cultural or scientific interest, or demonstrate that the current
boundaries are insufficient for the management of the resource. A monument
expansion to protect these resources would be an admission that the current
environmental review process, as well as a series of executive orders, is insufficient.
If this is the case, monument designations and expansions would be a bandaid, not a
solution.

Arguments made in the Pu’uhonua document
• “Deep coral reefs in PMNM may contain the
highest percentage of fish species found
nowhere else on Earth, according to a study by
NOAA scientists published in the Bulletin of
Marine Science”

•

“Several of these species (oceanic white tip
shark, giant trevally, bluefin trevally, green
jobfish, and endemic Hawaiian grouper) and
others spend parts of their life histories both
inside and outside the borders of the existing
monument. Expanding the area of protection
will increase survivability of these species.”

Populations of seabirds, turtles, whales, predators
such as sharks and tuna, and bottom life associated
with seamounts and hydrothermal vents would
benefit from the expansion. The existing borders do
not allow for the proper care and management for
populations of migratory birds, fish, mammals, and
sea turtles, and newly discovered and little
understood deep sea ecosystems.

WPRFMC Analysis
The “deep coral reefs” described here are more widely known as mesophotic coral
ecosystems (MCEs). MCEs are considered deeper extensions of coral reef
ecosystems found at 30 to 1 50m depths. Whereas it is true that Kane and colleagues
showed that there is high endemism of MCE associated fishes, the claim that this
area is the highest in the world is unsubstantiated’. In fact, the authors of the study
highlighted that “the study only surveyed slopes, ledges, or other distinguishing reef
fish habitat features at depths between 30 and 90 m, and therefore the endemism
estimates are not comparable to other fish habitat types at the same depths”. This
means that their estimates only apply to a similar habitat type at that depth range.
Reefs within the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument (PMNM) do not
demonstrate the scientific interest of the expansion area.
The expansion is unlikely to increase survivability of the species mentioned in this
statement. The majority of reef-associated species have a pelagic larval stage which
is highly dependent on the ocean circulation. A hook-and-line fishery like the
Hawaii longline fishery will have no direct impact to tiny larvae. Moreover, these
species (maybe less so for the oceanic white tip) are already protected by the current
boundary. Numerous papers published the home range of these different species:
o Giant trevally 29km (1 8mi)2
o Bluefin trevally 10.2km (6.3mi)3
o Greenjobfish 12-19km (7.4-11.8mi)4; 3-30km (1.8-l8mi)5
o Hawaiian grouper purely demersal species with very limited home and
depth range6
The best available science does not indicate expanding the PMNM will benefit
species such as seabirds, turtles, whales, sharks and tuna. Existing
management mechanisms have continued to show success in minimizing
ecosystem impacts from fisheries, and the Hawaii longline fishery serves as the
gold standard in the international arena. Additional details on these points are
provided below.

Arguments made in the Pu’uhonua document
• Seabirds: “Eleven of the species found in the
NWHI are considered imperiled or of high
conservation concern, and in particular, six
species the Laysan (near-threatened), blackfooted (near-threatened), and short-tailed
(endangered) albatrosses, Christmas shearwater,
Tristram ‘s storm-petrel (near-threatened) and
blue noddy are of the highest concern for the
Pacific Island region as a whole.”
• Seabirds:
.the most significant cause of
population decline for albatross can be
attributed to longline fisheries.”
“. .

•

Seabird: “Some studies have shown that booby
species range throughout most though not all
of the NWHI. Furthermore, smaller seabird
species have been shown to forage further from
breeding colonies than larger birds (likely as a
result of interspecies competition). Thus, many
species are likely to be foraging well outside the
current boundaries of the monument, including
white-tailed tropicbirds, red-tai led tropic birds,
masked boobies, great frigatebirds, sooty terns,
and wedge-tailed shearwaters.”

WPRFMC Analysis
The Pu’uhonua document cites the IUCN Red List status, which uses different
criteria than the U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA) listing. Of the species
highlighted in this statement, only the short-tailed albatross is listed under the ESA,
and this species’ primary breeding habitat is in Japan. Short-tailed albatross,
Christmas shearwater, Tristram’s storm-petrel and blue noddy are not at risk from
bycatch in the Hawaii longline fishery. The Laysan and black-footed albatrosses are
not listed under the ESA, their populations are stable or increasing, and the Hawaii
longline fishery pioneered seabird mitigation measures to reduce interactions with
these two species in the early 2000s.
The Hawaii longline fishery pioneered seabird mitigation measures in 2002 to
reduce interactions with Laysan and black-footed albatrosses. As a result of these
measures, sea bird interactions were reduced by 70-90 percent7 8) These two
species of albatrosses have stable or increasing populations9.
The seabirds mentioned in this statement have limited to no interactions with the
Hawaii longline fishery, and thus pushing the longline fishery outside of the US
EEZ around the NWHI will not provide conservation benefits.

Ar2nments made in the Pu’uhonua document
• Turtles: “More than 9O0o of green sea turtles
(Chelonia mydas) or honu in Hawaiian nest in
the NWHI. Individuals tagged at French Frigate
Shoals have been identified near Kauai, Oahu,
and Maui to the southwest and near Lisianski
Island, and Pearl and Hermes Reef to the
northwest. This is a flagship species for
Hawaii’s tourism industry, with numerous
businesses catering to tourists who wish to
observe these endangered animals. They are also
an iconic Hawaiian species of great cultural
importance.”
• Turtles: “Two other species of sea turtle, the
loggerhead (Caretta caretta) and leatherback
(Dermochelys coriacea), have been identified as
being at particular risk of population decline as
a result of incidental take by longline pelagic
fisheries. In fact, fisheries are considered to be
one of the main causes of anthropogenic
mortality for sea turtles. Nesting populations of
Pacific leatherbacks have experienced a 95° o
decline in just two decades. Loggerhead turtles
showed an 80% population decline in the same
period.”

WPRFMC Analysis
Green sea turtles are rarely caught in the Hawaii longline fishery. There have been
no green turtle interactions observed in the Hawaii longline fishery operating within
the US EEZ around the NWHI since 2002. The Hawaii green sea turtle population
has made a remarkable rebound since commercial harvest was prohibited through
state and federal regulations in the 1 970s.

The National Marine Fisheries Service has concluded that the Hawaii longline
fishery is not impacting the recovery of loggerhead and leatherback populations.
The source document pointing to loggerhead turtle decline is dated 2004. The North
Pacific loggerhead nesting population has increased in the decade following the
2004 publication. Furthermore, loggerhead turtles rarely occur in the US EEZ
around the NWHI and there have been no observed deaths of loggerhead turtles
from the Hawaii longline fishery in the US EEZ around the NWHI.
Similarly, there have been no observed deaths of leatherback turtles from the
Hawaii longline fishery in the US EEZ around the NWHI. Leatherback turtles in the
Western Pacific are threatened by land-based threats at their nesting beaches
primarily located in Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, such as
egg harvest, predation by dogs and pigs, and beach erosion from frequent storms.
Recognizing these threats, the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management
Council supported nesting beach conservation projects from 2002-20 14 to aid in the
recovery of Pacific leatherback turtle populations.

Arguments made in the Pu’uhonua document
WPRFMC Analysis
• Turtles: “Because of high bycatch rates of sea
Sea turtle bycatch mitigation measures implemented in the Hawaii swordfish
turtles, particularly loggerheads, the Hawaiian
longline fishery in 2004 successfully reduced interactions by 80-90 percent’°. The
swordfish fishery was closed by court order
court-ordered closure of the Hawaii swordfish longline fishery that lasted through
from 2000-2004. The Hawaiian tuna fishery was 2004 resulted in more impacts to loggerhead and leatherback turtles, as domestic
seasonally restricted by the same order due to
swordfish were replaced by imports from foreign fisheries that do not have the same
high bycatch rates of olive ridley sea turtles.
standard of management as the U.S. It is estimated that the closure of the Hawaii’s
Both fisheries also caught substantial numbers
fishery contributed to an additional 2,800 sea turtle interactions during the four-year
of leatherback sea turtles.”
period”.
• Whales: “24 species of marine mammal have
The simple presence of marine mammals does not provide justification for a
been identified in Hawaiian waters, 22 of which monument designation. The Pu’uhonua document provides no further discussion on
occur in the proposed expansion.”
threats or justification on how a monument expansion would provide additional
conservation benefits to these species.

•

•

Sharks: “Between 5,000 28,000 sharks are
caught by longline vessels each year in the
Northwest Hawaiian Islands, and nearly all are
dumped overboard.”
—

Sharks: “In the Pacific, oceanic whitetip sharks
(Carcharhinus longimanus) and silky sharks
(Carcharhinusfalc~formis), highly migratory

species that were once categorized as two of the
most abundant species of large marine animals,
have declined significantly.”

All marine mammals are protected under the Marine Mammal Protection Act
(MMPA). The Hawaii longline fishery has an extremely small number of
interactions with marine mammals. Efforts to address false killer whale interactions
in the fishery are underway through the False Killer Whale Take Reduction Team.
Capture and release is not synonymous with mortality. Sharks are not dumped
overboard; they are cut loose from the branchline and rarely retained. At-sea
observer data indicate 95% are alive upon release and electronic tags indicate low
post-release mortality. Eighty-five percent of these sharks are composed of blue
sharks. The North Pacific blue shark is not overfished and overfishing is not
occurring, according to the International Scientific Committee for Tuna and Tunalike Species in the North Pacific Ocean (ISC)’2.
Large scale commercial fishing has occurred in the Pacific Ocean for >50 years.
The oceanic white-tip is probably the only shark documented scientifically to have
declined in the Pacific Ocean. If they cannot withstand fishing pressure, how are
they still caught in the NWHI at the same rate for the last 10 years? Moreover, core
silky shark habitat is 100 S to 100 N, and the NWHI begins at 190 N. Oceanic whitetips have a larger habitat, and it is misleading to indicate that NWHI pertains to core
habitat. Further, oceanic white tip and silky sharks are rarely caught by the Hawaii
longline fishery and are released in accordance with Western and Central Pacific
Fisheries Commission (WCPFC) and Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
(IATTC) conservation and management measures.
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Arguments made in the Pu’uhonua document
• Sharks: “The same data set also shows that the
catch per unit effort of sharks in NWHI has
dropped considerably from a high of 13.02
sharks/million hooks in 1992 to 2.29
sharks/million hooks in 2014. This suggests an
alarming decline in shark populations, and is of
concern not only because of the declining
numbers, but also because the limited fishery is
targeting tuna, not sharks.”

•

•

•

Sharks: “The value of large protected areas to
sharks has been demonstrated, and expanded
protection in this area will be of benefit to
multiple threatened shark species.”
Tunas: “Commercially important tuna species
are threatened with extinction and fisheries
managers are not following scientific advice to
improve stocks.”
Tunas: “The benefits of marine protected areas
to commercial fish species are well studied. A
global analysis of marine reserves found that on
average, marine reserves result in higher fish
biomass, greater numbers of fish, more species
in an ecosystem, and larger fish. Expanding
Papahanaumokuakea will create a large
sanctuary where the ecosystem can thrive and
where these economically important species can
be safe from overfishing with the opportunity to
mature and_reproduce.”

WPRFMC Analysis
Reductions in shark catch per unit effort (CPUE) in the Hawaii longline fishery are
not a result of stock declines, but rather due to two major developments that
affected shark catch rates in the fishery. The first was the prohibition in 2000 of
shark finning under most circumstances, and the second was the temporary closure
of the shallow-set component of the longline fishery in 200 1-2004. Walsh and
colleagues observed that catch rates for the blue shark, oceanic whitetip shark,
bigeye thresher, and crocodile shark were significantly lower in 2004—2006 than in
1995—2000’s. For the blue shark in particular, the combination of reduced catch
rates, the finning ban, and an apparent capacity to resist the stress of capture on
longline gear resulted in low (4%—5.7%) minimum mortality estimates. These
results show that the Hawaii-based pelagic longline fishery has made substantial
progress in reducing shark mortality and minimizing impacts to shark species that
are incidentally caught in the fishery.
The Pu’uhonua document provides no scientific evidence to support this statement.
While protected areas may be beneficial for coastal sharks with limited range, the
value of large protected areas has not been demonstrated for highly migratory
pelagic sharks.
Some commercial tuna stocks have been depleted but none in the Pacific face
extinction. Both yellowfin and bigeye tuna stocks are considered healthy where they
reside in a larger sub-region that includes the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. For
example, bigeye depletion is only 20% of unfished biomass in the Hawaii region,
whereas in the equatorial Pacific, bigeye biomass depletion is around 80%’~. The
same holds true for yellowfin ‘~.
There is no evidence that open ocean marine reserves have any effect on reducing
tuna fishing mortality. In 2010 the WCPFC closed two large high seas pockets in
the Western Pacific (High Seas Pockets I and 2) to purse seine fishing as a tuna
conservation measure. However, there was no decline in the fishing mortality
because tuna move and they moved into adjacent zones of heavy purse seine fishing
and thus were exposed to the same levels of fishing mortality’6.

7

Arguments made in the Pu’uhonua document
.
Tuna: “While much of the research in this area
to date has focused on coastal and bottom
habitats, the principle that fish populations
rebound when fishing pressure is removed
appears to hold true for offshore species, too.
For example, Filipino fishermen caught
skipjack, yellowfin, and bigeye tuna inside High
Seas Pocket 1, an area of high seas between the
Philippines and Guam closed to most fishing
countries. These fish were on average larger
than fish of the same species caught inside the
Philippines EEZ.”
• Tuna: “These tuna would grow large and
produce exponentially more eggs than smaller,
unprotected individuals swimming outside the
area of protection. Spillover effects of the fish
that do swim outside of the area of protection
would benefit fishermen.”
Marine protected areas are most effective when they
are large, remote, strongly protected, protected for a
long time, and enforced. Expanding the monument
would make it even more effective at conserving
wildlife, improving ecosystem health, and increasing
climate change resiliency,
•

“Expanding the monument to include the entire
U.S. EEZ surrounding the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands would achieve or exceed this
3000 goal for the United States, and increase the
global strongly protected area up to about
2.3°o.”

WPRFMC Analysis
High Seas Pocket I (HSP 1) is open to all members in the WCPFC with fishing
rights, especially longline vessels which heavily fish in High Seas Pocket 1. Some
purse seine vessels do not fish in HSP 1 because of agreements with the Parties to
the Nauru Agreement (PNA), not because HSP us closed. Comparing tunas caught
in High Seas Pocket 1 by the Philippine purse seine fleet with catches by the same
fleet in the Philippine EEZ is entirely spurious. The fish are larger because the
Philippines adopted larger mesh sizes for purse seiners and ringnet vessels
operating in High Seas Pocket 1 than those operating within the EEZ. Further, the
Philippines is a well-known spawning ground for tropical tunas where there is a
profusion of small fish. Indeed special tags had to be developed to tag the very
small tunas encountered in the Philippines by the Secretariat of the Pacific
Community (SPC) tuna tagging program.
There is no demonstrated spillover effect for tunas from large high seas closures,
some of which have bene in place for several years (e.g., the US EEZs around the
PRIAs and the existing monument around the NWHI). Moreover, while bigger fish
may produce more eggs, most of the reproductive potential of a stock is in the more
abundant smaller mature females.
Although marine protected areas (MPAs) are widely used as a management
tool for small-scale insular areas, applicability of this approach to a large open
ocean habitat has yet to be demonstrated. Scale, remoteness, and consistency of
protection are all factors that affect enforcement. It is presumptuous to claim
that by expanding the current boundaries, management of the area (including
all the components required for effective area-based management) will
improve. Additional details on these points are provided below.
The U.S. Pacific Islands region including Hawaii currently has the highest
percentage of EEZ designated as no-take MPA at 28%, whereas all other U.S.
regions have less than 1% of their EEZ areas designated as MPAs. Expansion of the
monument boundary around the NWHI to the full 200nm extent would result in
nearly 7O0o of the EEZ around Hawaii in no-take MPAs, placing a disproportionate
burden on Hawaii.

Ar uments made in the Pu’uhonua document
•

•

•

•

“The expansion will vastly increase the
oceanographic habitats and populations of
seabirds, fish, marine mammals, and sea turtles
that are protected from commercial fishing, as
well as decrease the distance from other
protected areas. Enhancing the survival of
migratory fish increases the marine resource
capital from which fishermen can draw the
interest in a sustainable manner.”

“A key obstacle to establishing MPAs is the fact
that in most cases the fisheries costs of MPA
establishment are realized in the short term
while the fisheries benefits come later.”
Climate change: “Immediately taking steps to
decrease the concentration of atmospheric
carbon dioxide is practically the only way to
slow the effects of ocean acidification, however,
protecting large expanses of reefs from fishing
and other extraction activities would also help
maintain the biodiversity needed to buffer or
ameliorate the effects of ocean acidification.
Climate change: “Protected areas act as an
ocean refuge for fish, including those displaced
by climate change.”

WPRFMC Anal sis
It is premature to assume that a large ocean MPA will be effective in conserving
highly migratory species. One of the stocks mentioned that would benefit from the
expansion is the tuna which is a pan-pacific stock. MPA implementation is not
likely to improve overall stock abundance or increase harvest unless catch is
simultaneously reduced in the areas outside the
~
There is an implicit assumption that the open ocean environment has a static nature,
which is inaccurate. While traditional MPA designs are effective in static habitats,
many important pelagic habitats are neither fixed nor predictable. Thus, pelagic
protected areas will require dynamic boundaries and extensive buffers. In addition,
the protection of far-ranging pelagic vertebrates will require dynamic MPAs defined
by the extent and location of large-scale oceanographic features’8
The use of MPAs for highly migratory species in an open ocean context through the
expansion has 4 out of 5 shortcomings identified by Agardy and colleagues:
inappropriately planned or managed MPAs; MPAs that fail due to the degradation
of the unprotected surrounding ecosystems; MPAs that do more harm than good due
to displacement and unintended consequences of management; and MPAs that
create a dan:erous illusion of .rotection when in fact no •rotection is occurrifl:’9.
Few if any studies have shown any improvement to catch per unit effort (CPUE)
resulting from large ocean MPA designation. Experiences from small MPAs
designed to protect species with high site fidelity cannot be translated to open ocean
MPAs.
The implementation of an expanded NWHI monument will have no impact on
climate change and biodiversity. The Hawaii longline fishery fishes in the epi
pelagic and meso-pelagic layer of the water column catching a range of pelagic
predatory fish. Removal of this fishery will not slow the effects of ocean
acidification, protect large expanses of reefs nor maintain the biodiversity needed to
buffer or ameliorate the effects of ocean acidification.

The 50- to 200-nm area of the potential expansion is comprised of highly migratory
pelagic species and deep-water benthic species. This statement is illogical in the context
of highly migratory pelagic species inhabiting the potential expansion area. It suggests
that a stationary area will rotect fish that move.
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Arguments made in the Pu’uhonua document
• Climate change: “As ocean temperatures rise,
migratory fish populations will move toward
cooler waters affecting fisheries and food
security.”
• Climate change: “The most up-to-date science
shows that marine reserves are an essential means
to bolster climate resilience; strongly protected
areas that safeguard species and ecosystem
functions have proven to be six times more
resilient to the impacts of climate change than
unprotected areas.”

WPRFMC Analysis
This statement provides support for keeping the entire 50- to 200-nm EEZ open to
fishing for the purpose of minimizing impacts to fisheries and food security. If EEZ
waters around the NWHI are closed, the fishermen will not be able to follow the
fish northward in the EEZ (which stretches to the NW).
The studies cited in the Pu’uhonua document in support of this and similar
statements focus on nearshore coral reef and other coastal ecosystems, which are
already protected within the existing 50 nm monument boundary. These studies
focusing on coral reefs cannot be generalized to pelagic environments in the 50-200
nm potential expansion area. Further, the Pu’uhonua document provides no
evidence that large MPAs provide climate resilience in pelagic environments.
Recent mass bleaching events in MPAs such as the Great Barrier Reef suggest that
MPAs do not sufficiently protect marine environments from climate change
impacts.
A fishing ground that provides up to 10% of catch is a major fishing ground.
Longline fisheries follow the fish and in some years the best fishing has been in
the NWHI. Additional details on these points are provided below.

The area being proposed for expansion is not a
major fishing ground according to publicly available
data from NOAA. In fact, log books show that the
effort in the region has been dramatically decreasing
over the last five years.
• “The area in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands The fishery is a dynamic operation ranging over a large area of ocean where
under consideration for expansion is not a major conditions shift in response to oceanic conditions and fish behavior. For example,
fishing ground according to publicly available
there is a winter feeding migration southwards by bigeye which would not be fully
data from NOAA.”
utilized if the waters of the NWHI are closed. This winter bigeye run is especially
important to the Hawaii longline fleet as it occurs during the holiday season from
Thanksgiving to the Chinese New Year in February, when demand for ahi is high.
Vessels can make shorter trips, fishing the US EEZ around the MHI and NWHI
resulting in shorter trips, lower expenses and higher quality fish, leading to
improved profitability.
• “The good news in the situation of the
The claim that effort can shift out of the NWHI is indicative that the expanded
expansion of Papahanaumokuakea is that it is
closure will have no impact on highly mobile tuna stocks, which will move beyond
unlikely that the Hawaiian longline fishery
the closure boundary to be caught by Hawaii and Asian longline fleets. Indeed, the
would be significantly affected by the larger
Hawaii fleet may have to work harder to compete with the Asian fleets, whereas it
marine protected area. The most likely response is protected by the US EEZ around the NWHI and MHI. Moreover, major closures
to the expansion of the PMNM is for fishing
on the high seas have already been tested by the WCPFC and did not result in
effort to shift beyond the newly closed area.”
reductions to bigeye fishing mortality.
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Arguments made in the Pu’uhonua document
Hawaii longline catch quotas are set by the
negotiations that take place at the Western Central
Pacific Fisheries Commission, not the placement of
marine protected areas. An expanded monument
simply displaces fishing effort and will not reduce
the overall catch for the Hawaii longline fishery. In
fact, the expansion of the monument would
therefore have no or only minimal negative impacts
on the Hawaiian and US economy.

WPRFMC Analysis
There is no analysis or data to support the statement that the Hawaii longline
fishery will not be impacted by Monument expansion. Whether or not the
Hawaii longline quotas are set by the WCPFC has no bearing on closing access
to fish in the NWHI. Further, the fleet is a mix of small (5Oft) to large (9Oft)
vessels. The larger vessels can range further offshore, while smaller vessels
need access to fishing grounds nearer to Hawaii. Closing the NWHI will thus
remove access for the smaller vessels in the fleet and restrict them to the US
EEZ around the Main Hawaiian Islands or to fish offshore on the high seas
with the safety at sea issues that this entails. The Pu’uhonua document also
contradicts itself by stating that populations of predators such as tunas would
benefit from expansion. Then it notes that expanding the monument will
displace effort and will not reduce the overall catch of the Hawaii longline
flshery which would suggest no reduction in fishing mortality.

‘Kane, Corinne, Randall K. Kosaki, and Daniel Wagner. 2014. High levels of mesophotic reef fish endemism in the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands. Bulletin of Marine Science 90.2: 693-703.
Meyer, Carl G., Kim N. Holland, and Yannis P. Papastamatiou. 2007. Seasonal and diel movements of giant trevally Caranx ignobilis at remote
Hawaiian atolls: implications for the design of marine protected areas. Marine Ecology Progress Series 333: 13-25.
Meyer, Carl G., and Randy R. Honebrink. 2005. Transintestinal expulsion of surgically implanted dummy transmitters by bluefin trevally
implications for long-term movement studies. Transactions of the American Fisheries Society 134.3: 602-606.
“Meyer, Carl G., Yannis P. Papastamatiou, and Kim N. Holland. 2007. Seasonal, diel, and tidal movements of green jobfish (Aprion virescens,
Lutjanidae) at remote Hawaiian atolls: implications for marine protected area design. Marine Biology 151.6: 2133-2143
Wetherbee, Bradley M., et al. 2004. Use of a marine reserve in Kaneohe Bay, Hawaii by the giant trevally, Caranx ignobilis. Fisheries Research
67.3: 253-263.
6

Rivera, Malia Ma J., et al. 2010. Genetic analyses and simulations of larval dispersal reveal distinct populations and directional connectivity

across the range of the Hawaiian Grouper (Epinephelus quernus). Journal of Marine Biology 2011 (2010).
~ Gilman E, Brothers N, Kobayashi DR. 2007. Comparison of three seabird bycatch avoidance methods in Hawaii-based pelagic longline fisheries.
Fisheries Science 73(1 ):208-2 10.
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~ Arata, J.A., P.R. Sievert, and M.B. Naughton. 2009. Status assessment of Laysan and black-footed albatrosses, North Pacific Ocean, 1923—2005:
U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report 2009-5131, 80 pages.
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April 26, 2017

The Honorable Ryan Zinke
Department of the Interior
1849 C Street, N.W.
Washington DC 20240
Email: Ryan_Zinke@ios.doi.gov
Dear Mr. Secretary:
We have read President Trump’s Executive Order released today on the Review of Designations
under the Antiquities Act and believe it is fitting. We understand that you will provide an interim report to
the President within 45.days with respect to the Proclamation 9558 establishing the Bear Ears National
Monument andother such designations as you determine to be appropriate. In this regard, we would
appreciate your consideration of the fâur marine national monuments (MNMs) in the US Pacific Islands
(i.e., Western Pacific Region) for inclusion in the interim report. Encompassing an area of 760 million
acres, these monuments account for 98 percent of the monument area under review, i.e., monuments
created since 1996 that span 100,000 acres or greater.
The marine monuments in our region impose a disproportionate burden on our fishermen and
indigenous communities, not only in terms of lost fishing area but also economic impact. As island states,
we depend on our fisheries for our livelihoods, recreation and culture. In American Samoa, 52 percent of
the gross domestic product and the majority of the private-sector employment are fisheries-related. In
Hawaii, fish is the #1 food produced, with a landed value of $110 million. Yet these monuments have
cidsed regulated domestic commercial fishing in 51 percent of the US exclusive economic zone in our
region.
Attached are additional points about the marine national monuments in the US Pacific Islands for
your consideration as you determine what is appropriate for inclusion in the interim report. Please note
that some media reports have included only the acres for the original Papahanaumokuakea MNM (89.5
million acres) and the Pacific Remote Islands MNM (55.6 million acres) and do not include their
expansion area (an additional 283 million and 261 million acres respectively, for a total of 373 million
and 317 million acres for these two MNMs alone). We have other important information pertinent to the
scope of the review to share and are available to assist you and your staff.
Respectfully,

Chair
Attachment: Overview of the Marine National Monuments in the US Pacific Islands and Maps
April 14, 2017, letter to President Trump with attached letters
cc: Secretary of Commerce
A Council Authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservations and Management Act of 1976
1164 BISHOP STREET • SUITE 1400 • HONOLULU • HAWAiI 96813 USA • TELEPHONE (808) 522-8220 • FAX (808) 522-8226
www.wpcouncil.org
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Honolulu, Hawaii
Overview of Marine National Monuments in the US Pacific Islands’
The requirements and ori~ina1 objectives of the Act, including the Act’s

(i)

requirement that reservations of land not exceed “the smallest area compatible with
the proper care and management of the objects to be protected”

•

The four Pacific Islands MNMs encompass an area of 760 million acres and account for
98 percent of the monument area under review (Table 1). The largest of these four
monuments is the Papahanaumokuakea MNM, which has a total size of 373 million acres
or greater than twice the size of Texas.

•

Additionally, the marine national monuments are 6.6 miles deep in the case of the
Marianas Trench MNM and average of 3 miles deep in the case of the expanded NWHI
monument.

•

The fishing gear used by US vessels now banned from operating in the area reach to a
maximum depth of 400 meters, and do not even cast a shadow on the bottom where these
resources of historic and scientific interest are sparsely scattered.

Table 1. Size of the Marine National Monuments in the U.S. Pacific Islands.
Monument Size
Marine National Monument (Proclamation No.)

Size in Acres

Size in Square Miles

372,847,360 acres

582,574 square miles

Papahanaumokuakea Original (Proclamation 8031)

89,467,520 acres

139,793 square miles

Papahanaumokuakea Expansion (Proclamation 9478)

283,379,840 acres

442,781 square miles

316,920,929 acres

495,189 square miles

Pacific Remote Islands Original (Proclamation 8336)

55,608,320 acres

86,888 square miles

Pacific Remote Islands Expansion (Proclamation 9173)

261,312,609 acres

408,301 square miles

Marianas Trench MNM (Proclamation 8335)

60,938,240 acres

95,216 square miles

Rose Atoll MNM (Proclamation 8337)

8,608,640 acres

13,451 square miles

Papahanaumokuakea MNM Total

Pacific Remote Islands MNM Total

All Marine Monuments in
US Pacific Islands in Acres

759,315,169 acres

Categories contained herein are within context of the April 26, 2017, Executive Order on the Review of Designations Under the
Antiquities Act
1

(ii)

Whether designated lands are appropriately classified under the Act as “historic
landmarks~ historic and prehistoric structuresg [on other objects of historic or
scientific interest”

•

Historic landmarks include a few WWII wrecks, whose locations in many cases have yet
to be identified.

•

The justification to close US waters to US fishermen with respect to “scientific interest”
of those waters is highly questionable, particularly with respect to highly migratory
species.

•

These marine monument areas are already studied and protected by other regulations and
marine protected area designations through the Magnuson-Stevens Act, US Wildlife
Refuge, etc.

•

The marine monument proclamations have never evaluated how the monument resources
of historic and scientific interest are contained within the smallest area compatible for
their “protection.”

(iii)

The effects of a designation on the available uses of designated Federal lands~
including consideration of the multiple-use policy of section 102(a)(7) of the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act (43 U.S.C. 1701(a)(7). as well as the effects on the
available uses of Federal lands beyond the monument boundaries

•

Closes commercial fishing in 51 percent of the US exclusive economic in the US Pacific
Islands. Targeted species are highly migratory and fishermen need to be able to access
the fish when they are present within the US EEZ.

•

Papahanaumokuakea MNM and Pacific Remote Islands MNM fishing prohibitions have
economic impact to the Hawaii longline fishery according to the National Marine
Fisheries Service. These impacts are disproportionate to individual vessels that are
smaller and unable to travel far distances safely.

•

Pacific Remote Islands MNM closed fishing grounds to US purse seine vessels that
historically delivered tuna local canneries in American Samoa. One of American Samoa’s
two canneries ceased operations in December 2016 as a result of the reduced supply of
US caught tuna.

•

The Rose Atoll MNM permanently puts off limits valuable fishing grounds to the
American Samoa longline fishery. Since 2013, this fishery has been on the verge of
economic collapse.

•

The Marianas Trench MNM affects a domestic bottomfish fishery that supplied local and
export markets.
The effects of designation on the use and enjoyment of non-Federal lands within or
beyond monument boundaries

(iv)

•

Displaces fishing effort into smaller areas of the US EEZ, concentrating fishing effort
into what is left of the EEZ and increasing gear conflict with smaller fishing vessels,
including recreational vessels.

2

•

(v)

Concerns of state, tribal and local governments affected by a designation, including
the economic development and fiscal condition of affected States, tribes and
localities

•

Affects indigenous fishing communities by permanently closing commercial fishing
opportunities in the ancestral waters of American Samoa, Hawaii, Guam and the CNMI.

•

All of the monuments were controversial. Past and present Governors, legislators,
Congressional delegates, scientists, indigenous organizations and individuals, as well as
fishermen opposed the marine monuments in the US Pacific Islands.

(vi)

Availability of Federal Resources to Properly Manage Designated Areas

•

USCG 14th District has had no funding increases for decades for monitoring and
enforcement.

•

USCG patrols the monument areas only as resources permit, typically once quarterly.

(vii)

2

Displaces US fishing effort into the high seas, increasing safety risks and the costs of
operation (e.g., fuel, ice, time); and forcing US fishermen to compete with foreign fishing
fleets whose fuel costs are in some cases subsidized, e.g., China.

Other Factors

•

Fishery regulations implemented under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act (MSA, see attached maps) are still in the US Code of Federal
Regulations and can again be used to sustainably manage the fisheries and ensure
conservation and management of protected species, habitat and ecosystems.

•

The MSA fishery regulations are science-based and were developed through a transparent
process of public participation per the MSA and the National Environmental Policy Act.

•

US imports 91 percent of its seafood, and the US fisheries being impacted by the marine
monuments, i.e., the Hawaii-based longline fleet, provides the United States with 80
percent of its domestic bigeye tuna, 50 percent of its domestic yellowfm and 50 percent
of its domestic swordfish2.

•

Fishing is Hawaii’s #1 agriculture product with a landed value of $110 million. It
provides 50 percent of the seafood consumed in Hawaii.

•

Eighty percent of the Hawaii longline catch remains in Hawaii; 20 percent is sent to the
US mainland; and about 2 percent is exported to Japan3.

•

In American Samoa, 52 percent of the gross domestic product and the majority of the
private-sector employment are fisheries-related.

•

Unnecessary and burdensome constraints to the fishing industry cause US fishermen to
want to leave this livelihood and hinder the new generation from joining it.

•

There is no reason that sustainable fisheries cannot coexist with management measures
that respond to climate change threats.

NMFS. 2015 Fisheries of the United States.
Loke M et al. Seafood Consumption and Supply Sources in Hawaii, 2000-2009. Marine Fisheries Review 74(4):47.
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Key Pelagic Fishing Regulations
mackerel-type bait) and seabirds (either side-set
or use blue-dyed bait, strategically discard offal
and set at night)

All Long line Vessels
•
•

•
•

Longline gear must be marked
Must carry and use dip nets, line clippers, bolt cutters
and other mitigation gear, and follow handling,
resuscitation, and release requirements for incidentally
hooked or entangled sea turtles and seabirds
Federal permits and Iogbooks required
Mandatory annual protected species workshops for all
vessel owners and operators

Deep-set fishery
o Mandatory observer program with 20%
coverage
o Follow shallow-set fishery seabird mitigation
requirements when fishing north of 23 deg. N

American Samoa
General Longline (Guam, CNMI and
•

PRIA)
Long line exclusion zone around Guam out to 50-100
nm from shore

•
•

Hawaii Longline
Limited entry fishery with a maximum of 164 vessels
Maximum vessel size 1 01 feet in length
Longline exclusion zones throughout the Hawaii Archipelago
out to 25-75 nm from shore
Mandatory notification to NMFS at least 72 hours (not
including weekends and federal holidays) before leaving port
to fish in the EEZ
•

Shallow-set fishery
o Mandatory observer program with 100%
coverage
o Annual hard cap of 34 loggerhead and 26
leatherback sea turtle interactions
o Other gear requirements to minimize incidental
bycatch of sea turtles (circle hooks and

•
•

Limited entry of vessels in four different size classes
for longline vessels
Mandatory notification to NMFS at least 72 hours (not
including weekends and federal holidays) before
leaving port to fish in the EEZ
Large pelagic vessel (>50 ft) exclusion out to zone 50
nm from shore
Longline gear requirements to minimize sea turtle
interactions

Troll and Handline
•

Federal permits and logbooks required when operating
in the PRIA

Western Pacific Council Spatial Management in the Hawaiian Islands
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Key Regulations for Hawaii Archipelago
NWHI Bottomfish

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prohibits use of destructive fishing techniques: explosives,
poisons, trawl nets and bottom-set gillnets
NWKI EEZ split into two limited access systems Mau and
Hoornalu Zones
Annual landing requirements for permit retention and
redistribution of permits based on historical participation
Mandatory participation in protected species workshop
Limit on maximum vessel length
Community Development Program reserves 20% of Mau Zone
permits for indigenous Hawaiian fishermen
Federal observer placement requirements
Annual catch limits would be required if the fishery reopens
Moratorium on commercial harvest of seamount groundfish at
Hancock Seamounts

•
•
•

deep-7 bottomfish complexes
Non-Commercial Federal Permit and trip reporting
Non-commercial bag limits for deep-7 bottomfish species
Compliance with State of Hawaii Commercial Marine License
requirement (CML)
Trip Reporting
Annual vessel registry and markings
Prohibits use of destructive fishing techniques: explosives,
poisons, trawl nets and bottom-set gillnets

Coral Reef Fisheries

•
•
•
•

•

-

MHI Bottomfish
• Annual Catch Limits (ACL) for Deep-7 Bottomfish and non

•
•
•

Crustaceans

Special permit (permitting and reporting) for Potentially
Harvested Coral Reef Taxa and low use Marine Protected
Areas
Gear identification for traps
ACLs
Prohibitions (on live rock, poisons, explosives)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited entry permit (including permit area 1 around NWHI,
which is a limited access permit)
Annual lobster harvest guideline (quota, would then become
ACL)
Gear restrictions (by trap or hand only)
Trap regulations (entry size, escape vents, max number of
traps, etc)
Monk seal protective measures
Closed seasons (Permit area I closed Jan-Jun; Permit area 2
closed May-Aug)
Closed areas (within 20 nm of Laysan, within the EEZ
landward of the 10 fm curve)
Harvest limitation Program (for Necker, Gardner, Maro and
NWHI)
Vessel monitoring system requirement
Daily catch report requirement

Precious Corals

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Area restrictions (Westpac Bed refugia)
Spatial Management (Established, conditional beds and
exploratory area)
Gear restrictions (selective gear only)
Size restrictions (pink coral mm height of 10 in; black coral
mm height of 48 in or diameter of 1 inch)
permitting and reporting
Quotas (by established bed and species; and now ACL5)
Gold coral moratorium
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Western Pacific Council Measures

Other Marine Managed Areas

~ CNMI Longline Fishing Prohibited Area
(2011)

R-7201 (2015/2013)
W-517 (2002)

Bottomfish Vessels ~ 50 ft prohibited (2006)

E.

Anchoring
by all fishing vessels> 50 ft
prohibited (2004)

~ Guam Longline Fishing Prohibited Area
(1992)
US EEZ Around CNMI (1976)

LZ

US EEZ Around Guam (1976)

.

Islands Unit of MTMNM (2009)
Volcanic Unit of MTMNM/Mariana Arc of
Fire NWR (2009)
Marianas Trench Marine National Monument
(MTMNM) (2009); Mariana Trench National
Wildlife Refuge (NWR) (2009)

Key Reaulations for Mariana Archipelago
All Fisheries
• Annual Catch Limits
• Anchoring prohibited on Guam’s southern banks
Bottomfish
• Prohibits use of destructive fishing techniques: explosives, poisons, trawl nets and
bottom-set gillnets
• Prohibit vessels larger than 50 feet from targeting bottomfish with 50 nm around Guam
• Federal permits and reporting for large vessels
Coral Reef Fisheries
• Special permit (permitting and reporting) for Potentially Harvested Coral Reef Taxa and
low use Marine Protected Areas
• Prohibitions (on live rock, poisons, explosives)
• Gear identification for traps
Crustaceans
• Permit and reporting (for spiny, slipper, deepwater shrimp)
• Landing notifications
Precious corals
• Spatial management (Exploratory area)
• Permitting and reporting requirements
• Gear restrictions (selective gear only)
• Size restrictions (pink coral mm height of 10 in., Black coral mm height of 48 in or
diameter of I in.)
• Gold coral moratorium
Quotas (1000 kg for all MUS combined, except black corals)
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Western Pacific Council Measures

Other Marine Managed Areas

Large Vessel Prohibited Area Longline
Exemption (2015)

National Marine Sanctuary of American
Samoa (2012 1986)

Large Vessel Prohibited Area (2002)

Rose Atoll Marine National Monument (2009)

12 mu No-Take MPA (2013)

American Samoa Territorial Waters

LI

US EEZ (1976)

Key Regulations for American Samoa Archipelago
All Fisheries
• Annual Catch Limits
• No-take MPA within 12 nautical miles of Rose Atoll
Bottomfish
• Prohibits use of destructive fishing techniques: explosives, poisons, trawl nets and
bottom-set gillnets
Coral Reef Ecosystem
• Special permit (permitting and reporting) for Potentially Harvested Coral Reef Taxa and
low use Marine Protected Areas
• Prohibitions (on taking live rock, poisons, explosives)
• Gear identification for traps
Crustaceans
• Permit and reporting (for spiny, slipper, deepwater shrimp)
• Landing notifications
Precious Corals
• Spatial management (Exploratory area)
• Permitting and reporting requirements
• Gear restrictions (selective gear only)
• Size restrictions (pink coral mm height of 10 in., Black coral mm height of 48 in or
diameter of 1 in.)
• Gold coral moratorium
• Quotas (1000 kg for all MUS combined, except black corals)
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April 14, 2017

The Honorable Donald S. Trump
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,
Washington, DC 20500.
Dear President Trump:
At its 1 69th meeting, the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council considered the impacts of
Marine National Monuments’ on US fisheries and the undermining of the decades of fisheries management under the
Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA) by the Antiquities Act. The voting members of
the Council request that you consider removing the monument fishing prohibitions in the US Pacific Islands Region2.
These four monuments created by previous Administrations encompass 1.18 million square miles and prohibit
US commercial fishing in 51% of the US Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) waters in the Western and Central Pacific.
This amounts to about 25% of thC~entire US EEZ. Fishing is an important economic activity in the US Pacific Islands.
The monuments have eliminated áccêss to US fishing grounds to US fishermen, forcing them to compete with foreign
fishing vessels on the high seás~andrnaking it more difficult for American fishermen to lower the US.fishery trade
imbalance (over 90 percent of US seafood consumption is imported, with up to a third estimated to be from illegal,
unreported, unregulated fishing).
The best scientific information available indicates that monument fishing prohibitions are unnecessary for
fisheries conservation and management. The monuments have no discemable conservation benefit to and do not
provide significant additional protections to highly mobile species such as tuna, billfish, sea turtles, seabirds, and
marine mammals. The climate mitigation attributes of the monuments are speculative.
Under the MSA, US fisheries are among the best managed globally and the regional fishery management
councils are required to establish regulations to prevent overfishing while achieving optimal yield. Removal of the
monument fishing prohibitions would not leave fishery resources unregulated. Comprehensive regulations developed
under the MSA to manage bottomfish, lobsters, precious corals and pelagic species are still in place.
We hope Mr. President, that you will redress this unfair burden on our American fishermen.

Enclosed: Maps of four monuments and MSA fishery regulated areas in the Western Pacific Region
cc:
Secretary of Commerce Wilbur Ross
Secretary of State Rex Tillerson
The Pacific Remote Islands MNM, Marianas Trench MNM, Rose Atoll MNM, Papahanaumokuakea MNM
Hawaii, American Samoa, Guam, Northern Mariana Islands, Pacific Remote Island Areas (Wake Island, Howland and
Baker Islands, Jarvis Island, Palmyra Island and Kingman Reef, Johnston Island and Midway Atoll)
l
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March 7,2017
President Donald J. Trump
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:
Access to several of the Nation’s key fisheries is in jeopardy through the establishment
and expansion of Marine National Monuments. All of these marine monuments have been
created by Presidential Proclamations under the Antiquities Act of 1906. In the U.S. Pacific
Islands region, for example, over half of U.S. waters have been closed to commercial fishing by
a stroke of the pen and without scientific evidence, socioeconomic analysis, or a deliberative and
public processes as are mandated under the amended Magnuson-Stevens Fisheries Conservation
and Management of 1976 (MSA), the nation’s primary fisheries law.
--

The loss of U.S. fishing grounds makes our consumers more dependent on foreign
seafood sources, as only ten percent of the seafood consumed in the U.S. is domestically
produced. Marine National Monuments created in the U.S. Pacific Islands resulted in the U.S.
tuna purse-seine fleet losing access to historical fishing areas including all U.S. waters (0—200
miles) surrounding Jarvis Island, Wake Island, and Johnston Atoll, remote, uninhabited
equatorial possessions of the United States, totaling 1,184,000 square miles. The Hawaii longline
fleet also lost access to these areas as well as to two-thirds of the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone
around the Hawaii Archipelago. At the same time, U.S. government negotiators agreed to reduce
significant access of the U.S. purse-seine vessels to the high seas within the Western and Central
Pacific Ocean as well as catch limits for U.S. longline vessels. Such actions exemplif~’ how a
President and government bureaucracies can dispassionately decimate U.S. fishing industries.
The commercial fishing prohibitions of Marine National Monuments impact shore-side
businesses and local economies of the U.S. In December 2016, for example, one of the two
canneries in American Samoa, which represent over half of the local private sector workforce,
and over half of the Territory’s Gross Domestic Product, ceased operations due to lack of U.S.
tuna supply. The remaining cannery has stated that it may close if the regulatory conditions do
not change. Likewise, the loss of access to highly productive fishing grounds in the northeast
has exacerbated the decline of many fishing ports in the region.
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To remedy the impacts that face the U.S. fishing industry, you can act swiftly and
effectively to remove all marine monument fishing prohibitions. The fisheries would continue to
be managed under federal law (MSA), through the Regional Fishery Management Councils and
the Department of Commerce. U.S. fisheries support hundreds of thousands of direct jobs,
millions of indirect jobs, and billions of dollars in annual revenue. Removal of the fishing
prohibitions stipulated in the monument proclamations and the return of U.S. fishenes
management to the Regional Fishery Management Councils would continue to prevent
overfishing and protect the marine environment as required by the MSA and other applicable
laws, while allowing our fishing fleet to compete with their foreign competitors.
Using the Antiquities Act to close U.S. waters to domestic fisheries is a clear example of
federal overreach and regulatory duplication and obstructs well managed, sustainable U.S.
fishing industries in favor of their foreign counterparts. You alone can act quickly to reverse this
travesty, improve our national security, and support the U.S. fishing industry that contributes to
the U.S. economy while providing healthy, well-managed fish for America’s tables.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,

—‘-Ii,,
Rob Bishop
Chairman
Committee on Natural Resources

cc:

Aumua Amata Coleman Rad wagen
Member of Congress

The Hon. Wilbur Ross, Secretary, Department of Commerce
The Hon. Raul Grijalva, Ranking Member, Committee on Natural Resources
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March 3, 2017
The Honorable Donald ~L~Trump
President of the United States
The White House
16p0 PennsyWania Avenue NW
Washington; DC’20500
Dear.Mr..President:
We, the G~vernurs of theLJS Terntóbes of’Aiii~ncan Samoa and Guam and the US
Commonwealth of Northern Maháha Lsland~ hujnb)y riquest that you use executive authdiity under the
Antiquities Act of l9~ to ren~ve th~~i~ng provisions applicable to the ~1anne National Monuments in
f~deiãl and our island j~zrisdictio~is.
O~r island curl
dpendón the ocean foi food security and economic opportunities. Oór
Samoan Chamorro, and CaroiLman cu!tuies are interwoven with the marine environment and fishing The
monument fishing r~i~tions are unnecessary and intpede our sociOeconomic and cultural stabtht3~ The
promi~s of previous adnunistrations arid envtrOninentil organizations of monument co-managemenr.~and
revenue gen~ratiôñ t~ve not beenreaiized;
-

Our island~,contribu~e.a sigOifiàant aniOüãt pfliind and water for.niilitäry training and among the
highest per capita US Armed Forces personnel and military casualties reflecting our resolute Amen~n
pitriousm Many of our people haveicot returned frOzi~harsh and distant battlegrounds providmg the
ultiñiate Sacrifice for our’ great country.
We trust you will déui~onstrate yourgrêat ltad~ship on this pressing issiié,ahd do wh~t is right for
our people and the Nation Please return Anincan fishermen to US wateri and remove the monumiñt
fishing prohibitions.
Respectfully,

~eB,Caiv~’
Governor of Guam

fM~gf~4J~
Governor of American Samoa

G ernor of CNMI

Enclosures

P0 Box 2950
Agana, GU 96932

A.P. Lutali Executive 001cc Building
Pugo Pago, AS 96799

Caller Box 10007
Saipan. MP 96950
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December 1, 2016
President Barack H. Obama
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President,
The purpose of this letter is to provide you information on the impacts facing the Hawaii
fishing and seafood industries as a result of your decision to expand the Papahanaumokueakea
Marine National Monument (PMNM).
Under the statutory authority provided under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act, the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council
(Council) has the responsibility to develop conservation and management measures for all
domestic fisheries within our region. As such, we are required to examine the economic, social,
and cultural effects of conservation and management measures, including effects on fishermen,
fishery-related businesses, small businesses, coastal communities, fish stocks and habitat.
At the Council’s 168t1~ meeting held in October 2016, NOAA Fisheries Pacific Islands
Fisheries Science Center presented information on the potential direct and indirect economic
impacts on the Hawaii longline fishery as a result of the monument expansion. The direct impact
on the Hawaii longline fishery is a loss of fishing grounds that resulted in nearly 10 % of the
fishery’s total landings in recent years. The impact, however, is not proportional among fishery
participants, as some vessel captains utilize those fishing grounds to a greater extent than others.
Over the last five years, Hawaii longline vessels in the expansion area caught about 2.5 million
pounds per year of tuna and other pelagic species, worth on average $8 million.
The loss of these fishing grounds will have an immediate and long-term effect on the
participants in these fisheries. It will also affect shore-side businesses and coastal communities
that rely on this fishing industry. The closure of these fishing grounds will result in a loss of
more than $9 million to fishery support businesses (e.g., fuel and gear suppliers), $4.2 million in
household income, more than 100 jobs, and tax revenue of around $500,000 to the State of
Hawaii. The Council is working with PIFSC on further analysis of the economic impacts from
the expansion. However, we believe the federal government should mitigate these impacts
through direct compensation to Hawaii longline fishery participants. Compensation would lessen
the impact on fishery participants who may need to increase the size of their vessel or purchase
more fuel and supplies to make longer fishing trips to high seas fishing grounds. Hawaii longline
owners may also find the need to upgrade their vessels so they can compete more efficiently with
A Council Authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservations and Management Act of 1976
1164 BISHOP STREET • SUITE 1400 • HONOLULU • HAWAII 96813 USA. TELEPHONE (808)522-8220 • FAX (808)522-8226
www.wpcouncil.org

fleets from Japan, China, Taiwan, and Korea. Compensation would also help fishermen who
want to leave the fishery and train for other livelihoods.
The proclamation to expand PMNM directs the Secretary of Commerce, in consultation
with the Secretary of the Interior, to implement regulations to prohibit commercial fishing in the
PMNM expansion area. The referenced statutory authority to promulgate the fishing provision in
Proclamation 9478 is the MSA. The process to develop federal fishing regulations under the
MSA inextricably involves the regional fishery management councils. The Council, at our l68~~~
meeting held last month, initiated a process to amend the Hawaii and Pelagic Fishery Ecosystem
Plans and to develop associated proposed regulations that would prohibit commercial fishing,
allow non-commercial fishing, and allow Native Hawaii subsistence fishing with the PMNM
expansion. The Council’s process to develop the FEP amendments and regulations, which
includes public scoping and environmental analysis, should take approximately 12-18 months.
To help alleviate impacts from Monument expansion on the Hawaii longline fleet, the Council
requests delayed implementation of the commercial fishing prohibition for 5 years.
There is precedent for phasing out fisheries in newly designated marine monuments
including 5 years for the NWHI bottomfish fishery in the PMNM and 7 years for red crab and
American lobster fisheries in the Northeast Canyons and Seamounts MNM. The Hawaii longline
fishery is a global leader in sustainable practices as recognized in the White House Fact Sheet
(8/27/2016) on the monument expansion. The immediate prohibition on fishing in the monument
expansion area will not affect the stock status of any fish caught by the Hawaii longline fishery.
A phased approach is appropriate.
Lastly, the Council did not support the expansion of PMNM. However, the Council takes
its role under MSA seriously and will fulfill its duty to recommend regulations that implement
the fishing provisions of Proclamation 9478.
Sincerely,

‘~1.
Ed Ebisui Jr.
Chair

Kitty
S~monds
ExecutivelDirector
.
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December 1, 2016
President Barack H. Obama
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
The purpose of this letter is to communicate our continued concerns over the federal
government’s inadequate implementation of the Marianas Trench, Rose Atoll, and Pacific
Remote Islands Marine National Monuments (MNMs). These monuments were established by
President George W. Bush in 2009, with you expanding the Pacific Remote Islands Monument in
2014. It has been nearly 7 years since these monuments were created, yet the Department of
Commerce and the Department of the Interior have not finalized management plans for any of
these monuments. Furthermore, there is no evidence of the conservation or economic benefits
that were promised in return for local community support during the assessment period prior to
designation.
For example, the Marianas Trench MNM proclamation by President Bush instructed
DOC and DOl to implement a management plan within 2 years. To date, USFWS and NOAA
have not fulfilled this basic mandate. In the lead up to the designation of the Marianas Trench
MNM, federal officials and the Pew Environment Group painted a picture of how important it
was to protect the valuable and unique natural resources they claim were under enormous threats,
yet local officials and community members remained skeptical. Local government support was
only swayed when the Presidential envoy promised in December 2008 that they would do the
following:
1) Support conveyance of ownership to the 0-3 nm submerged lands back to the CNMI;
2) Establish a meaningful 50/50 co-management agreement between the federal
government and CNMI, with the local government having veto power over any federal
action in the monument;
3) Local control over travel to the monument by indigenous people of the Marianas; and
4) Construction of a world class visitor’s center.

A Council Authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservations and Management Act of 1976
1164 BISHOP STREET • SUITE 1400 • HONOLULU • HAWAII 96813 USA • TELEPHONE (808) 522-8220 • FAX (808) 522-8226
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The Congress eventually conveyed unencumbered ownership for 0-3 nm surrounding
each of the 14 islands in the Northern Marianas in 2013. However, you excepted from transfer
those nearshore submerged lands surrounding the islands of Uracus, Maug and Asuncion until
such time as the CNMI Government agreed to manage the submerged lands under the guidelines
of the Presidential Proclamation that designated the Marianas Trench IvINM.
In May of 2016, CNMI Governor Torres wrote to you expressing his disappointment with
the broken promises associated with the Marianas Trench MNM. He cited that economic
assurances were made based on a Pew-funded study that estimated that the monument would
result in $10 million per year in the direct spending and approximately $5 million per year in tax
revenue, plus the creation of 400 jobs. As Governor Torres stated, the CNMI has yet to receive
any of these benefits.
•The establishment of the Rose Atoll MNM also came with promises of co-management
with the American Samoa government. This did not occur, and instead, NOAA superimposed the
Rose Atoll MNM area with a National Marine Sanctuary, creating several layers of duplicative
federal management. We believe it is important to recognize that the boundaries of the Rose
Atoll MNM were incongruently overlaid with the Council’s Large Vessel Prohibited Area
(LVPA). This amounted to the loss of approximately $240,000 per year to the American Samoa
longline fleet, which forced the Council to amend LVPA boundary regulations to make them
congruent with the Rose Atoll MNM boundaries and to prevent further economic losses.
Promises of increased enforcement were also common in the lead up to the creation of
the monuments in 2008 and during the Pacific Remote Islands MNM expansion in 2014.
However, this also has not been realized. The US Coast Guard and NOAA Office of Law
Enforcement have not received additional funds or assets to increase patrols of monuments in the
Western Pacific. While enforcement agencies have remained level-funded, we understand the
NMFS and the USFWS have been receiving $3 million per year for monument management. We
question the utilization of these funds if the record shows that these agencies have failed to
fmalize the monument management plans. It appears the only promises being fulfilled are those
associated with extended oversight by federal agencies associated with what we believe is
empire building in the US Pacific Islands Region. We remind you that, prior to monument
designation, these federal waters were already sustainably managed under existing law and
regulations such as the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act and that
the local stakeholders play an important role in its management. With regards to marine
monuments in the Western Pacific, local stakeholders and governments have been assigned a
distant secondary role in managing waters that they have been managing for thousands of years.
The Pacific Remote Islands MNM expansion displaced sustainably-managed US fishing
vessels from US waters. For the US purse seine fleet, for example, this resulted in increased
reliance on fishing in the waters of Pacific Island countries. Access to fish in waters of these
countries comes at exorbitant costs (approximately $12,000 per fishing day). Although touted by
marine monument advocates as a fishery management tool, in reality monuments have little to no
conservation benefits for highly migratory fish stocks (e.g. tuna and billfish), and as such, cannot
be included in any stock assessment evaluating the condition of these stocks in our region.
Simply closing off vast areas of marine waters to pelagic fishing does nothing for highly mobile
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species when displaced fishing effort is not addressed. We are mystified why the White House
believes removing US fishing vessels from US waters, without conservation benefits, is good for
US fisheries. These actions are having negative impacts on the American Samoa economy which
is dependent on fish processing for US seafood markets as its main private-sector industry. One
of the two canneries in American Samoa has announced a December 2016 closure laying-off
800 employees.
—

We are very disappointed that these MNM’s have become nothing more than presidential
legacy paper parks that offer little conservation benefits to marine resources and have provided
no economic benefits to local communities. Further, marine monuments are examples of federal
overreach that are an affront to Pacific Island culture, traditions, and threaten the economic
stability of American Samoa, Guam, and CNMI.
Thank you for your attention to the concerns we have raised, and request you instruct
your administration to ensure that promises are fulfilled and that the monuments are properly
implemented and enforced.
Sincerely,

.%I.

Ed Ebisui Jr.
Chair

/4’~~

McGrew Rice
Vice Chair
Hawaii

C1~istmuna Lutu-Sanchez
Vice Chair
Am. Samoa

Michael Duenas
Vice Chair
Guam

~ohn Gourle1y
Vice Chair
CNMI
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August 17, 2016
The Honorable Barack H. Obama
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
On behalf of the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council, we are writing to provide you options
regarding your consideration of the request to expand the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument (PMNM) around
the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI). We have developed two options to achieve the conservation and legacy
objectives communicated by proponents of monument expansion while also ensuring access to current and historic fishing
grounds of the highly monitored, responsible Hawaii longline fishery. These options have been vetted and supported by the
Hawaii Longline Association and Hawaii Seafood Council.
Both options would result in the establishment of the world’s largest contiguous no-take marine protected area,
protect all WWII Battle of Midway objects, and encompass deep-sea high-density biological communities of scientific
interest.
If you choose to expand the PMNIvI, we maintain our request that fisheries management in the US EEZ continue to
be implemented under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA), similar to what was
prescribed in the proclamations establishing the Rose Atoll, Marianas Trench, and Pacific Remote Islands Marine National
Monuments. The Hawaii longline fishery has been evaluated to be 940o compliant with the UN FAO Code of Conduct for
Responsible Fishing and is subject to a suite of regulations developed under the MSA that includes catch limits, sea turtle,
seabird, and marine mammal mitigation measures, independent federal observers, real-time satellite monitoring, fishing gear
identification, and daily catch logbooks.
The Hawaii longline fleet has been subject to satellite-based monitoring since the early l990s and the existing
PMNM entry exit notification requirements are duplicative and overly burdensome. Please consider revising the entry and
exit notification requirements for Hawaii longline vessels, which we note only apply to US vessels and not foreign fishing
vessels.
Another change to existing PMNM regulations that we request you consider is to allow subsistence fishing for
Native Hawaiian communities, which is consistent with the provisions provided in the Rose Atoll and Marianas Trench
monuments for local indigenous communities.
The initiative to expand PMNM has divided the Hawaii community, including friends, families, and colleagues. We
believe the options we have developed would repair the community divide while addressing the interests of both sides of this
issue.
Sincerely,

Edwin Ebisui Jr.
Chair

Frederick McGrew Rice
Vice Chair

Johi~ Gourley
Vic~ Chair

(~)

Michael Duenas
Vice Chair

Enclosure: Proposed PMNM Expansion Options
Cc: White House Council on Environmental Quality and The Honorable David Y. Ige, Governor, State of Hawaii
A Council Authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservations and Management Act of 1976
1164 BISHOP STREET • SUITE 1400 • HONOLULU • HAWAII 96813 USA • TELEPHONE (808) 522-8220 • FAX (808) 522-8226
www.wpcouncil.org
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August 18, 2016
The Honorable Barack H. Obama
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
Yesterday, we provided you with two options regarding your consideration of the request to
expand the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument around the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands.
Those options would achieve the conservation and legacy objectives communicated by proponents of
monument expansion while also ensuring access to current and historic fishing grounds of the highly
monitored, responsible Hawaii longline fishery. These options have been vetted and supported by the
Hawaii Longline Association and Hawaii Seafood Council. As noted, the preferred option would also
reduce impacts to Native Hawaiian and State rights.
At this time, we submit for your consideration the following addendum to those options:
ADDENDUM
“

44% of US EEZ around Hawaii as no-take

In other words, both Option A and Option B would place 44 percent of the US exclusive
economic zone around Hawaii as no-take waters (with possible allowance for subsistence fishing by
native Hawaiian communities, as an added recommendation).
We feel it is important to include this addendum because efforts are underway to expand upon the
Aichi Biodiversity Target established in 2010 to conserve 10 percent of coastal and marine areas, which
Hawaii meets already. The World Parks Congress in 2014 recommended 30 percent no-take marine
protected areas, which either option would exceed by 50 percent. Additionally, the United Nations’ Ad
Hoc Open-ended Informal Working Group is studying issues relating to the conservation and sustainable
use of marine biological diversity beyond areas of national jurisdiction.
Sincerely,

PA4~~
Edwin Ebisui Jr.
Chair

Frederick McGrew Rice
Vice Chair

~
Joh~ Gourley
Vice Chair

~J

Michael Duenas
Vice Chair

Enclosures: Proposed PMNM Expansion Options with addendum point
Copy of August 18 letter
Cc: White House Council on Environmental Quality
The Honorable David Y. Ige, Governor, State of Hawaii
A Council Authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservations and Management Act of 1976
1164 BISHOP STREET, SUITE 1400, HONOLULU, HAWAII 96813, USA • Ph. (808) 522-8220. Fax (808)522-8226.
ww.wpcouncil.org

Option A (Preferred): Expansion West of 170°W
V World’s largest contiguous no-take marine protected area: 419,517 sq. miles
V World’s second largest contiguous marine protected area: 419,517 sq. miles
V Triples the no-take area of the existing monument
V 44% of US EEZ around Hawaii as no-take
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Protects seamounts, banks and deep-sea high-density biological communities

+

Eliminates future extractive activities that impact the ocean bottom (i.e., seabed mining)

+

Protects dynamic pelagic areas (e.g., seasonal subtropical frontal zone)

+

Protects all WWII Battle of Midway shipwrecks

•.

Encompasses 70% of NWHI monk seal population

+

Encompasses 99% of NWHI albatross nesting population

••

Protects an observed deep sea foraging area of monk seals off Kure

+

Reduces impacts to Hawaii longline fishery and local sustainable food security

+

Reduces enforcement burden for T~ S Coast Guard, NOAA

+

Continues to protect Hancock Seamount Ecosystem Management Area

+

Continues fishery management under the Magnuson-Stevens Act

+

Reduces impacts to Native Hawaiian and State rights

Option B: Expansion West of 163°W
(Submerged Lands Only 163°W-170°W)
V World’s largest marine protected area: 582,578 sq. miles
V World’s largest contiguous no-take marine protected area: 419,517 sq. miles
V Triples the no-take area of the existing monument
V 44% of US EEZ around Hawaii as no-take
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August 12, 2016
The Honorable Barack H. Obama
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
The Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council, at its
convened on August 3, 2016, adopted the enclosed resolution.

167th

meeting

The resolution requests that the US Government address concerns related to the proposed
expansion of the Papahãnaumokuakea Marine National Monument through a public, transparent,
deliberative, documented, and science-based process. Further, if any designations are made in the
marine environment under authorities such as the Antiquities Act of 1906, the resolution requests
that fisheries management in the U.S. exclusive economic zone continues to be developed,
analyzed, and implemented through the public process of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act.
At the August 1 and 2 public meetings on the proposed expansion held on Oahu and
Kauai, people repeatedly asked that monument expansion not occur without a rigorous and
transparent evaluation process that includes impacts to marine resources, people, and economy of
Hawaii. We have heard from Senator Schatz that a decision will be made within a month, and
officials from the State of Hawaii indicate this is a “done deal”. We are naturally extremely
concerned especially since we have not had any response to our previous letters of April 8 and
July 14 of this year. The Council hopes, therefore, that its voice and those of the people of
Hawaii will be heard and considered before any action is taken to expand the
Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument.
Sincerely,

44.
M.Si onds
I irector
Enclosure: Resolution from 167 Council Meeting
cc:

White House Council on Environmental Quality
Secretary of Commerce
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary of State

A Council Authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservations and Management Act of 1976
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Resolution on Potential Impacts of Expanding the Papahänaumokuakea Marine National Monument
to the Fisheries and Food Security of Kawai1 and the Management of Fisheries
as Mandated by the Magnusori-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
Approved by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council on August 3, 2016
Whereas the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council was established by Congress in 1976 through the
Fishery Conservation and Management Act, which is known today as the Magnuson-Stevens Act (MSA), to have authority
over fisheries in the Pacific Ocean seaward of the State of Hawai’i, Territory of American Samoa, Territory of Guam,
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) and the Pacific Remote Island Areas and is comprised of 13
voting members of which 12 represent the local governments, fisheries and other stakeholders;
Whereas the Council and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) manage fish stocks throughout their range in
Hawai’i under the Hawai’i Archipelago and Pacific Pelagic Fishery Ecosystem Plans, taking into account international
measures established by the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission and Inter-American Tropical Tuna
Commission;
Whereas the Council has maintained sustainable fisheries and conserved resources through conventional fishery
management measures such as limited entry programs, spatial zoning, catch limits, observer programs, catch reporting,
protected species mitigation measures and gear modifications, and advanced satellite monitoring, such that NMFS has
recognized fisheries management in the U.S. Pacific Islands as a global model of sustainability in large part due to the
Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council;
Whereas the Council’s guiding principles include recognizing the importance of island cultures and traditional fishing
practices in managing fishery resources and fostering opportunities for participation, and, to that end, has conducted
research on indigenous fishing rights and established an Indigenous Fishing Rights Committee, an indigenous fishing
program, and regulations that reserved Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI) limited entry bottomfish fishing permits for
Native Hawaiian communities, among many other related actions;
Whereas the Council adheres to the MSA whose provisions are consistent with the United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS), including Article 61, “The coastal State taking into account the best scientific evidence available to
it shall ensure through proper conservation and management measures that the maintenance of the living resources in
the exclusive economic zone is not endangered by over exploitation,” and Article 62, “The coastal State shall promote the
objective of optimum utilization of the living resources in the exclusive economic zone without prejudice to Article 61 and
further determine its capacity to harvest the living resources of the exclusive economic zone. When the coastal state does
not have the capacity to harvest the entire allowable catch, it shall give other States access to the surplus of the
allowable catch”;
...

Whereas the Council in 1991, utilizing the MSA process of public participation and best available science to address
potential interactions between Hawaiian monk seals and Hawai’i longline vessels, created the Protected Species Zone out
to 50 nautical miles around all of the NWHI, encompassing a 100-nautical-mile (nm) wide by 1,200 nm long area that
included all of the coral reef ecosystems, monk seal critical habitat, and seabird and sea turtle nesting sites in the NWHI;
Whereas the Antiquities Act of 1906 was used on June 15, 2006, by President George W. Bush to issue Proclamation
8031 to establish the 139,373 square-nautical-mile (nm) NWHI Marine National Monument (MNM, later renamed the
Papahãnaumokuakea MNM), overlaying the Protected Species Zone and which, among other provisions, permanently
prohibits commercial, recreational and subsistence fishing that previously occurred in the NWHI, such as charter troll and
limited entry bottomfish and lobster fishing, as well as other commercial activities and access within the entire monument
area without authorization;
Whereas the Antiquities Act of 1906 “authorizes the President, in his discretion, to declare by public proclamation historic
landmarks, historic and prehistoric structures, and other objects of historic or scientific interest that are situated on lands
which are owned or controlled by the Government of the United States, and to reserve thereof parcels of land the limits of
which shall in all cases be confined to the smallest area compatible with the proper care and management of the objects
to be protected”;
Whereas the Antiquities Act does not require notice, public participation, environmental or socioeconomic analyses, or
Congressional oversight and allows the President to sidestep the Administrative Procedure Act and the National
Environmental Policy Act in designating national monuments;
Whereas the Antiquities Act was subsequently used to create and expand the Pacific Remote Islands MNM (490,343
square miles), the Marianas Trench MNM (96,714 square miles) and Rose Atoll (13,393 square miles), which with the
current Papahãnaumokuakea MNM constitutes all of the nation’s MNMs and prohibits fishing in 30 percent of the U.S.

EEZ in the Western Pacific Region, while allowing fishing managed under the Council in some MNM areas that include
only submerged lands or permit customary exchange, whereas prior to the monument designation customary exchange
did not require a permit;
Whereas the Antiquities Act is now once again being invoked in a request to President Obama to expand the
Papahãnaumokuãkea MNM, and Senator Brian Schatz (D-Hawai’i) in June 2016 proposed the expansion encompass the
full extent of the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) around the NWHI north of 163 degree longitude;
Whereas the Council is concerned that the proposed monument expansion would increase the monument more than
fourfold to 582,578 square nm, i.e., equivalent to 60 percent of the EEZ around Hawai’i, 13 percent of the nation’s entire
EEZ and the size of the combined land masses of Oregon, Washington, California and Texas, and that this proposed area
may not be confined to the smallest area compatible with the proper care of the objects to be protected;
Whereas the Council is concerned that the proposed expansion is not based on the best available scientific information
with reg~ards to mitigating the effects of climate change and benefiting the conservation of pelagic fish, seabird, sea turtle
and marine mammal populations and coral reef and pelagic ecosystems and does not take into account protection of
pelagic fish and protected species populations and pelagic and coral reef ecosystems already required by the existing
Papahãnaumokuakea MNM, the MSA and other existing laws;
Whereas the Council is concerned that the proposed expansion would harm commercial pelagic fisheries, especially the
Hawai’i longline fishery, by closing fishing grounds within the EEZ, making it likely that the fishery will become more
dependent on the high seas, where it must compete with foreign longline fleets and may have to fish further from Hawai’i
thus incurring additional costs, increased safety risks and a larger carbon footprint;
Whereas the Council is concerned that the proposed expanded monument would negatively affect the local seafood
markets, food security, economy and livelihoods of thousands who are employed in the fishing industry and associated
businesses in Hawai’i and would increase the nation’s dependence on imported seafood;
Whereas the Council is concerned that the proposed expansion does not take into account requirements to achieve
optimum yield from the sustainable US fisheries that are managed to prevent overfishing and consistent with
requirements of other applicable laws and statutes and would undermine the Council’s ability to continue to manage
fisheries throughout their range and in an ecosystem-based manner;
Whereas the Council is concerned that the expanded monument is being promoted as full protection when, in fact, it
would not protect against coral bleaching and ocean acidification; would not protect migratory species throughout their
range; and would not have authority over military activities, the navigation of foreign vessels, overflight, the laying of
submarine cables and pipelines, and other internationally lawful uses of the sea under UNCLOS and customary
international law;
Whereas the Council takes to heart the words of Chief Justice William S. Richardson of the Hawaii Supreme Court, who
emphasized at the Ho’ohanohano I Na KOpuna Puwalu (Honor Our Ancestors Conference) that “traditional and customary
practices can only be recognized by the courts and by policymakers if the practices remain vibrant and healthy and
relevant to the lives of our people”;
Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council requests that United States
government address concerns presented herein related to potential monument expansion through a public, transparent,
deliberative, documented, and science-based process that includes projections regarding the management resources and
tools needed to effectively manage and administer an expanded monument and the technical, scientific, and
socioeconomic costs and benefits from monument expansion on marine resources, residents of Hawaii, and the Nation;
and that, if any designations are made in the marine environment under authorities such as the Antiquities Act of 1906,
that fisheries management in the U.S. exclusive economic zone continues to be developed, analyzed and implemented
through the public process of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act.
Be it further resolved that a copy of this resolution shall be sent to the President of the United States, the White House’s
Council on Environmental Quality, Secretary of Commerce, Secretary of the Interior, Secretary of State, and other parties
as appropriate.
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Edwin Ebisui Jr.
Chair
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July 14, 2016
The Honorable Barack H. Obama
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
We are writing to you again regarding the issue of expanding the PapahAnaumokuakea
Marine National Monument (PMNM). We first wrote to you on this matter on April 8, 2016,
whereby we provided information responding to the request by 7 private citizens to expand the
PMNM.
On June 16th, Hawaii Senator Brian Schatz wrote to you expressing his support for expanding
the PMNM from 139,800 to 582,578 square miles increasing its size by approximately 316 percent.
We reviewed the information contained in Senator Schatz’ s letter and information presented in a proexpansion publication’ and have found serious inaccuracies. Contrary to the statement in Senator
Schatz’s letter, the best scientific information available does not support that the ecosystem around
the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI) would be strengthened from monument expansion.
—

The area proposed for monument expansion is comprised of pelagic waters and deep-ocean
seafloor (approximately 15,000 ft deep) of the US Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). The pelagic
waters of this area do not form a distinct ecosystem, but rather are part of a larger sub-tropical
pelagic ecosystem of the North Pacific Ocean. Effective conservation of highly migratory species
such as tuna, billfish, sharks, seabirds, sea turtles that occur in pelagic ecosystem requires
international measures and strict enforcement of foreign fishing vessels. Enclosed is our analysis that
refutes arguments for expanding the monument contained in pro-expansion publication referenced
above. Our analysis, which was reviewed by the National Marine Fisheries Service Pacific Islands
Fisheries Science Center, provides accurate information with regards to marine resources and
existing protections found in the NWHI.
Expanding the PMNM to the full extent of the EEZ would be an unprecedented action with
negligible conservation gains one that would close about two thirds of the EEZ around Hawaii to
domestic fishing. The establishment of Marine National Monuments under the Antiquities Act has
resulted in a disproportionate conservation burden that the US Pacific Islands region has had to
shoulder. Marine National Monuments2 have only been established in the US Pacific Islands and
together represent about 30% of the US EEZ in our region. The establishment of these marine
monuments has reduced accessible fishing grounds for sustainably managed US fisheries operating
in US waters. Expanding the PMNM would compound negative cumulative impacts experienced by
—

‘Pu’uhonua: A Place Of Sanctuary (The Cultural and Biological Significance of the proposed expansion for the
Papahänaumokuãkea Marine National Monument)
2 PapaMnaumokuakea MNM, Pacific Remote Islands MNM, Rose Atoll MNM, Mariana Trench MNM
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the Hawaii longline fishery, which is highly monitored and primarily supplies Hawaii’s domestic
seafood market. Cumulative impacts include competition from less restricted foreign imports and
catch limits and other restrictions imposed by international fishery management organizations such
as the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission and the Inter-American Tropical Tuna
Commission.
Unilateral Presidential action to expand the PMNM under the Antiquities Act is contrary to
the Magnuson-Stevens Fisheries Conservation and Management Act, which over the last 40 years
has resulted in sustainable US fisheries and ecosystem protection. Expanding the PMNM under
Antiquities Act also undermines the principles and public participation process established under the
National Environmental Policy Act.
Hawaii is an ocean state; its commercial fisheries are its largest source of primary food
production and make it the fifth most important commercial fishing port in the United States. Per
capita consumption of fish in Hawaii is twice the national average. Further, non-commercial fishing
in Hawaii includes mass participation; the state is number one in terms of pounds of recreational fish
landed per resident.
The maritime and fishing culture of Hawaii and the Pacific Islanders has a depth and
significance which continues to resonate in modern times. Fishing, eating and sharing fish, and
passing on the knowledge of fish and fishing locations, all play a pivotal role in preserving and
perpetuating the culture and traditions of the people of the US Pacific Islands.
Finally, expanding the PMNM will further erode Native Hawaiian rights to the area and
make it more difficult for Native Hawaiians to access these waters. Prior to the establishment of the
PMNM, Native Hawaiians could readily access their traditional fishing grounds in the NWHI. There
is no evidence that this access threatened any fish stocks or resources in the area. After President
George W. Bush established the PMNM, the federal government instituted a Native Hawaiian
Practices Permit, which if granted, comes with a suite of associated permit conditions that restrict
traditional activities. For example, resources harvested in the NWHI under the terms of the Native
Hawaiian Practices Permit must be consumed in the Monument. This eliminates Native Hawaiian
customary sharing, customary exchange and other cultural use of fish caught in the Northwestern
Hawaiian Islands.
Expanding the Papahänaumokuãkea Marine National Monument would produce negligible
conservation benefits while unnecessarily impact Hawaii pelagic fisheries and would result in social
and cultural consequences. Such an action, especially as it would be taken under the Antiquities Act,
would be a monumental step backward in the United States’ progress in managing its natural
resources using the best scientific information available and providing for meaningful opportunities
for public participation.
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Sincerely,

‘~~iL-

Kitt M. monds
Executive irector
Enclosures: 1) WPRFMC Science Rebuttal Analysis
2) WPRFMC Letter to Senator Schatz
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Analysis of the “Pu’uhonua a Place of Sanctuary: The Cultural and Biological Significance of the Proposed
Expansion for the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument”
July 14, 2016
This document provides the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council’s analysis of the document “Pu’uhonua a Place of
Sanctuary: The cultural and biological significance of the proposed expansion for the Papahänaumokuakea Marine National
Monument” (hereafter referred to as the “Pu’uhonua document”). Specifically, we focus on the scientific significance arguments
posed in the Pu’uhonua document.
•
ents
~ inthe ‘uonua ~ocument
Key eèosyslems that would benet~trom expansion
inchide coral reefs, searnounts, pelagic areas, guyots,
‘and~abyssal,seabed communities.

•

WPRFMC Anal sis

is~uing~tisl~ingactivity:jn the potential expansion area do not pose a threat to
coral reefs, seamounts, pelagic areas, guyots and abyssal seabed communities
Fishing activity occursiñ the top surface layer of the water coliunn,compared
,~to the seabedof the’potential expansionare’a lying three miles under water,
and~destructive fishingpractices have been prohibited since 1986. Additional
details on these i i ints are .j~o~jdedbelo~y.
Coral Reefs: “The NWHI: in deep sea habitat
There is no fishery targeting corals in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI).
in the NWHI of the Papahanaumokuakea
The only fishery currently operating in the US Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
Marine National Monument would better ensure around the NWHI is the Hawaii longline fishery, which does not pose a threat to
the resiliency for these reefs, reducing one
reefs or deep-sea habitat. The deepest hook set is about 400 meters which is much
stressor fishing facing reefs in this multi
shallower than 99% of the benthic habitat in the potential expansion area of the
stressor Situation”
NWHI. Any claims that fishing represents a threat to hermatypic or deep sea corals
are entirely spurious. Deep water trawling has been prohibited in the US EEZ
around Hawaii, Guam, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI),
American Samoa, and the Pacific Remote Island Areas (PRIA) since 1986 through
action of the Western Pacific Re:ional Fisher Mana:ement Council.
--

--

A

men mad in the ‘uhonua document
• Seamounts: “Since there are high levels of
biodiversity and endemism on seamounts that
have been studied to date, it is assumed that
unexplored seamounts contain similar amounts
of biodiversity and endemism and likely hold
great opportunity for future scientific
discoveries, including new species”

•

Seamounts: “The proposed expansion of the
Monument would protect approximately 110
additional seamounts from the irreversible
effects of deep water trawling and the
immeasureable damage of deep water mining.”

WP
Anal sis
The average depth in the proposed monument expansion is 4,882 m. While
seamounts comprise the shallower area in the potential expansion area, biological
productivity is much higher on seamounts that are 1,000 m or shallower. These
constitute only 0.1% of the area. Further, the Pu’uhonua document appears to apply
information gleaned from studies of mesophotic coral ecosystems (MCEs) and
generalize the findings to seamounts that occur at depths significantly greater than
MCEs are found. Finally, while it may be true that there is potential for scientific
discoveries at unexplored seamounts, these explorations can occur now, and in fact
with less bureaucracy than if the monument was expanded. Bottom line: monument
expansion is not necessary to study biodiversity and endemism on seamounts, and
in fact ma hinder it.
Deep water trawling (i.e., bottom trawling), bottom-set gill nets, tangle nets and
other destructive fishing gear has been prohibited in the US EEZ around Hawaii,
Guam, CNMI, American Samoa, and the Pacific Remote Island Areas since 1986
through action of the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council under
the authority of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act.
There is no other fishing activity posing a threat to seamounts in the potential
expansion area.
Deep water mining leases and associated permits must undergo a rigorous federal
environmental review process under existing requirements. Threats to a resource do
not determine its cultural or scientific interest, or demonstrate that the current
boundaries are insufficient for the management of the resource. A monument
expansion to protect these resources would be an admission that the current
environmental review process, as well as a series of executive orders, is insufficient.
If this is the case, monument designations and expansions would be a bandaid, not a
solution.

A

men ma. e in he Pu ub nua document
“Deep coral reefs in PMNM may contain the
highest percentage of fish species found
nowhere else on Earth, according to a study by
NOAA scientists published in the Bulletin of
Marine Science”

•

“Several of these species (oceanic white tip
shark, giant trevally, bluefin trevally, green
jobfish, and endemic Hawaiian grouper) and
others spend parts of their life histories both
inside and outside the borders of the existing
monument. Expanding the area of protection
will increase survivability of these species.”

Populäfioiisdfe~ii~ds, tuitlés, ~hal~s, pred~tors’
sucl a.ssharks and tuna, and bottom life associated
with seamount~and hydrothermal vents would
bênefiPfroiñ.theèxpansion. The e~isting borders do
ndPall~w for tfieproper care and management for
pbpulâtiOns o~fimi~rat~r.y ffirds, fish, rnarnm~ls, and
seaftirtles, and newly disèovered and little
understóôd dee • sea ecos stems

WP’
AnaLsis
The “deep coral reefs” described here are more widely known as mesophotic coral
ecosystems (MCEs). MCEs are considered deeper extensions of coral reef
ecosystems found at 30 to 150m depths. Whereas it is true that Kane and colleagues
showed that there is high endemism of MCE associated fishes, the claim that this
area is the highest in the world is unsubstantiate&. In fact, the authors of the study
highlighted that “the study only surveyed slopes, ledges, or other distinguishing reef
fish habitat features at depths between 30 and 90 m, and therefore the endemism
estimates are not comparable to other fish habitat types at the same depths”. This
means that their estimates only apply to a similar habitat type at that depth range.
Reefs within the Papahãnaumokuakea Marine National Monument (PMNM) do not
demonstrate the scientific interest of the ex ‘ansion area.
The expansion is unlikely to increase survivability of the species mentioned in this
statement. The majority of reef-associated species have a pelagic larval stage which
is highly dependent on the ocean circulation. A hook-and-line fishery like the
Hawaii longline fishery will have no direct impact to tiny larvae. Moreover, these
species (maybe less so for the oceanic white tip) are already protected by the current
boundary. Numerous papers published the home range of these different species:
o Giant trevally = 29km (l8mi)2
o Bluefin trevally = 10.2km (6.3mi)3
o Green jobfish = 12-19km (7.4-1 1.8mi)4; 3-301cm (l.8-l8mi)5
o Hawaiian grouper = purely demersal species with very limited home and
de.thran:e6
The btest áVaal~b1~rscience does not indii~ate expa~dingothe PMNM will1 benefit
species such as seabirds, turtles, whales, sharks and tuna Existing
management meëhanisms have continued to show sü~ccess in ininimiiing
ecosystem impacts from~fisheries, and the Hawaii longline fishery serNestas the
gold standard in the international arena Additional details on these~porn’ts are
pr~viâedbçlow~
.
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Seabirds: “Eleven of the species found in the
NWHI are considered imperiled or of high
conservation concern, and in particular, six
species the Laysan (near-threatened), blackfooted (near-threatened), and short-tailed
(endangered) albatrosses, Christmas shearwater,
Tristram’ s storm-petrel (near-threatened) and
blue noddy are of the highest concern for the
Pacific Island re:ion as a whole.”
Seabirds:
the most significant cause of
population decline for albatross can be
attributed to longline fisheries.”
—

—

•

•

“. . .

Seabird: “Some studies have shown that booby
species range throughout most though not all
of the NWHI. Furthermore, smaller seabird
species have been shown to forage further from
breeding colonies than larger birds (likely as a
result of interspecies competition). Thus, many
species are likely to be foraging well outside the
current boundaries of the monument, including
white-tailed tropicbirds, red-tailed tropic birds,
masked boobies, great frigatebirds, sooty tems,
and wed e-tailed shearwaters.”
—

—

WPR MC Anal sis
The Pu’uhonua document cites the IUCN Red List status, which uses different
criteria than the U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA) listing. Of the species
highlighted in this statement, only the short-tailed albatross is listed under the ESA,
and this species’ primary breeding habitat is in Japan. Short-tailed albatross,
Christmas shearwater, Tristram’s storm-petrel and blue noddy are not at risk from
bycatch in the Hawaii longline fishery. The Laysan and black-footed albatrosses are
not listed under the ESA, their populations are stable or increasing, and the Hawaii
longline fishery pioneered seabird mitigation measures to reduce interactions with
these two species in the early 2000s.
The Hawaii longline fishery pioneered seabird mitigation measures in 2002 to
reduce interactions with Laysan and black-footed albatrosses. As a result of these
measures, sea bird interactions were reduced by 70-90 percent7’8). These two
s ‘ecies of albatrosses have stable or increasin: *o.ulations9.
The seabirds mentioned in this statement have limited to no interactions with the
Hawaii longline fishery, and thus pushing the longline fishery outside of the US
EEZ around the NWHI will not provide conservation benefits.

A

rrrr’h n the
uhonua doc ment
• Turtles: “More than 90% of green sea turtles
(Chelonia mydas) or honu in Hawaiian nest in
the NWHI. Individuals tagged at French Frigate
Shoals have been identified near Kauai, Oahu,
and Maui to the southwest and near Lisianski
Island, and Pearl and Hermes Reef to the
northwest. This is a flagship species for
Hawaii’s tourism industry, with numerous
businesses catering to tourists who wish to
observe these endangered animals. They are also
an iconic Hawaiian species of great cultural
im ortance.”
• Turtles: “Two other species of sea turtle, the
loggerhead (Caretta caretta) and leatherback
(Dermochelys coriacea), have been identified as
being at particular risk of population decline as
a result of incidental take by longline pelagic
fisheries. In fact, fisheries are considered to be
one of the main causes of anthropogenic
mortality for sea turtles. Nesting populations of
Pacific leatherbacks have experienced a 95%
decline in just two decades. Loggerhead turtles
showed an 80% population decline in the same
period.”

RFMC
si
Green sea turtles are rarely caught in the Hawaii longline fishery. There have been
no green turtle interactions observed in the Hawaii longline fishery operating within
the US EEZ around the NWHI since 2002. The Hawaii green sea turtle population
has made a remarkable rebound since commercial harvest was prohibited through
state and federal regulations in the 1970s.

The National Marine Fisheries Service has concluded that the Hawaii longline
fishery is not impacting the recovery of loggerhead and leatherback populations.
The source document pointing to loggerhead turtle decline is dated 2004. The North
Pacific loggerhead nesting population has increased in the decade following the
2004 publication. Furthermore, loggerhead turtles rarely occur in the US EEZ
around the NWHI and there have been no observed deaths of loggerhead turtles
from the Hawaii longline fishery in the US EEZ around the NWHI.
Similarly, there have been no observed deaths of leatherback turtles from the
Hawaii longline fishery in the US EEZ around the NWHI. Leatherback turtles in the
Western Pacific are threatened by land-based threats at their nesting beaches
primarily located in Indonesia, Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, such as
egg harvest, predation by dogs and pigs, and beach erosion from frequent storms.
Recognizing these threats, the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management
Council supported nesting beach conservation projects from 2002-2014 to aid in the
recover of Pacific leatherback turtle o ulations.

A

enis
e in e Pu’uhonua ocument
• Turtles: “Because of high bycatch rates of sea
turtles, particularly loggerheads, the Hawaiian
swordfish fishery was closed by court order
from 2000-2004. The Hawaiian tuna fishery was
seasonally restricted by the same order due to
high bycatch rates of olive ridley sea turtles.
Both fisheries also caught substantial numbers
of leatherback sea turtles.”
• Whales: “24 species of marine mammal have
been identified in Hawaiian waters, 22 of which
occur in the proposed expansion.”

•

Sharks: “Between 5,000 28,000 sharks are
caught by longline vessels each year in the
Northwest Hawaiian Islands, and nearly all are
dumped overboard.”

•

Sharks: “In the Pacific, oceanic whitetip sharks
(Carcharhinus Iongimanus) and silky sharks
(Carcharhinusfalcjformis), highly migratory
species that were once categorized as two of the
most abundant species of large marine animals,
have declined significantly.”

—

RFMC Ana1~
Sea turtle bycatch mitigation measures implemented in the Hawaii swordfish
longline fishery in 2004 successfully reduced interactions by 80-90 percent’0. The
court-ordered closure of the Hawaii swordfish longline fishery that lasted through
2004 resulted in more impacts to loggerhead and leatherback turtles, as domestic
swordfish were replaced by imports from foreign fisheries that do not have the same
standard of management as the U.S. It is estimated that the closure of the Hawaii’s
fishery contributed to an additional 2,800 sea turtle interactions during the four-year
period”.
The simple presence of marine mammals does not provide justification for a
monument designation. The Pu’uhonua document provides no further discussion on
threats or justification on how a monument expansion would provide additional
conservation benefits to these species.
All marine mammals are protected under the Marine Mammal Protection Act
(MMPA). The Hawaii longline fishery has an extremely small number of
interactions with marine mammals. Efforts to address false killer whale interactions
in the fisher are underwa throu h the False Killer Whale Take Reduction Team.
Capture and release is not synonymous with mortality. Sharks are not dumped
overboard; they are cut loose from the branchline and rarely retained. At-sea
observer data indicate 95% are alive upon release and electronic tags indicate low
post-release mortality. Eighty-five percent of these sharks are composed of blue
sharks. The North Pacific blue shark is not overfished and overfishing is not
occurring, according to the International Scientific Committee for Tuna and Tunalike S cies in the North Pacific Ocean (ISC)’2.
Large scale commercial fishing has occurred in the Pacific Ocean for >50 years.
The oceanic white-tip is probably the only shark documented scientifically to have
declined in the Pacific Ocean. If they cannot withstand fishing pressure, how are
they still caught in the NWHI at the same rate for the last 10 years? Moreover, core
silky shark habitat is 100 S to 100 N, and the NWHI begins at 19° N. Oceanic whitetips have a larger habitat, and it is misleading to indicate that NWHI pertains to core
habitat. Further, oceanic white tip and silky sharks are rarely caught by the Hawaii
longline fishery and are released in accordance with Western and Central Pacific
Fisheries Commission (WCPFC) and Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
(IATTC) conservation and mana ement measures.
6
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Sharks: “The same data set also shows that the
catch per unit effort of sharks in NWHI has
dropped considerably from a high of 13.02
sharks/million hooks in 1992 to 2.29
sharks/million hooks in 2014. This suggests an
alarming decline in shark populations, and is of
concern not only because of the declining
numbers, but also because the limited fishery is
targeting tuna, not sharks.”

Sharks: “The value of large protected areas to
sharks has been demonstrated, and expanded
protection in this area will be of benefit to
multi le threatened shark s cies.”
Tunas: “Commercially important tuna species
are threatened with extinction and fisheries
managers are not following scientific advice to
improve stocks.”
Tunas: “The benefits of marine protected areas
to commercial fish species are well studied. A
global analysis of marine reserves found that on
average, marine reserves result in higher fish
biomass, greater numbers of fish, more species
in an ecosystem, and larger fish. Expanding
Papahanaumokuakea will create a large
sanctuary where the ecosystem can thrive and
where these economically important species can
be safe from overfishing with the opportunity to
mature and re roduce.”

WP MC
alsis
Reductions in shark catch per unit effort (CPUE) in the Hawaii longline fishery are
not a result of stock declines, but rather due to two major developments that
affected shark catch rates in the fishery. The first was the prohibition in 2000 of
shark finning under most circumstances, and the second was the temporary closure
of the shallow-set component of the longline fishery in 2001-2004. Walsh and
colleagues observed that catch rates for the blue shark, oceanic whitetip shark,
bigeye thresher, and crocodile shark were significantly lower in 2004—2006 than in
1995—200&~. For the blue shark in particular, the combination of reduced catch
rates, the finning ban, and an apparent capacity to resist the stress of capture on
longline gear resulted in low (4%—5.7%) minimum mortality estimates. These
results show that the Hawaii-based pelagic longline fishery has made substantial
progress in reducing shark mortality and minimizing impacts to shark species that
are incidentall cau ht in the fisher
The Pu’uhonua document provides no scientific evidence to support this statement.
While protected areas may be beneficial for coastal sharks with limited range, the
value of large protected areas has not been demonstrated for highly migratory
pelagic sharks.
Some commercial tuna stocks have been depleted but none in the Pacific face
extinction. Both yellowfin and bigeye tuna stocks are considered healthy where they
reside in a larger sub-region that includes the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. For
example, bigeye depletion is only 20% of unfished biomass in the Hawaii region,
whereas in the equatorial Pacific, bigeye biomass depletion is around 80% 14 The
same holds true for ellowfi&5.
There is no evidence that open ocean marine reserves have any effect on reducing
tuna fishing mortality. In 2010 the WCPFC closed two large high seas pockets in
the Western Pacific (High Seas Pockets 1 and 2) to purse seine fishing as a tuna
conservation measure. However, there was no decline in the fishing mortality
because tuna move and they moved into adjacent zones of heavy purse seine fishing
and thus were exposed to the same levels of fishing mortality’6.
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Tuna: “While much of the research in this area
to date has focused on coastal and bottom
habitats, the principle that fish populations
rebound when fishing pressure is removed
appears to hold true for offshore species, too.
For example, Filipino fishermen caught
skipjack, yellowfin, and bigeye tuna inside High
Seas Pocket 1, an area of high seas between the
Philippines and Guam closed to most fishing
countries. These fish were on average larger
than fish of the same species caught inside the
Phili. ‘ines EEZ.”
• Tuna: “These tuna would grow large and
produce exponentially more eggs than smaller,
unprotected individuals swimming outside the
area of protection. Spillover effects of the fish
that do swim outside of the area of protection
would benefit fishermen.”
Marine protected areis~are~miit effective when’the~
are larg~, remot’e, strongly protecte’d, protected?~foa~à
long time, and enforced Expanding the monument
would jnake it evemmore effective atconserving
wildlife, improving ecosystem health, and increasing
chmatechange re~liency

M Analsi
High Seas Pocket 1 (HSP 1) is open to all members in the WCPFC with fishing
rights, especially longline vessels which heavily fish in High Seas Pocket 1. Some
purse seine vessels do not fish in HSP 1 because of agreements with the Parties to
the Nauru Agreement (PNA), not because HSP 1 is closed. Comparing tunas caught
in High Seas Pocket 1 by the Philippine purse seine fleet with catches by the same
fleet in the Philippine EEZ is entirely spurious. The fish are larger because the
Philippines adopted larger mesh sizes for purse seiners and ringnet vessels
operating in High Seas Pocket 1 than those operating within the EEZ. Further, the
Philippines is a well-known spawning ground for tropical tunas where there is a
profusion of small fish. Indeed special tags had to be developed to tag the very
small tunas encountered in the Philippines by the Secretariat of the Pacific
Community (SPC) tuna tagging program.
There is no demonstrated spillover effect for tunas from large high seas closures,
some of which have bene in place for several years (e.g., the US EEZs around the
PRIAs and the existing monument around the NWHI). Moreover, while bigger fish
may produce more eggs, most of the reproductive potential of a stock is in the more
abundant smaller mature females.

•

•

Although~manne protected areas (MPA’~) are widely used~as a management
tool for small-scale insular areas, applicability of~tliis approach to a large’open
ocean habitat has yet to be demonstrated Scale, remoteness, and consistency of4
protection are all f~ctors that affect enforcement It is presumptuous to claim
that by~expanding the current boundaries, management of the area (~cluding
‘all the components required for effective area-based management),will
i~n ‘ rove Additional details on these i mtsare . ro~ided b~low
“Expanding the monument to include the entire The U.S. Pacific Islands region including Hawaii currently has the highest
U.S. EEZ surrounding the Northwestern
percentage of EEZ designated as no-take MPA at 28%, whereas all other U.S.
Hawaiian Islands would achieve or exceed this
regions have less than 1% of their EEZ areas designated as MPAs. Expansion of the
30% goal for the United States, and increase the monument boundary around the NWHI to the full 200nm extent would result in
global strongly protected area up to about
nearly 70% of the EEZ around Hawaii in no-take MPAs, placing a disproportionate
2.3%.”
burden on Hawaii.
I
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“The expansion will vastly increase the
oceanographic habitats and populations of
seabirds, fish, marine mammals, and sea turtles
that are protected from commercial fishing, as
well as decrease the distance from other
protected areas. Enhancing the survival of
migratory fish increases the marine resource
capital from which fishermen can draw the
interest in a sustainable manner.”

WPR M Anat sis
It is premature to assume that a large ocean MPA will be effective in conserving
highly migratory species. One of the stocks mentioned that would benefit from the
expansion is the tuna which is a pan-pacific stock. MPA implementation is not
likely to improve overall stock abundance or increase harvest unless catch is
simultaneously reduced in the areas outside the MPA’7.
There is an implicit assumption that the open ocean environment has a static nature,
which is inaccurate. While traditional MPA designs are effective in static habitats,
many important pelagic habitats are neither fixed nor predictable. Thus, pelagic
protected areas will require dynamic boundaries and extensive buffers. In addition,
the protection of far-ranging pelagic vertebrates will require dynamic MPAs defined
by the extent and location of large-scale oceanographic features’8.

The use of MPAs for highly migratory species in an open ocean context through the
expansion has 4 out of 5 shortcomings identified by Agardy and colleagues:
inappropriately planned or managed MPAs; MPAs that fail due to the degradation
of the unprotected surrounding ecosystems; MPAs that do more harm than good due
to displacement and unintended consequences of management; and MPAs that
create a dan erous illusion of rotection when in fact no rotection is occurring’9.
• “A key obstacle to establishing MPAs is the fact Few if any studies have shown any improvement to catch per unit effort (CPUE)
that in most cases the fisheries costs of MPA
resulting from large ocean MPA designation. Experiences from small MPAs
establishment are realized in the short term
designed to protect species with high site fidelity cannot be translated to open ocean
while the fisheries benefits come later.”
MPAs.
• Climate change: “Immediately taking steps to
The implementation of an expanded NWHI monument will have no impact on
decrease the concentration of atmospheric
climate change and biodiversity. The Hawaii longline fishery fishes in the epi
carbon dioxide is practically the only way to
pelagic and meso-pelagic layer of the water column catching a range of pelagic
slow the effects of ocean acidification, however, predatory fish. Removal of this fishery will not slow the effects of ocean
protecting large expanses of reefs from fishing
acidification, protect large expanses of reefs nor maintain the biodiversity needed to
and other extraction activities would also help
buffer or ameliorate the effects of ocean acidification.
maintain the biodiversity needed to buffer or
ameliorate the effects of ocean acidification.
• Climate change: “Protected areas act as an
The 50- to 200-nm area of the potential expansion is comprised of highly migratory
ocean refi.ige for fish, including those displaced
pelagic species and deep-water benthic species. This statement is illogical in the context
by climate change.”
of highly migratory pelagic species inhabiting the potential expansion area. It suggests
that a stationary area will protect fish that move.
9
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• Climate change: “As ocean temperatures rise,
migratozy fish populations will move toward
cooler waters affecting fisheries and food
securit
• Climate change: “The most up-to-date science
shows that marine reserves are an essential means
to bolster climate resilience; strongly pmtected
areas that safeguard species and ecosystem
functions have proven to be six times more
resilient to the impacts of climate change than
unprotected areas.”
.“

The are&being proposed for expansion is’ñot a
major fishing ground according to publicly available
data frorn:N~AA. In fact, logbooks show that the
.éffórt in the region has.been dramatically decreasg
over theJi1stfi~e~ .cars.
• “The area in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands
under consideration for expansion is not a major
fishing ground according to publicly available
data from NOAA.”

•

“The good news in the situation of the
expansion of Papahãnaumokuakea is that it is
unlikely that the Hawaiian longline fishery
would be significantly affected by the larger
marine protected area. The most likely response
to the expansion of the PMNM is for fishing
effort to shift be ond the newl closed area.”

‘MC
Lis
This statement provides support for keeping the entire 50- to 200-nm EEZ open to
fishing for the purpose of minimizing impacts to fisheries and food security. If EEZ
waters around the NWHI are closed, the fishermen will not be able to follow the
fish northward in the EEZ (which stretches to the NW).
The studies cited in the Pu’uhonua document in support of this and similar
statements focus on nearshore coral reef and other coastal ecosystems, which are
already protected within the existing 50 nm monument boundary. These studies
focusing on coral reefs cannot be generalized to pelagic environments in the 50-200
nm potential expansion area. Further, the Pu’uhonua document provides no
evidence that large MPAs provide climate resilience in pelagic environments.

_________

Recent mass bleaching events in MPAs such as the Great Barrier Reef suggest that
MPAs do not sufficiently protect marine environments from climate change
im ‘acts.
A fi~liing ground that provides up to 1O~ of catch is~a major’fishing ground
Longhne fisheries follow (ttrfis1~ and in some years the best fishing has beenin
the~’NWffi. Additiàna[details on thesepoints are providedbelow.
The fishery is a dynamic operation ranging over a large area of ocean where
conditions shift in response to oceanic conditions and fish behavior. For example,
there is a winter feeding migration southwards by bigeye which would not be fully
utilized if the waters of the NWHI are closed. This winter bigeye run is especially
important to the Hawaii longline fleet as it occurs during the holiday season from
Thanksgiving to the Chinese New Year in February, when demand for ahi is high.
Vessels can make shorter trips, fishing the US EEZ around the MHI and NWHI
resulting in shorter trips, lower expenses and higher quality fish, leading to
im.roved .rofitabilit
The claim that effort can shift out of the NWHI is indicative that the expanded
closure will have no impact on highly mobile tuna stocks, which will move beyond
the closure boundary to be caught by Hawaii and Asian longline fleets. Indeed, the
Hawaii fleet may have to work harder to compete with the Asian fleets, whereas it
is protected by the US EEZ around the NWHI and MHI. Moreover, major closures
on the high seas have already been tested by the WCPFC and did not result in
reductions to bigeye fishing mortality.
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~Hawaii~1onghne cã’tch quotas are set by the
negotiations that take place at the Western~€entral
~Pacific. Fisheries Commission, not the placem~nt~of
n~árineproIected areas. An expanded mönuiu~nt
simp1~ displaces fishing~effOrt and will not reduce
theo~ëi~ällcátch fol the Hawaii longline fish~i~y. In
fact, the expansioinof the monument would
thereforé~have no or 6nly mininial negative impacts
Oi~th&Hawaiian and US economy.

WPRFMC nal sis
There i~Ti~io analysis or dat’a to support the statement ihat the H~wauliongline
%fishery will not be~impacted by Monument expansion Whether or notthe
Hawaii loligline quotas are set by the W~PFC has no bearing on clOsmg~access
to fish in the NWffl Further, the fleet is a mix of small (5Oft)~to large (9Oft)
vessels. “The~larger vessels can range further ‘offshOre, while smaller vessels
need access toifi’~hrng grounds nearer to Hawaii Closing the NWHI will thus
remove access for the smaller vessels in the fleet and restrict themito the US
EEZ around the Main Hawaiian Islands,or to fish offshore on the high~seas
with the safety at sea issues that this entails The Pu’uhonua document also
contradicts itself by stating that populations of predators such as,. tunas would
benefitfrom expansion Then it not~s that expanding the monument will
‘displace éffôrtand will not redñce the overall catch of the Hawaii lo~~liñe
fisher, which 4vou1d~su ~st ñoiéduction iñ~fishiñ .mort~lit
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20, 2016

Honorable Brian Schatz
United States Senator
Hárt’Buildihg
Suite ;SH-722
Waiington
DC2QSi0-1105
Dear Senator Schatz:
We are writing in response to your letters of~March 23rd and June 16th regarding the
proposed eiçpa±ision of the f~ájahãuaumokuakea MarineNationai Monument (Monument) in the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI).
Despite your assertion that you would not support any expansion that does not adequately
consider the interests and importance of Hawaii’s longline fishery, which as you note in your
letter has fished responsibly in the NWHI for decades, the boundaries you propose for monument
expansion elimjnate the fishery from a substantial portion of its traditional range.
We are disrnayed that you did not consult with the Western Pacific Regional Fishery
ManageméntCouncil (council) prior to distribution of your letters which have proliferated
unsubstantiated statements through the media. For example, insinuating that a “vigorous carbon
sink” will be created by drawing a boundary on the ocean is false, as sich an action would not
make that part of the ocean abs rb any more carbon than at present. The Council has federal
jurisdiction over the waters within the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands beyond the current
monument boundaries under the MagnUson-Stevens Fishery Coiiservation and Management Act
of 1976. We, therefore, request a meeting with you and your staff as soon as possible.
As you yourself note, the Hawaii longline fishery uses “responsible and sustainable
practices and has resulted m Honolulu’s recognition as one of the nation’s ten most productive
fishing ports”. This fishery is riot simply abpi.it economics, it is also aboutthe sustainability of
the State of Hawaii through local food security (see the State of Hawaii 2050 Sustainability Plan,
the Governor’s Aloha + Challenge, and the Hökfile’a Worldwide Voyage Promise tO Paeaina).
Most of the seabed in the area from 50 to 200 nm offshore lies beneath three miles of
ocean water at a pressure of 440 atmospheres and the deepest that fishing occurs is 400 meters
(less than one-quarter of a mile). Why does it need “protecting” in yet another paper park and
further layers of federal bureaucracy?

A Council Authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservations and Management Act of 1976
1164 BISHOP STREET • SUITE 1400 • HONOLULU • HAWAII 96813 USA • TELEPHONE (808) 522-8220 • FAX (808) 522-8226
Www.wpcouncll.org

The potential co-trusteeship for Office of Hawaiian Affairs of the current monument is
possible without monument expansion. The Native Hawaiians lost free access to this area with
the creation of the monument. Permits are required for all activities that are allowed, including
the voyages of the canoes of the Polynesian Voyaging Society. The Native Hawaiian Practice
Permit is available to everybody, not just Native Hawaiians.
If the Hawaii longline vessels are pushed out of the NWHI, they would have to compete
on the high seas with foreign longliners, which operate just outside of the US EEZ around NWHI
targeting the same stocks. Furthermore, all foreign vessels including fishing vessels can and do
regularly transit the EEZ around the NWHI unhindered, while the Hawaii longline fleet must
notif~’ all movements of entry and exit from this zone.
It is essential that you meet with us so that the discussion on your proposal is grounded in
truth and science. Please contact Kitty Sinionds to arrange a meeting at your earliest
convenience.

Sincerely

44~4~ 4—

.4~I

Kitty M.~ii4nds
Executi4e Dilector

4

Edwin Ebisui Jr.
Council Chair

Council Executive Committee

Frederick M. Rice (Vice Chair Hawaii) William Sword (Vice Chair American Samoa), John
Gourley (Vice Chair CNMI), Michael Duenas (Vice Chair Guam)
cc: The President of the United States
Council on Environmental Quality

Supporting Information.

For attachment to letter to Sen. Brian Schatz June 20, 2016

•

The best available science does not indicate expanding the PMNM will strengthen an
ecosystem that sustains tuna, swordfish. sharks, seabirds, sea turtles and Hawaiian monk
seals. Tunas, swordfish, pelagic sharks, seabirds, some species of turtles are highly
migratory species which forage and spawn based upon a shifting system of gyres,
currents, winds and temperature gradients which the proposed monument expansion does
not address.

o

Seabirds are associated with terrestrial habitats for breeding and nesting. The emergent
lands in the NWHI are already protected under the current monument.

•

How does closing waters make fishing more productive? Scientific research has shown
that the movement of fish and other marine life in the Hawaiian Archipelago flows from
the Main Hawaiian Islands to the NWHI and not vice versa. According to scientific
research there is no evidence of spillover of larval or adult of species from the monument
of bottomfish, coral reef fish, and pelagic fish.

o

Expanding the monument will reduce opportunities to understand this ecosystem and
would eliminate logbook and observer data collection from the Hawaii longline fishery.
Data collected from the fishery is the primary means by which we understand spatial
distribution, species composition, stock productivity, and trophic level dynamics of the
pelagic ecosystem.

•

The only major fishing activity in the NWHI is the longline fishery. The other existing
activities—military activities, research and maritime transport—will not be impacted.
Eighty percent of the fish caught in Hawaii stays in Hawaii, and fish is the state’s number
I primary production! food production.

•

How will removing longliners improve scientific research? What part of longline fishing
is impeding any research efforts within the proposed area of expansion?

•

No studies have shown that coral larvae stay within the current monument, the proposed
expanded monument or even further. It depends on species. Some are brooders and some
are broadcast spawners. Larvae from broadcast spawners are drawn to the open ocean
where mortality is high. Once the planular larvae use up their energy reserve, the larva is
forced to settle. Without a suitable substrate to settle on the larva will die.

•

The Coral Triangle is the center for coral diversity, not the Northwestern Hawaiian
Islands. Hawaii is not within the top ten hotpots for biodiversity protection. Further, there
are no endangered species of coral in Hawaii.

•

How does designating greater expansion of the NWHI create a “vigorous carbon sink”?
Carbon sinks act on a basin scale without regard for political boundaries. Expansion will

also not protect against climate change. Studies show that terrestrial systems are the
major sink for CO2 generated by fossil fuels as compared to ocean systems.
•

Pushing out the longliners with likely cause these vessels to fish further offshore, and
increasing their carbon footprint.

o

Reefs in large marine protected areas (MPAs) such as in Papua New Guinea, the Great
Barrier Reef, and the Pacific Remote Island Areas were affected from recent coral
bleaching, which is a function of temperature. Other protected areas have not prevented
coral bleaching from occurring, such as Hanauma Bay and Molokini. MPAs of any size
do not prevent coral bleaching.

•

The expansion of the monument will add no protection for sunken warships, which have
sovereign protection under the Law of the Sea. The Japanese carriers and battleship sunk
at the Battle of Midway remain the property and concern of the Government of Japan.

o

The Austronesian Expansion into Southeast Asia and Oceania jumped off from Taiwan
about 40,000 to 60,000 years ago and progressed through the islands of Indonesia and the
major islands of New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, before taking the final leap into
Oceania where the descendants of these people became what are now the modern
Polynesians.

•

According to the Pele legend, the NWHI is an ancient pathway for native Hawaiians.
Even until modem times families with generational ties to Nihoa, Mokumanamana and
Mokupapapa made seasonal trips to the NWHI. Malama Honua, which began with a
navigation of the NWHJ, is a modern voyage. The creation of the first monument eroded
the native indigenous right to access this area by requiring application for a permit and
limiting native practices while in the monument area. In fact, in the interim, that
generational practice may have ended because of the barrier created by the original
Papahanaumokuakea boundaries and regulations. The only barrier to native access to this
area is created by the monument. I-low is traditional indigenous practice preserved by
requiring the acquisition of a permit to access traditional areas?

•

Regarding enforcement, the implementation of other monuments in the Western Pacific
(NWHI, PRIAs, Mariana Trench) included language that increased enforcement would
occur, but this has not happened.

•

Based upon the track record of other US Pacific monuments, federal and private funding
resources have not been realized and management plans have not been completed. The
State of Hawaii has not received funding for their role as a co~manager. The notion that
private funding will make up for limited federal funding lacks precedent and would likely
be unsustainable.

o

Removing the Hawaii fishing vessels from the US EEZ around the NWHI would reduce
the ‘eyes on the water’ that provide additional monitoring of illegal foreign fishing.

o

Monument expansion would displace Hawaii longline vessels to the high seas where they
would face competition from foreign vessels and increased operating costs to access
fishing grounds farther from Hawaii.

•

The longer trips could reduce seafood quality for Hawaii consumers. Monument
expansion would displace small longline fishing vessels and concentrate them into the
EEZ around the main Hawaiian Islands.

•

The Hawaii longline fishery does not interact with monk seals. The original monument
boundary was based on a Council implemented longline protected species zone. This
closure was requested by longline fishermen who recognized their vulnerability to
longline interactions with monk seals

•

Further, there may be increased importation of fish from countries that have Illegal
Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing such as China, and countries such as Thailand
and Indonesia which regularly use slaves in fishing operations. This also includes the
adulteration of tuna with Carbon monoxide to maintain the appearance of freshness.
Fishing is intrinsic to all of Hawaii’s cultures.

BRIAN SCF-IATZ

HART BUILDING
SUITE SH-722
WASHINGTON, DC 20510-1105
12021 224—3934

HAWA
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300 ALA MOANA BOULEVARD
HONOLULU. HI 96850
806) 523—2061

June 16. 2016
The Honorable Barack Obarna
President
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
I am writing to propose that you exercise your authority under the Antiquities Act to proclaim a
thoughtful expansion of the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument (PMNM) based on
the analysis and recommendations presented in this letter. This proposal would create the
worlds largest marine protected area.
On March 23. 2016, I wrote expressing my conditional support for an expansion of the PMNM,
provided that we could address the concerns of key Hawai’i stakeholders regarding boundaries,
governance, and resources. You responded promptly by directing officials from the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ), the National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and
the Department of the Interior (DOl) to visit Hawai’i and to engage with state and county
government leaders, Native Hawaiians, fishermen, scientists, and environmental groups. As a
result of these meetings and subsequent discussions, I support expansion of the PN{NM as
described below.
The best available science indicates that expanding the PMNM will strengthen an ecosystem that
sustains tuna. swordfish, sharks. seabirds, sea turtles, and Hawaiian monk seals. This
strengthening will, in turn, support more productive fisheries outside the PMNM and provide a
vigorous carbon sink to combat climate change. Protecting this region more thoroughly will also
preserve undiscovered biodiversity for future discoveries, and maintain a reservoir of genetic
diversity that will allow marine species the greatest possible chance of adapting to environmental
change. Moreover, the expanded region contains significant bio-cultural resources and
archaeological sites that further justify use of the Antiquities Act.
The Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (N’vVHl) host some of the planet’s most intact and extensive
coral reefs, which serve as the backbone of an ecosystem that supports the world’s largest
repositor) of seabirds and the highest density of apex predators. The adult corals that sustain and
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grow these reefs are concentrated within the current boundaries of the PMNM, but research
taking place today strongly suggests that as juveniles, they spend much of their time beyond
those boundaries but within the proposed expansion area. Thus, by expanding the monument,
we protect both the corals and the marquee species they support: tuna, swordfish, sharks,
seabirds, sea turtles, and Hawaiian monk seals.
Expanding the PMNM will protect biodiversity, including undiscovered species and largely
undocumented ecosystems around sea mounts, ridges, and the deep ocean floor. The genetic
variation present in large populations of marine species holds the single best hope for adaptation
and resilience against ocean warming and acidification. Preserving this genetic diversity
depends on conservation, and scientists have established that the larger the scale of a marine
protected area, the greater its conservation effect. Additionally, the NWHI have one of the
world’s highest concentrations of unique species not found anywhere else on the globe. The
prevalence of these unique species provides a further warehouse of genetic diversity that can
support resilience and adaptation to climate change throughout the Pacific, and, potentially, the
world.
The expansion would directly combat climate change. In the same way that intact forests
sequester carbon, healthy ocean ecosystems provide a vigorous carbon sink that lowers the
amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Simply put, the best scientific data available
support the use of your authorities under the Antiquities Act to expand the PMNM.
The NWHI also contain cultural and historical sites that the current boundaries of the PMNM do
not fully protect. The upcoming 751h anniversary of the decisive Battle of Midway will draw
attention to the remains of the World War II era wrecks discovered and documented in this
region. Of the six major vessels lost by the American and Japanese navies in that battle,
however, only one full ship has been found—the U.S. carrier Yorktown—and it lies outside the
current boundaries of the PMNM. However, the search for three of the Japanese ships—the
Koga, Soryu, and Akagi—has narrowed, and archaeologists and scientists expect discoveries
outside the current boundaries of the PMNM. Thus, extending the PMNM’s boundaries would
protect not only the Yorktown, but potentially many of the other lost ships, aircraft, and sailors
and marines from that significant battle, along with as yet undiscovered wrecks from other times.
Over and above their place in modem history, the NWHI also served Native Hawaiians as an
ancient pathway up and down the Hawaiian Archipelago—a pathway that they navigated for 400
to 500 years guided by careful observations of the stars, ocean currents, and marine life. Today,
this route connects Native Hawaiians to their cultural heritage of ocean exploration and
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stewardship, as demonstrated by the Polynesian Voyaging Society’s Mãlama Honua voyage
around the world.
Mälama Honua started with a trip around the NWHI, where master navigators were able to help
apprentices hone their craft. The NWHI provide the ideal conditions to practice this traditional
art, and expanding the PMNM will help maintain the biological character of the NWHI that
traditional navigators rely on to find their way. Thus, the benefits to the ecology of the NWHI
also reinforce and strengthen its capacity to connect Native Hawaiians today to their cultural and
historic heritage.
Greater marine protection for the NWHI and its surrounding waters will protect their unique
ecology and their historical and cultural value, but this region also supports a variety of Hawai’i
residents and businesses. I will not support an expansion proposal that does not adequately take
these interests into account. Recreational and subsistence fishing; cultural practices and ocean
sports; and commercial longline fisheries—these traditional and customary practices all depend
on access to and use of waters that currently lie outside the PMNM.
Engagement by your Administration with Hawai’i’s recreational, cultural, and commercial
stakeholders has identified their core concerns:
•
•

•

Boundaries—the precise contours of where the PMNM would expand;
Governance— PMNM co-trustee status for the Office of Hawaiian Affairs to give Native
Hawaiians additional authority to protect the cultural and historical assets within the
monument; and
Resources—personnel and funding for research, exploration, management, educational
opportunities and enforcement.

Based on engagement with leaders from interested communities, I have the following
recommendations on how to address these concerns and to develop an expansion proposal that
can draw widespread public support.
Boundaries. Residents of Kaua’i and Ni’ihau have expressed a strong interest in maintaining
their longstanding culture of fishing, and I insist on their continued, unchanged access to fishing
grounds. In addition, Hawai’i has a lengthy tradition of recreational and subsistence uses of the
ocean including fishing, diving, canoe paddling, and sailing. Moreover, Hawai’i’s longline fleet
has fished in the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands for decades. The responsible and sustainable
practices of our longline fleet have resulted in Honolulu’s recognition as one of the nation’s ten
most productive fishing ports.
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Recommendation: Protect environmental, scientific, historical, and cultural assets by
expanding the regions of the PMNM west of 163° West Longitude PMNM out to the full
200 nautical miles of the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone. This would increase the area
protected in the PIvINM from 139,800 to 582,578 square miles.
Preserve recreational, subsistence, and commercial uses by excluding any expansion of
the current southeastern boundary of the PMNM east of 1630 West Longitude towards
the Main Hawaiian Islands. The non-expansion area would include a particularly active
fishing spot near NOAA Weather Buoy 51101. I have enclosed a map which depicts the
recommended expansion.
Governance. The PMNM holds special significance for Native Hawaiians, and Governor David
Ige has requested that OHA become a co-trustee for the PMNM, along with the Department of
Commerce, the Department of the Interior, and the State of Hawai’i. Ijoin him in making this
request because OHA’s enhanced status will provide Native Hawaiians with greater input into
the proper management of the monument to preserve and enhance its cultural and historical
significance.
Recommendation: Amend the PMNM governing documents to recognize OHA as a co
trustee. Under Executive Order 8031, which established the PMNM, the co-trustees
maintain their respective jurisdictions and areas of expertise. As such, recognizing OHA
as a co-trustee will not alter or change the authority of any existing co-trustees, but,
instead, ensure that Native Hawaiian perspectives will have representation in
deliberations by a co-trustee with the appropriate jurisdiction.
Resources. Expanding the PMNM will create vast opportunities to better understand the unique
ecology of our Hawaiian Archipelago, but this can only occur if sufficient funding exists for
research, conservation, and management in an expanded PMNM.
Recommendation: The ambitious scale of this proposal has inspired interest from
government managers, philanthropic organizations, and individuals to support the
expansion. I am confident this interest will grow into commitments if a concrete
proposal emerges supported by key stakeholders in Hawai’i.
A thoughtful expansion of the PMNM will continue Hawai’i’s long history of sustainable use of
the land and oceans into the future, and help ensure that we can give our children the legacy of a
healthy, vibrant Pacific Ocean. I hope you will consider this proposal, and if you agree that it
has merit, I respectfully request that you pursue a course of engagement, especially on Kaua’i
and on O’ahu, which would allow the public an appropriate opportunity to provide written
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comments, oral testimony, or both before you determine whether to exercise your authority
under the Antiquities Act.
~ appreciate the respectful and pro-active engagement by your Administration on this issue, and I
look forward to continuing this collaborative process. As we commemorate the tenth
anniversary of the establishment of the PMNM, I believe this proposal aptly recognizes that
milestone.
Sincerely,

F
BRIAN SCHATZ
United States Senator
Enclosure
cc:

Christy Goldfuss, Managing Director, Council on Environmental Quality
Sally Jewell, Secretary of the Interior
Penny Pritzker, Secretary of Commerce
Dan Ashe, Director, Fish and Wildlife Service
Dr. Kathy Sullivan, Under Secretary of Commerce for Oceans and Atmosphere
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The Honorable Barack H. Obama
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Dear Mr. President:
On behalf of the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council (Council), we
are writing to you regarding a January 2016 request to expand the Papahãnaumokuäkea Marine
National Monument (PMNM) around the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI). This marine
protected area (MPA) was established in 2006 by President George W. Bush. At the time, NWHJ
ecosystems had been managed under a suite of state and federal regulations and supported lowimpact, sustainable fisheries that supplied Hawaii with half of its local bottomfish and the
majority of its local lobster.
The PMNM encompasses the NWHI—a string of islands and atolls stretching 1,200
nautical miles (nm) northwest of Kauai and Niihau. With a breadth of 100 nm and length of
1,200 nm, the PMNM is the world’s largest no-take MPA and accounts for virtually all of the
United States’ no-take MPAs. At approximately 138,000 square miles, the PMNM contains coral
reef ecosystems, deep benthic habitat, seamounts, the abyssal plain, and pelagic waters of the
NWHI. The boundaries of the PMNM mirror an existing protected species zone that was
established by the Council in 1991 and which prohibited longline fishing in the zone. Coupled
with the fishing exclusion areas established under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation
and Management Act and other authorities, the Hawaii longline fishery is currently banned from
24 percent to 37 percent of the US exclusive economic zone (EEZ) around Hawaii. Eighty
percent of this fishery’s landings is consumed in Hawaii; this fishery also supplies the US
mainland with 80 percent of its domestic bigeye tuna and 50 percent of its domestic swordfish
and yellowfin tuna.
From Presidential actions within the last 10 years, approximately 28 percent of the US
EEZ in the US Pacific Islands Region has been established as Marine National Monuments
(MNM). Your Executive Order in 2014 to expand the Pacific Remote Islands MNM created the
world’s largest non-contiguous MPA. The significant percentage of US waters already
established as MPAs iii our jurisdiction far exceeds any other area of the US. Less than 1 percent
of state and federal waters combined in the other US regions are designated as no-take MPAs.
The cultural and economic importance of fisheries to Hawaii are unmatched elsewhere in
the Nation. I trust you have fond memories of local Hawaii seafood from your childhood and
from your recent visits and understand why Hawaii’s per capita seafood consumption is twice the
A Council Authorized by the Magnuson Fishery Conservations and Management Act of 1976
1164 BISHOP STREET • SUITE 1400 • HONOLULU • HAWAII 96813 USA • TELEPHONE (808) 522-8220 • FAX (808) 522-8226
www.wpcouncil.org

national average. Healthy fisheries sustained indigenous Hawaiian communities for over 1,500
years, and fisheries continue to remain important today. Hawaii fisheries support subsistence,
non-commercial, charter, and commercial fishing activities, contributing tO local food security
and supporting Hawaii’s tourism economy with fresh, sustainably caught seafood. Hawaii’s
commercial fisheries alone generate approximately $11 0-120 million annually in landed value,
which is multiplied several times over in the local seafood industry, supporting thousands of
direct and indirect jobs.
The best scientific information available indicates that the expansion of the PMNM will
not yield marine conservation benefits. The Council’s Scientific and Statistical Committee
(SSC), which is comprised of distinguished scientists, recently agreed on the following:
•
•
•
•

Marine resources that occur in the NWHI and surrounding US EEZ are already protected
and subject to comprehensive management regulations and monitoring;
Expanding the PMNM will not provide any additional conservation benefits for highly
mobile species such as tuna, billfish, sharks, sea turtles, and marine mammals that range
well beyond the US EEZ;
Seabirds such as Laysan and black-footed albatross are already protected by a suite of
domestic and international mitigation measures that will not be augmented by boundary
expansion of the PMNM; and
Expansion of the PMNM will result in negative socio-economic impacts to Hawaii
fisheries, Hawaii economy, and the Nation.

Expansion of the PMNM would adversely impact the Hawaii longline fishery, and
potentially small-scale troll and bottomfish vessels operating out of Kauai. Approximately 10
percent of the Hawaii longline fishing effort occurs in the US EEZ around the NWHI. If these
Hawaii vessels are forced to fish on the high seas, they face increased competition with foreign
vessels,lower catch rates, and higher operating costs. Based on reports from the US Coast Guard
and NOAA’s Office of Law Enforcement, there are fleets of several nations that fish in close
proximity to the US EEZ around the Hawaii Archipelago. Negative impacts to Hawaii fisheries
affect the local seafood market, leading to increased reliance on foreign imports. It is estimated
that 30 percent of foreign imported seafood is caught by fliegal, Unregulated, and Unreported
fisheries. There are also concerns with foreign imported seafood in regards to labor practices and
food safety.
The assertion that the expansion is warranted because large MPAs are important to
mitigating the impacts of climate change is unfounded, especially in regards to highly migratory
species as their locations and migratory patterns are expected to shift while the boundaries of
MPAs remain static. The creation of large MPAs does not reduce fishing effort; instead, it
concentrates that effort elsewhere, which arguably has more dire consequences. For example, the
creation of no-fishing areas in the high seas pocket areas of the Western and Central Pacific
Ocean was a failed experiment and did not reduce tuna catches, but merely redistributed them in
the EEZs of neighboring countries.
There are increasing calls for closing the high seas to fishing, even if fishing is monitored
and subject to international management measures adopted by regional fishery management
organizations. If the high seas are further restricted, couplcd with increased loss of operational
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area in the US EEZ due to monument expansion, the sustainable, highly-monitored US fisheries
such as the Hawaii longline fishery face eminent demise, further exacerbating US reliance on
foreign seafood imports.
The US Pacific Islands region has already contributed a vast amount of waters to the
national MPA inventory and virtually all of the no-take MPA waters. The proposed expansion of
the PMNM contradicts Executive Order 12898 on Federal Actions to Address Environmental
Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations. Mr. President, as you know,
minorities account for two-thirds of Hawaii’s population. These waters are important as their
fishing grounds to support their sustenance, livelihoods and culture. Further expansion of MPAs
in our region would increase the existing disproportionate burden on people of the US Pacific
islands that rely on fish as their main renewable natural resource.
Executive Order 13158 on Marine Protected Areas encourages Federal agencies charged
with strengthening the Nation’s MPA network to avoid creating ineffective MPAs. The
Executive Order directs agencies to base management decisions on science-based prioritization
for the protection of marine areas, gaps in levels of protection currently afforded, economic
effects of management actions, scientific evaluation of the effectiveness of MPAs, among other
factors, in consultation with other agencies and the regional fishery management councils.
Because of the existing protections and management measures, the expansion of the
PMNM will not provide marine conservation benefits nor mitigate the impacts of climate
change. Expansion would, however, result in negative socio-economic impacts to Hawaii
fisheries and the local seafood market. Therefore, we respectfully ask that you not advance the
request to expand the PMNM.
Enclosed is more information on Hawaii fisheries and existing protections in the NWHI.
We are available to discuss this letter and the information contained herein with you and
representatives of your administration at any time. Mahalo for your attention to this.
Sincerely,

Edwin Ebisui Jr.
Chair
Enclosures:
WPRFMC Information Paper
SSC Member Affiliations
c/c: Hawaii US Congressional Delegation
Honorable David Y. Ige, Governor, State of Hawaii
Honorable Ronald D. Kouchi, Hawaii State Senate, President
Honorable James K. Tokioka, Hawaii State Representative, Kauai
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WESTERN
~ PACIFIC
I REGIONAL
FISHERY
/2 MANAGEME~IT
‘
COUNCIL
Information Paper on a Request to
Expand the Papahanaumoku~kea Marine National Monument

I.

Summary
•

There is no scientific or conservation justification to support expanding the
Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument (PMNM). The existing monument
provides protection to the coral reef ecosystem, other vulnerable habitats and species, and
cultural resources from 0 to 50 nautical miles (nm) offshore. Expanding the PMNM
beyond this area would not provide any additional conservation benefits for highly
mobile species such as tuna, billfish, sharks, seabirds and marine mammals that range
well beyond the US exclusive economic zone (EEZ). Marine resources found 50 to 200
nm offshore in the NWHI and surrounding US EEZ are already protected and subject to
comprehensive management regulations and monitoring. Laysan and Black-footed
albatross are already protected by a suite of domestic and international mitigation
measures that will not be augmented by boundary expansion of the PMNM. Expansion of
the monument boundaries would create a redundancy of regulations.

•

Expansion would have negative socio-economic impacts to Hawaii longline fishery,
Hawaii economy and seafood consumers, and the nation. Loss of sustainable fisheries
production from Hawaii longline fleet would
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15%
increase Hawaii and US reliance on foreign,
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unregulated seafood sources.
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22.73

American Samoa
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Oregon
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•

Expansion would not provide additional buffer
from the effects of climate change.

•

Expansion would result in another unfunded
mandate for NOAA and other government
agencies.

•

Approximately 28 percent the
Above: No-take reserve area by StatelTerritory. Below: No-take Reserve
Area by US Region. Source: Marine Conservation Institute 2015
US EEZ in the Western Pacific
Region has been established
as no-take marine protected
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28.08%
other region in the US. None
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of the other seven regions
Southeast+Gulf 0.07%
excludes even 1 percent of
West Coast N 0.03%
their US waters.
Northeast 0.00%
Alaska 0.00%
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II.

Background

In a letter dated January
29, 2016, a handful of
Hawaii residents
requested that President
Barak Obama expand the
PMNM. They claim the
current monument does
not protect habitat and
travel routes for Hawaiian
monk seals, green sea
turtles, sharks, whales,
and black-footed and
Laysan albatross. They
contend that “fully
protected marine
reserves and sanctuaries
are more resilient to
climate change.”
According to the
Washington Post, the
group is lobbying the
President to expand the
monument from its
current boundary 50nautical miles (nm)
offshore out to 200-nm.
This would increase the
monument area nine
times its current size to
520,000 square miles,
which is about twice the
size of Texas.’.
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PMNM expansion
suggest it provides
President Obama with a
Top map depicts the 2008 options for President Bush Legacy MPAs presented by the
legacy opportunity. This
Pew Environment Group. Bottom map shows the Marine National Monuments
same argument was used
existing today, all of which are in US Pacific Islands. There are no marine national
monuments in any other part of the United States.
to urge President Obama
to expand the Pacific Remote Islands Marine National Monument (PRIMNM) in 2014 and
President George W. Bush to proclaim the PRIMNM in 20092. Legacy is also the focus of the
Pew Charitable Trusts’ campaign to secure “the designation of large, fully protected reserves.”
The PMNM and PRIMNM are both part of the Global Ocean Legacy of the Pew Charitable
Trusts.3
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The PMNM was proclaimed as the nation’s first marine national monument in 2006 by President
Bush using the Antiquities Act of 1 906.~ The Antiquities Act provides the President with the
authority “to declare by public proclamation historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric
structures, and other objects of historic or scientific interest that are situated upon the lands
owned or controlled by the Government of the United States to be national monuments, and may
reserve as a part thereof parcels of land, the limits of which in all cases shall be confined to the
smallest area compatible with proper care and management of the objects to be protected.” To
date, the Act has been used to proclaim and expand four marine national monuments, all of
which are in the US Pacific Islands. According to data provided by the US National Marine
Protected Areas Center and MPAtlas, 28 percent of the exclusive economic zone (EEZ)
surrounding US Pacific Island Region and 23 percent of the EEZ around the NWHI are classified
as no-take marine protected areas (MPAs). Oregon (2 percent), Florida (1 percent), Washington
(0.09 percent) and Virginia (0.01 percent) are the only other states having no-take MPAs.5
Although Presidential Executive Order 13158 regarding National Marine Protected Areas
requires the development of a “scientifically based, comprehensive national system of MPAs
representing diverse US marine ecosystems,” the only marine national monuments that have
been proclaimed have been in the US Pacific Islands, despite the push to create monuments in
Alaska, off the East Coast and other places identified by the Pew.6 7 8

Hawaiian Islands: Existing and Proposed
Large Marine Protected Areas
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The Council and its Scientific and Statistical Committee of renowned US and international
scientists have reviewed and assessed the claims expressed by the proponents for PMNM
expansion and found them to be unfounded and without management and scientific justification
or merit.9 The SSC concluded that designation of large-scale marine protected areas for
conservation benefit should be based on science and developed with stakeholder input.
The US EEZ surrounding the NWHI outside of the current PMNM boundaries consists of openocean and deep-water benthic habitat. The management measures under the Council’s current
Fishery Ecosystem Plans (FEPs) sufficiently protect these habitats and the species that travel
through them. Populations of all the species identified by the monument expansion proponents
are increasing or stable, except perhaps the Hawaiian monk seal which has promising aspects for
recovery based on the increasing main Hawaiian Islands population. Expanding the PMNM will
not protect habitats and travel routes from the impacts of climate change, such as ocean warming
or increased acidification. However, it will cause social, cultural and economic hardship to
Hawaii and the nation by placing additional, unnecessary burden on local domestic fisheries,
which are the most highly regulated and monitored fisheries in the Pacific and are subject to
state, national and international management measures. The Hawaii deep-set longline fishery
targets bigeye tuna. It accounts for less than 2 percent of the bigeye tuna catch in the Pacific,
according to the Secretariat of the Pacific Community’s 2014 tuna yearbook. The Hawaii fleet
utilizes the US national quota in the Eastern and Western and Central Pacific Ocean, which is
small compared to the quota of other nations. It is the most highly monitored and enforced, and
the only fishery to be closed due to reaching the national quota. These local fisheries are being
squeezed out of existence. For example, expanding the PMNM to the full extent of the EEZ
around the NWHI would result in the Hawaii longline fishery having access to only 15 percent to
33 percent of the US EEZ surrounding the archipelago.
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Closure in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean for the US (i.e., Hawaii) longline fleet only lasted from August to
October 2015. Closure in the Eastern Pacific Ocean for the US (i.e., Hawaii) longline fleet for vessels greater than 24
meters lasted from August to December 2015.

III.

Monument Expansion Would Result in Serious and Unnecessary Negative Social,
Economic and Cultural Impacts

Expansion would have significant economic impacts to Hawaii longline participants and seafood
consumers. The potential loss is approximately $10 million annually in wholesale landed value
from Hawaii longline fishery, translating in approximately $30 million across Hawaii’s retail
seafood market. The Hawaii longline
014
waii Food Crops
fishery supports thousands of direct and
indirect jobs including vessel captains,
(million $, farmgate or dockside)
crew, fish auction buyers, seafood
$
wholesalers, fork lift drivers, delivery
Food
$
Food
millio
million
drivers, fish cutters, chefs and food
servers.
Commercial Wild Fish Landings 110.0
Bananas
Papayas
Milk
Lettuce
Taro

11.8
11.3

Cattle 64.9
Loss of fishing grounds to the Hawaii
Coffee
62.6
10.1
longline fishery is another example of
7.6
federal overreach and redundancy,
5ugarcane ~
1.9
undermining the nation’s primary
Macadamia Nuts 35.7
fisheries legislation and an already
~ ~3.Q
comprehensively managed fishery.
Note: 2014 is the most recent Hcwoii Ag data set.
Note: Seed crops ranked No.! at $158.8 million in 2014.
Loss of these sustainable fisheries
Source: USDA NatI Ao Star Serv 2016, Draft Pelaaic Fiske— es 2015
production from the Hawaii longline
Arnucl Report WPRFMC aid WPacF2N
fleet would increase Hawaii and US
reliance on foreign, unregulated seafood sources; 60 percent of Hawaii seafood is from foreign
imports. Hawaii has the highest per capita seafood consumption in United States. Seafood in
Hawaii is culturally important including the consumption of fresh, raw fish.
•

The high seas are further being restricted
to US fisheries through international
management measures, leaving less area
to operate sustainably in the future.
Freedom of the high seas with regards to
fishing is under threat, with recent calls
to ban all high seas fishing. Closing the
US EEZ to US fisheries would result in
higher dependence on high seas fishing.
Increased reliance on the uncertain high
seas fishing grounds is contrary to US
national security interest and Hawaii’s
long-term food security. Uncertainty in
the local fish supply has a negative
impact on the Hawaii seafood industry.
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We do more
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The Longline Fishery Today
•

The current number of active vessels operating in fleet is 140

•

99 percent of active vessels are based out of Honolulu Harbor and sell their fish fresh to
the United Fishing Agency, which is one of the Nation’s last remaining fish auctions

•

80 percent of the fisheries
landings is consumed in
Hawaii, 20 percent is shipped to
the US mainland, less than 2
percent is exported to foreign
markets

•

•

The fishery is comprised of
vessels that target bigeye tuna
and vessels that target
swordfish
The fishery supplies 90 percent
of the US produced fresh
bigeye tuna and around 60
pe r ce nt of the US roduced
swordfish

Hawaii Bigeye Tuna
Landings an’ Revenue (2014)
,

_____________________________
7,983 metric torines Total US Bigeye Tuna landings
7,529 metric tonnes

Hawaii Bigeye Tuna landings

94% of US Bigeye Tuna Landings
~2°~ of US ~igeye Tuna Value ($60.5 million)
Source: NOAA,
Fishei3i3ries
of ~he
United
StateS
2014WPRFMC
crd Draft Pe~ooic
FSheHeS
of the 2015.
Viesterri
Paci0c Reoion
2014
Arrual
Report.

•

Annual revenue of the fishery is approximately $1 10 million, resulting in Honolulu
Harbor consistently ranking in the top 10 of US ports in terms of fishery value

•

Fishing trips last 15 to 18 days within the Hawaii EEZ and adjacent high seas. No fishing
occurs in the waters of any other nation; the fishery is totally reliant on portions of the US
EEZ and the adjacent high seas

Importance of the US EEZ around the NWHI to the Hawaii Longline Fishery
• From 2010 to 2015, approximately 8 percent of the fishery’s annual catch on deep-set
trips was from the US EEZ around the NWHI
•

From 2010 to 2015, approximately 12.8 percent of the fishery’s annual catch on shallowset trips was from the US EEZ around the NWHI

•

The value of the fish harvested in the US EEZ around the NWHI is approximately $10
million annually in landed value

•

This translates to approximately $30 million alone to Hawaii’s retail seafood markets

•

The Hawaii longline fishery supports thousands of direct and indirect jobs including
vessel captains, crew, fish auction buyers, seafood wholesalers, fork lift drivers, delivery
drivers, fish cutters, chefs, and food servers

Management Regime for Hawaii Small Boat Fishery
•

The proposed expansion would subsume areas of water currently outside the monument
and important fishing grounds to the people of Kauai and Oahu

•

•

These areas produce about 1 million
pounds of tunas, billfish, bottomfish,
small pelagics and reef fish worth
between $3 million to $5 million
annually
The proposed expansion would also
include Middle Bank, an important
bottomfish fishing area, which
produces high quality fresh bottomfish
for the Hawaii seafood market worth
$80,000 to $160,000 annually.

Top 10 ~ecreati.naI Fishing States
State

Hawaii
Louisiana
Rhode tsland
New Hampshire
Alabama
Florida
Massachusetts
Mississippi
New Jersey

Recreational Fish Catch
per capita (lb)

8.4
7.9
3.0
2.3
2.3

2.1
1.8

1.7
Federal fisheries provide scientists and
1.5
managers with a long time-series of fishery
dependent and independent data about the
North Carolina
1.4
pelagic ecosystem and marine species in the
offshore NWHI waters. Data provided by
Source: Fisheries of the United States 2014 and US Census 2014.
observers (20 percent of tuna longline trips
and 100 percent of swordfish longline trips)
are more comprehensive than can be collected by scientists on a research cruise. Important
research on marine species and ecosystem is lost when fisheries are closed.

IV.

Existing Measures Adequately Protect Habitat and Travel Routes of the Species in
the US EEZ Waters around the NWHI Identified in the Expansion Request

Habitat and travel routes of Hawaiian monk seals, green sea turtles, sharks, whales, and blackfooted and Laysan albatross in the offshore NWHI waters are already protected under several
layers of state, national and international measures. Activities that occur in this area are limited
to fishing, ocean transportation, military and research. Military, ocean transportation and
research activities are permitted in the PMI’JM and would presumably continue in the NWHI
offshore waters even if the monument boundaries were expanded.
The only affected activity would be fishing, an activity that is already highly monitored and
regulated under the Pacific Pelagic and Hawaii Archipelago Fishery Ecosystem Plans (FEPs)
developed by the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council, approved by the
Secretary of Commerce, implemented by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and
enforced by the US Coast Guard under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act (MSA). These fishery conservation and management measures are consistent
with the Endangered Species Act (ESA), Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), Migratory
Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), NEPA and other legislation. The management measures ban bottom
trawling, drift gillnetting and other potentially harmful fishing methods; include refuges,
moratoriums, limited entry programs, area-specific quotas, vessel size restrictions, reporting
requirements; require mandatory vessel monitoring system, observer coverage, bycatch and
protected species mitigation; and more. The Protected Species Zone established by the Council
in 1991, prohibited longline fishing within 50 nm of those islands and atolls of the NWHI.

The Pelagic FEP includes provisions to mitigate seabird and sea turtle interactions in the Hawaii
longline fishery, including hard caps for two sea turtle species. These mitigation measures have
reduced interactions by 90 percent and have been adopted in part by the Western and Central
Pacific Fisheries Commission and the Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. Shark finning
is prohibited, and vessels have been prohibited from operating within 50 nm around the NWHI
since 1991. Captains and crew attend annual mandatory workshop on protected species
mitigation training. The fishery is limited to 164 permitted vessels and a maximum vessel size of
101 feet in length. Vessels must maintain daily logbooks and reporting. Mandatory satellitebased Vessel Monitoring Systems track all movement of vessels. Independent observers are
placed on 20 percent of the trips targeting tuna and 100 percent of the trips targeting swordfish
trips. Regulations also require the vessels and fishing gear to have identification marks. Hawaii
longline vessels are prohibited from operating in waters from 0 to 50 or 75 nm (depending on
location) around main Hawaiian Islands to protect small-scale troll and handline fisheries. All
landings are monitored shore-side. The fishery is carefully managed and strictly monitored,
resulting in what is believed to be the most environmentally responsible longline fishery in the
Pacific. Under the criteria and standards of the United Nation’s FAO Code of Conduct for
Responsible Fisheries, the Hawaii longline fishery scored very highly (94 percent), reflecting the
scope and effect of the current conservation and management program in place.
The Hawaii Archipelago FEP, in coordination with State of Hawaii regulations, protects coral
reef species, habitat and ecosystems; deep-water precious coral species, habitat and ecosystem;
commercially important crustacean species, habitat and ecosystems; and deep-water bottomfish
snappers, jacks and grouper species, habitat and ecosystems. The Hawaii Archipelago FEP
established a moratorium on the seamount groundfish complex at the Hancock Seamount in the
NWHI and established the area as an Ecosystem Management Area. The Hancock Seamount
armorhead was overfished by foreign fleets prior to the MSA and is the only federally managed
stock that is overfished in the Western Pacific Region. Fisheries under the Hawaii FEP operate
small vessels to troll, bottomfish, trap and engage in other fishing activities. They must comply
with requirements for a State of Hawaii Commercial Marine License, federal non-commercial
bottomfish permit, monthly reports (trip reports for bottomfish), annual catch limits, mandatory
vessel markings, species minimum size restrictions, seasonal restrictions (crustaceans, reef fish),
bag limits (crustaceans, reef fish, bottomfish), area restrictions and closures (harbors, Marine
Life Conservation Districts, Bottomfish Restricted Fishing Areas, the PMNM), gear restrictions
and specifications, and federal special use permit for potentially harvested coral reef taxa.
The Pelagic and Hawaii Archipelago FEPs identify essential fish habitat and habitat areas of
particular concern. Modified versions of both FEPs are scheduled to be published in 2016 that
will include enhanced ecosystem sections, including protected species and climate change.
The MSA recognizes the social, cultural and economic importance of fishing to Native
Hawaiians and supports traditional fishing and management practices and indigenous fishing
communities through the Community Demonstration Project Program, Community Development
Program, and Marine Education and Training Program.
A. Hawaiian Monk Seals
The Hawaiian monk seal is protected federally under the MMPA and ESA and is listed under the
State of Hawaii’s Endangered Species List. The Council in 1991 established the NWHI Protected
9

Species Zone (50 CFR 665.806) to mitigate longline interactions with monk seals. The
boundaries of the Protected Species Zone are virtually identical to the current PMNM
boundaries. Subsequently, no additional monk seal interactions with the fisheries operating in the
NWHI offshore waters have been observed.
Hawaiian monk seals occur throughout the Hawaiian Islands, with their primary habitat located
in the NWHI. The main pupping sites are located at Kure Atoll, the Midway Islands, Pearl and
Hermes Reef, Lisianski Island, Laysan Island and French Frigate Shoals. Marine foraging habitat
for monk seal typically range mostly within 500 meter depth and well within the existing PMNM
monument.1 While the monk seal population in the NWHI has experience a long-term decline,
the population is increasing in the main Hawaiian Islands.”
1500

Overall Hawaiian monk seal decline has been
~

moderated by the increasing population of seals
in the main Hawaiian Islands (MHI). Sightings in
the MHI increased from 77 individually
identifiable monk seals in 2005 to 153 in 2010.
This increase is due in part to intrinsic
population growth, and also to the increased
monitoring effort identifying individual seals.
Documented annual births in the MHI have
increased since the mid-1990s, with 25 births

600
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reported in 2010. Source: NOAA Fisheries
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Primary monk seal threats in the NWHI
include derelict fishing gear originating
outside of Hawaii and other marine debris, which likely also originate from various sources
outside of Hawaii. The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) with partner agencies is
pursuing a program to mitigate entanglement.’2 According to NMFS, monk seal population
decline in the NWHI appears to be due to “limited foraging success and food availability, which
has been attributed to lowered ecosystem productivity and competition between seals and other
top predators (sharks and jacks).”3 14 The closure would exasperate the problem of sharks
preying on juvenile seals. Expanded monument designation does not have the capacity to
increase the productivity of the ecosystem, which is based on oceanographic and climate
conditions. The priorities of the NMFS Five-Year Action Plan for the Hawaiian Monk Seal,
published in January 2016, does not indicate a concern with habitat and travel zones in the
offshore NWHI waters.
B. Green Sea Turtles
Over ninety percent of the Hawaiian green sea turtles nest on French Frigate Shoals located
within the existing PMNM boundary. The Hawaiian green sea turtle population has shown a
remarkable rebound since commercial harvest was prohibited by the State of Hawaii in 1974 and
listed under the ESA as a threatened species in 1978. The population has increased despite
identified threats such as fibropapillomatosis (a tumor-causing disease), demonstrating the
strength and resilience of this population. The Hawaii green turtle population was determined in
2012 to be of “Least Concern” under the IUCN Red List, and continues to be protected as
threatened under the ESA.
10

Green turtles nesting at East Island,
French Frigate Shoals, 1973~2O15

Hawaii green sea turtles are nearshore
900
889
843
foragers and rarely interact with the
800
Hawaii-based longline fishery. The
~00
Hawaii-based longline fishery has
600
adopted sea turtle bycatch mitigation
500
measures including large circle hooks
400
and mackerel-type fish bait, and as a
result this fishery’s impacts to all sea
turtle species are considered negligible
as evaluated by NMFS.’6 17
.
Throughout its range of operation, the
Hawaii shallow-set longline fishery,
which has 100 percent observer
ANNUAL TREND FOR 42 SEASONS
coverage, has on average less than one Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Ce I
National Marine Fishenes Service
green sea turtle interaction annually
Green turtle nesting trend at East Island, FFS, 1973-2015 (no estimate is
with all turtles released alive following
available for 2013). Nesting at East Island represents approximately half
strict handling procedures. Throughout
of nesting activity at FFS. Green turtle nesting naturally exhibit
its range of operation, the Hawaii deep- variability between years as females do not nest every year.
set longline fishery, which has 20
percent observer coverage, has on average less than five estimated green sea turtle interactions
annually, with all observed interactions since 2002 observed outside of the US EEZ around the
NWHI. Moreover, only one in five green sea turtles interacting with the deep-set longline fishery
is from the Hawaii population, and thus the actual impact is less than one Hawaii green sea turtle
per year. Based on the Hawaii green sea turtle nesting beach counts, the total population of the
Hawaiian green sea turtle can be estimated conservatively at 400,000 individuals. In other words,
the Hawaii longline fishery impacts about 0.00025 percent of the population.
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Very few other threats exist for this population between 50 and 200 nm given that the green
turtles spend most of their time in nearshore waters.
C. Sharks
The Council under the Pelagic FEP manages oceanic sharks in the NWHI offshore waters. The
United States is a member of the Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission (WCPFC),
which also has conservation and management provisions for oceanic sharks. Sharks are
additionally protected by the Shark Finning Prohibition Act, signed into law by President Clinton
on December 21, 2000, and the Shark Conservation Act of 2010 (SCA) (H.R. 81, 5. 850) signed
into law by President Barack Obama on January 4, 2011.
Ninety-six percent of the sharks caught by the Hawaii longline fishery throughout its range of
operation are released alive. Eighty-five percent of these sharks are composed of blue sharks.
The North Pacific blue shark is not overfished and overfishing is not occurring, according to the
International Scientific Committee for Tuna and Tuna-like Species in the North Pacific Ocean.’8
The remaining 15 percent are bigeye threshers, ocean white tips, shortfin mako, silky and
crocodile sharks. These are highly migratory pelagic sharks that do not show site fidelity to the
NWHI. Of these, only bigeye threshers and shortfin mako are retained by the Hawaii longline
11

fishery. Total shark landings by the Hawaii longline fishery throughout its range of operation is
250,000 pounds a year.
Top predators play an important role in ecosystems by influencing prey behavior. In the PNMN,
this role is filled by sharks (primarily tiger sharks, galapagos sharks, grey reef sharks and
whitetip reef sharks) and large fishes (primarily giant trevally). 19 Research on these species
shows tiger sharks as being the most wide-ranging top reef predator in PMNM waters, routinely
swimming hundreds of kilometers along the Hawaii Archipelago and into the open ocean. Grey
reef and Galapagos sharks occasionally cross the open ocean between islands but are generally
resident at a single island. None of these sharks are listed as threatened or endangered. On the
other hand, Galapagos sharks have been identified as a major threat to endangered Hawaiian
monk seals, attacking and killing pups at French Frigate Shoals.20 Tiger sharks feed heavily on
fledging albatross at East Island in the NWHI during late spring and early summer. 21
Base case, 1971-2011
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Median and 90% confidence intervals for the estimated historical stock dynamics of north Pacific blue shark
(Prionace glauca). Source: International Scientific Committee for Tuna and Tuna-like Species in the North
Pacific Ocean.

D. Whales
In the past decade, humpback whales have been found in the NWHI during the winter breeding
season.22 While the full extent of humpback whale habitat utilization in NWHI is unknown,
humpback whales are found in coastal areas (mainly in waters less than 200 meters deep) during
breeding season. The North Pacific population of humpback whales has exhibited recovery since
the cessation of commercial whaling, increasing over tenfold from approximately 1,200 to 1,400
individuals in 1966 to approximately 21,000 by 2006.23 Consequently, NOAA Fisheries in 2015
proposed removing the Hawaii population of humpback whales from the ESA.24 The final rule is
expected to be published in April 2016. The humpback whale will continue to be protected under
the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) and by the Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale
National Marine Sanctuary.
12
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Barlow J et al. 25 Barlow, i. Humpback whale abundance in the North Pacific.

False killer whales, which are a large dolphin, have also been found in the EEZ around the
NWHI. Interactions between the species and Hawaii fishing vessels are considered a rare event,
and there have been no observed interactions with the nearshore populations of false killer
whales in the NWHI as this population’s distribution is mostly contained within the existing
PMNM boundary. A False Killer Whale Take Reduction Team (FKWTRT) was established in
2009 pursuant to the MMPA to reduce interactions
between the offshore pelagic population and the Hawaii
longline fishery. Regulations resulting from the
FKWTRT process are in place that closes 130,000
square nm of the US EEZ south of the main Hawaiian
Islands and NWHI if the Hawaii longline fishery
interacts with two individuals from false killer whales
i -i~-i 5.0cm
I I I I I I 5.0cm
pelagic population. The fishery is also required to use
weak hooks that straighten when taken by a false
Gear modification include “weak” circle hooks
killer whale. These measures further eliminate
with wire diameter <4.5mm
potential interactions of NWHI populations.
E. Black-Footed and Laysan Albatross
The breeding and fora~ing ranges of black-footed and Laysan albatrosses encompass most of the
North Pacific Ocean.2 27 Their distribution extends well beyond the US EEZ. Adding another
150 nm to the PMNM boundary would do little to further protect this species, especially given
13

that bycatch mitigation measures are in place for the Hawaii longline fishery. In addition,
interaction rates within the Hawaii longline fishery are the same within the EEZ around the
NWHI and outside the EEZ, meaning the same level of sustainable, mitigated impacts to seabird
would occur even if the monument were to expand.
~go

150

US protections include the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, Bird
of Conservation Concern and the
US National Plan of Action for
Reducing the Incidental Catch of
Seabirds in Longline fisheries.
Internationally, these albatross
are protected under eight
conservation plans, including the
Agreement on the Conservation
of Albatrosses and Petrels and the
Conservation Action Plan for
Black-Footed Albatross and
Laysan Albatross.
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The Council has established
seabird mitigation requirements
that have significantly reduced
Satellite-tracking data of breeding adult black-footed albatross. Map based
interactions between albatross and
on data contributed to BirdLife Global Procellariiform Tracking Database by:
the Hawaii-based longline fishery
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by more than 90 percent. Methods
Calif. Santa Cruz) and D. Anderson, J. Awkerman (Wake Forest Univ.).
include side-setting, night-setting,
blue-dyed bait and strategic discard of offal. Boat owners and captains are also required to attend
protected species workshops, where they learn to release birds with the least amount of harm.
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Black-footed and Layan albatross nests in the NWHI are overall stable or increasing. In 2015,
Midway Atoll experienced a record nesting year for both populations.28
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V.

Monument Expansion Will Not Mitigate Climate Change Impacts

The request to expand the PMI’JM contends that “fully protected marine reserves and sanctuaries
are more resilient to climate change.” While this might be true in some instances, it would not be
the case for the open-ocean and deep-water benthic habitats 50 to 200 nm of the NWHI were the
PMNM expanded to include them. These open-ocean and deep benthic areas are already
provided protection and management by existing plans, regulations and programs. Expanding the
PMNM would not increase the benefits to these areas and could diminish them. Existing fisherydependent data and established scientific groups that analyze the area’s ecosystem may no longer
be available. Traditional knowledge associated with generational fishing in this area would also
be lost. Additionally, increasing the size of the PMNM would stretch already limited human
assets and funding available to protect the resources within the existing PMNM boundaries.
According to the PMNM Climate Action Plan, the pelagic (open ocean) ecosystem has a high
level of vulnerability to only one climate change variable, which is ocean acidification; the level
of confidence of this assessment is medium (33 to 67 percent). Increased sea temperature and
change in precipitation or weather are assessed as having a moderate impact, with a medium
level of confidence. Sea-level rise, change in currents and change in storm tracks or intensity are
all assessed as having a low level of vulnerability and also a low level of confidence in the
qualitative assessment (33 percent or less). Submerged banks and seamounts are rated as having
a relative high vulnerability to ocean acidification and change in currents, with a moderate level
of confidence. Vulnerability to all other climate change variables is rated as low with a low level
of confidence. The five goals and associated strategies of the PMISIM Climate Action Plan
(which is under review) are focused almost universally on terrestrial and near-shore species and
ecosystems 29
A significant portion of the PMNM Climate Action Plan relates to monitoring and modeling
climate change indicators and impacts, partnering with other organizations and undertaking
outreach and education. For the offshore NWHI waters, these activities are already being
pursued by the Council through its Pelagic FEP and associated annual report. The climate change
module of the 2015 report includes climate indicators for The Council’s Plan Team includes a
climate change subgroup of NOAA scientists and consultants. The Council’s Committee on
Marine Planning and Climate Change is comprised of climate experts from Hawaii and the US
Pacific territories and commonwealth and were instrumental in crafting the Council’s Marine
Planning and Climate Change Policy and Action Plan.
Hawaii Longline Grid

Marianas Grid

Main Hawaiian Island Grid

The Council’s 2015 annual
report for the Pelagic FEP
includes a climate change
module that monitors
indicators in the Hawaii
longline grid, which includes
the offshore waters of the
NWHI.

PRIA Grid

Amencan Samoa Grid
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Summary of Pelagic Climate and Ocean Indicators
in the 2015 Annual Report of the Pacific Pelagic Fishery Ecosystem Plan30

ndicator
Atmospheric
Concentration of
Carbon Dioxide (C02)

Definition and Rationale
Atmospheric concentration CO2 at Mauna Loa
Observatory. Increasing atmospheric CO2 is a
primary measure of anthropogenic climate change.

Oceanic pH

Ocean surface pH at Station ALOHA. Ocean pH
provides a measure of ocean acidification. Increasing
ocean acidification limits the ability of marine

Oceanic Niflo Index
(ONI)

organisms to build shells and other hard structures,
Sea surface temperature anomaly from Niflo 3.4
region (5°N 5°S, 1200 170°W). This index is used
to determine the phase of the El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO), which has implications across the
region, affecting migratory patterns of key
-

Pacific Decadal
Oscillation (PDO)

Tropical Cyclones

Indicator Status
Trend: increasing exponentially
2015: time series maximum
400.83 ppm
Trend: pH is decreasing at a
rate of 0.039 pH units per year,
equivalent to 0.4% increase in
acidity per year

-

—

commercial fish stocks which in turn affect the
location, safety, and costs of commercial fishing.
A measure of SST anomalies north of 20°. The PDO
can be thought of as a long-lived, multi-decadal
ENSO cycle and has well-documented fishery
implications related to ocean temperature and
productivity.

Measures of tropical cyclone occurrence, strength,
and energy. Tropical cyclones have the potential to
significantly impact fishing operations.

2015: Strong El Niflo

2015: Positive (warm) PDO

Eastern Pacific, 2015: 18
named storms, time series
maximum 9 major hurricanes
Central Pacific, 2015: 14 named
storms, time series maximum 5
major hurricanes
Western Pacific, 2015: 27
named storms

Oligotrophic Area*

Area with ~ 0.07 mg chlorophyll-a per m3. A measure
of the size of the region’s least productive waters,
projected to expand as a result of climate change

Sea Surface
Temperature* (SST)

Satellite remotely-sensed sea surface temperature.
SST is projected to rise, and impacts phenomena
ranging from winds to fish distribution.

Ocean Color*
North Pacific
Subtropical Fontal Zone
(STF) &
Transition Zone
Chlorophyll Front
(TZCF)

Fish Community Size
Structure**

Satellite remotely-sensed ocean color. A measure of
ocean productivity.
The STF is marked by the 1 8°C isotherm, the TZCF
by the 0.2 mg chl-a m3 isopleth. These fronts are
target by swordfish fishery.

Fish lengths as recorded by longline observers. Fish
size is impacted by a number of factors, including
climate,

2015:
VIIRS
18 million
km2sensor maximum
Trend: increasing at a rate of
0.0 1°C per year
2015: 2’~ warmest year in time
series, 22.9 1°C
2015: VIIRS sensor minimum
0.12 mg chl-a m3
STF, 2015: farther north than
average
TZCF, 2015: farther south than
average west of 150°W, farther
north east of 1 50°W
Full Fishery: median fish length
declined by 1.9 cm per year
over 2007— 2013
Bigeye Tuna: no trend in
median fish length
Swordfish: no trend in median
fish length
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VI.

Expanding the PMNM will result in another unfunded mandate for NOAA and other
government agencies.

The US Coast Guard and NOAA Office of Law Enforcement patrol the US EEZ around the
NWHI with limited resources. It is unlikely that expanding the PMNM will provide more
enforcement assets for the US Coast Guard and NOAA. The Obama administration argued that
the success of the PRIMNM depended upon increased enforcement, which has not been realized.
Additionally, the existing four marine national monuments in the US Pacific Islands have
continuing funding and governance issues. A promised visitor center, management plan and
millions in new visitor revenue have not materialized for the Marinas Trench MNM even after
10 years. The Rose Atoll MNM has one staff person, who is the superintendent of the Rose Atoll
National Wildlife Refuge.
Native Hawaiians complain they do not have the governance role they desire in the PMNM. The
role of the local governments in the Marianas Trench and Rose Atoll M1’4Ms is limited and
advisory. The Marianas Trench MNM Advisory Council has not met since April 2014, and there
is no staff for the monument. The federal government has not given the CNMI authority over
waters 0 to 3 miles of its three most northern islands because it has not yet developed a
monument management plan. The governance issue is problematic throughout the entire marine
national monument, and fixing the Hawaiian issue by expanding the PMNM will not address this
systemic problem.
There has been a suggestion that expansion of the PMNM could provide opportunities to
enhance the role of the Office of Hawaiian Affairs in the governance of the PMNM and to secure
financial commitments from environmental groups, philanthropic organization and individuals to
finance needed research, conservation and management as the “current fiscal climate
limits
the availability of federal funding.”31 32
...

Where is the guarantee that these private funds will indeed materialize? When the Marianas
Trench MNM was being proposed, The Pew Charitable Trusts’ Ocean Legacy Program funded a
study on the economic impact of the proposed monument The Pew study estimated increased
visits by research scientists and high-end tourists. It also said “NGO and federal funds will be
attracted to ‘piggyback’ on the monument designation, particularly in the areas of environmental
education and discovery.” It estimated that the monument would bring in $14,565,800 in revenue
and $4,823,786 in tax revenue and generate 378 jobs.33 None of this has materialized.
Summary of Benefits
Category

Direct Spending

Total Sales

Tax Revenues

Annual Federal Funding

$ 1,670,000

$ 2,237,800

$843,478

25

Increase in Tourism (2%)

$5,200,000

$6,968,000

$1,960,000

174

Research and High-end
Tourism

$ 4,000,000

$5,360,000

$2,020,308

179

Tota Is
(with 2% visitor growth)

$10,870,000

$14,565,800

$4,823,786

378

The Pew Charitable Trusts study erroneously suggested that monument designation would
provide economic benefits to the CNMI. Source: Iverson T. “Economic Impact of a proposed
Mariana Trench Marine National Monument.”

Total Jobs

The suggestion that industry, environmental organizations and philanthropic foundations would
fund management of an expanded monument is contrary to statements made by the National Park
Service (NPS), when it was closed due to federal budget issues. When some states began
stepping in to keep the national parks open, the NPS said others should not pay for federal
responsibilities.34 Christina Golfuss, then NPS deputy director for Congressional and External
Relations, said “Furthermore, we are concerned that agreements to have states provide funding
for activities that are inherently Federal in nature, even for a short period of time, would
undermine the longstanding framework established by Congress for the management of federal
lands under the stewardship of the Department.” This should be the case with marine national
monuments as well. Relying on environmental groups, philanthropic organization and
individuals to pay for federal responsibilities would compromise these activities and make the
government increasing reliant upon them.

VI.
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Management
Council
November 10,2008
President George W. Bush
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:
On behalf of the Western Pacific Fishery Management Council (“Council”), I would like
to convey our recent deliberations on your Potential Marine Conservation Management
Areas or “Blue Legacy” initiative that could establish a national marine monument for
the three northernmost islands of the COmmonwealth of the Northern Marianas
(“CNMI”). The Council met recently in Honolulu for its 143td Meeting and
recommended that you be informed byletter of the following request:

The removal of all areas in the CNMI and theMarianas Trench to be considered
and/or designated as any federal marine conservation area as described in
President Bush’s August 25, 2008 memorandum.
The Council also had a broader recommendation expressing its concern with the scale of
the marine conservation areas being considered in the Western Pacific Region. This
recommendation provided as follows:

The Council appreciated that NOAA sent a representative to the Council
meeting to provide an overview of the assessment process; however, without any
defined proposal the Council is unable to provide substantive comments
regarding the impact of new Marine Conservation Areas. The Council was
concerned about the magnitude of areas being assessed and the potential impact
on the residents of CNMI, American Samoa, Guam and Hawaii for whom the
likely Marine Conservation Areas represent important cultural and natural
resources which they have sustainably managed for millennia. The Council
requests that your Administration provide a meaningful opportunity for the
residents of these areas to formally review and comment upon any specific
Marine Conservation Areas and their associated proposed regulations prior tO
their final designation, either via the NEPA process or through a public
comment period. The Council directed its staff to forward the comments of the
Council and the SSC on this issue to NOAA by October 26, 2008.
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143rd

We have also attached an edited summary of the extensive discussions from the
Council Meeting which provides more specifics on the Council’s views on the

implementation of a national marine monument in the CNMI.
In particular, the Council remains deeply concerned that the impetus for a national
marine monument in the Marianas appears to be solely driven by an environmental nongovernment organization, The Pew Environmental Group, with little indigenous .support
for this initiative (see attached). The supporters of a national conservation area have tried
to associate the top three islands of the CNMI (Uracus, Maug, Asuncion) with the
Marianas Trench, which is over 500 miles to the south off the coast of Guam and has
little relevance to these islands. Moreover, while the biomass of fish and other marine
organisms is higher at these three islands due to lower fishing pressure, they are not
biodiversity hotspots and indeed have less reef fish and coral species than the southern
islands of the CNMI. Further, there is no pressing need to provide additional measures of
federal protection for these islands since their distance from the southern CNMI makes
them accessible only to large ocean going vessels. The Marianas Trench itself needs no
protection, given its massive depth, which has only been explored once in the last half
century, in 1960.
The CNMI, like many Pacific Island nations and territories, has a narrow
economic base, primarily tourism and fishing. Mainland US labor laws were imposed on
the CNMI, which has virtually destroyed a once thriving garment manufacturing sector,
leaving only tourism and fishing as viable economic alternatives. Tourism in the CNMI
has also beenmuch reduced due to the economic downturn of the past year and is likely
to decline even more sharply due to the global collapse of confidence in the financial
sector and credit squeeze.
The relatively large segment of the US EEZ around the CNMI has proven pelagic
(tuna and billfish) and bottomfish. resources. The three northern islands are fishing
grounds for bottomfish vessels from Saipan, which target snappers and groupers on the
rocky slope beyond the coral reefs. Moreover, the CNMI is developing its làngline fleet
and an attractive feature for this fishery is the extensive north-south range of the US EEZ
around the islands. This meansr that the fishery can adjust its targeting seasonally to take
advantage of shifts in abundance between summer months fishing for tuna closer to
Saipan, and winter fishing in the north for swordfish and other cooler water species such
as albacore. The implementation of a monument will limit the fishing grounds available
to both pelagic and bottomfish fisheries.
Perhaps the most egregious aspect of this whole initiative is that it plainly ignores
the wishes of the indigenous people of the CNMI. All levels of government, from the
mayors of Saipan, Tinian, Rota and the Northern Islands, to the Legislature and the
Governor, as well as the representatives of the Carolinian Islanders on Saipan, have
uniformly rejected the establishment of any federal monument or sanctuary for Uracus,
Maug and Asuncion. Further, Guam Congresswoman Madeline Bordallo, Chair of the
House Subcommittee on Fisheries Oceans and Wildlife, and Guam Governor Felix
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Camacho have both expressed opposition to the establishment of a marine monument or
other federal marine conservation designation. Ignoring their wishes and unilaterally
imposing a national marine monumenton CNMI through the Antiquities Act would make
a mockery of our democratic constitutional process. If there was popular support by the
indigenous people of the CNMI for a monument, then the Council would respect the
wishes of the local people. However, it is clearthat there is no popular groundswell
support for the monument and the Council is compelled to bring this to your attention.
Federal dollars would be better spent on improving enforcement of the US EEZ
around Guam and the CNMI, which has abundant pelagic resources and extensive reef
and shallow seamount habitat. Being located on the margins of Southeast Asia, with its
huge growing populations, these US waters provide a tempting target to unscrupulous
foreign fishing vessels, and a stronger US Coast Guard presence with more patrol assets
is needed to safeguard these resources for the people of Guam and CNMI. The Council
respectfully requests that you carefully consider the long term future of the CNMI, its
economy, and its people before taking away from them forever valuable and treasured
resources.
Sincerely

Sean Martin
Council Chair

cc:

President Elect, Honorable Barack H. Obama
Vice President, Honorable Richard B. Cheney
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Attachment

•

Document

Date

1

V

WPRFMC Council member comments sent to CEQ
website
2 Letter from, Aha Kiole Advisory Committee to President
Bush attached to Council comments. opposing the
moinument
3 Letter from Representative Madeline Bordallo to James
Connaughton opposing monument

24-Oct-08

4 Letter from Governor of CNMI Benigno R. Fitial to
~ President Bush opposing monument

29-Apr-08

5

V

13-Oct-08

24-Oct-08

Letter and joint reso1~tion opposing monument from
CNMI Legislature to Governor Fitial

29-Apr-08
V

6 Letter from Governor of CNMJ Benigno R. Fitial to Jay
Nelson, Pew CharitableTrusts opposing monument

1 9-Mar-08

7 Letter from Jay Nelson, Pew Charitable Trusts to
Governor of CNMI Benigno R. Fitial, proposing
monument
V

20-Dec-07

V

V

V

V

V

8 Letter from Guam Governor, Felix P. Cämacho to
Connaughtón, çEQ, opposing monument

V

V

27-Oët-08

James

9 Letter frdm Guam Senator Judith P. Guthertz to CEQ
opposing monument

Undated

10 Letter from GuamSenator Ben C. Pangelinan to CEQ

26-Oct-08

V

opposing monument

11

V

V

V

V

Letter from Valentine I. Taisakan, Mayor of the Northern
Islands to President Bush Voppo sing monument

6-Jun-08

12 Letter from Juan Borja Tudela, Mayor of Saipan to
President Bush, opposing monument

V

9-Jun-08

V

13 Letter from Jose P. San Nicholas, Mayor of Tinian &
Aguiguan to President Bush opposing monument
V

12-Jun-08

V

V

14 Letter from Joseph S. Inos, Mayor of Rota oppàsing
V

monument

V

V
V

15-Jul-08
V

V

Attachment
Document
15 Letter from CNMI Senate President Pete P. Reyes to
President Bush

•

Date
6-Aug-08

16 Letter from Concerned Citizens of CNMI to President
Bush opposing monument

15-Sep-08

17 Letter from Carolinian Affairs Office, Saipan, to
President Bush opposing monument

17-Sep-08

18 Resolution
opposing monument from Carolinian Affairs
Office

20-Oct-08

19 Resolution opposing monument from Man Amko
Council (Council of Chamorro and Carolinian Elders)

20-Oct-08

20 Editorial in New York Times urging President Bush to
create Mariana Trench Monument
21

Op.ed piece submitted tóNew York Times responding to
September 3, 2008 editorial

3-Sep-08
15-Sep-08
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October 24, 2008
To whom it may concern:
The following are specific comments made by members Of the Western Pacific Regional Fishery
Management Council.
1. A meaningful public comment period is necessary to truly ascertain public opinions the
recent public “assessments” with no specific proposals made it impossible to give
meaningful comments on actions that are likely to have significant impacts on the
residents of American Samoa, CNMI, Guam and Hawaii. Island residents should be
provided the opportunity to comment on a fully developed proposal and implementing
regulations prior to any decision making.
—

V

V

V

2. “Misstatements” by the Pew Foundation and others must be publicly corrected to allow
meaningful comments- numerous Pew documents, fliers, letters to the editor, university
studies and other media have been distributed throughout the Mariana Archipelago and
elsewhere clain~iing to assess the benefits of implementing President Bush’s “legacy”.
These include the economic contribution of 8,000 new tourists to CNMI each year, $330
million in assorted revenues, 25 local hires for federal positions, 3 new Coast Guard
cutters, a spillover of increased biomass into open areas, significant research investments,
continued and unrestricted access by indigenous islanders, a new university education
program, protection of the world’s most diverse marine ecosystem, worldwide acclaim,
V
and the identification of new methods to save the world’s Coral reefs. The public has also
V V
been told that CNMI would regain authority over its Vsubmerged. lands, would own and be
V able to sell or lease marine drilling and oil rights, would have legal authority to make
management decisions regarding closed areas, and would be given a chance to revieW
and approve the final proposal prior to its implementation Given the admimstration’s
repeated public avowals that no specific closed areas or management scenarios have been
formulated to date, these statements can only be oral hyperbole designed to gain public. V
V acceptance with no foundation or fact, Unless the administration can:docurtientVtheirV
veracity, it must clearly and publicly refute them so as to allow the public to co.mment.on
theproposal (or lack of proposal) actually at hand. To fail to do sO means that decisionmakers will rely on uninformed comments which have been heavily influenced b~ NGOs
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

-

V

V

and special intcrest groups.
3

V

.

.

The federal government’s role in and support for the Pew Foundation’s publication
entitled “The Deepest Ocean on Earth” (attached) claiming to provide the scientific basis
for creating marine consth-vation areas must be publicly clarified because this
publication includes numerous NOAA photos and relies heavily on apparently personal
statements by NOAA scientists it appears to be (and ha~ been cited as) a fed~ral
V
publication in support of the closures In fact it misrepresents much of the current
scientific knowledge about these areas and contains numerous factual errors as well as
subjective opinions by scientists who were unlikely to have been ,authOrizçd to represent
NVOAA or the administration,.
V
V
-

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

4~ The existing comment timeline is too short and shoüld.be .exteiided— providing only V5j~
days Vfor the public to comment afler the public meetings in the Marianas is highly V

V
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restrictive and clearly not designed to allow full consideration of the conditions and
desires of the island residents most likely to be directly affected.

5. The existing decision timeline is too short and should be extended

the administration’s
commitment to making a decision prior to the end of its term is again indicative of a
process that is not designed to allow full consideration of the impacts on the island
residents most likely to be directly affected.
—

6. The Antiquities Act should not be used as it circumvents the NEPA process the
administration acknowledged using the Antiquities Act to establish the NWHI monument
because the NEPA proèess was taking “too long”. NEPA requires agencies to gather and
consider all available information on the human environment and to consider a range of
alternatives and their likely impacts on the environment prior to making a final decision.
It also mandates opportunities for meaningful public comments on any proposed action
(and its analyses) and provides a public record of responses to those comments.
7. Ocean resources are especially important to Pacific islanders and their practices, needs
and comments should be given paramount importance closing off or restricting fishing
in up to one third of the CNMI as well as an unspecified area around Rose Atoll will
deprive the residents of the Mariana and. American Samoa archipelagos of marine
resources upon which they have depended for millennia. Given the limited land areas
available ocean resources are especially important to Pacific islanders, and they are
carefully utilized so as to ensure that they are there for future generations.
—

•

8. Areas under discussion represent important cultural resQurces and compelling reasons for
their federalization should be provided prior to any final decision Rose Atoll’ is the
location of the signing of the Deed of Cession and is very culturally important tä the
people of American Samoa. Similarly the northernmOst islands of the Mariana
—

•

,

Archipelago are considered to beheld in trust for future generations of Chamorros and
Carolinians.
‘

9. The autonomy of the indigenous residents should be given paramount importance by
decision-makers. These, islands are the ancestral homes of Samoans, Chamorros,
Carolinians and Hawaiians and it is their knowledge and care that have kept their marine
areas in pristine condition. To unnecessarily remove them from any substantive role in
the management of these marine resources, or to restrict their access to those resources,
would deny them their heritage and the continued expressioh of their traditional practices.
and cultural values.
10. The negativeexperiences of Native Hawaiians regarding the establishment,.
implementation and management of the NWHI monument should be considered and
avoided although ‘much’ has been made of the role: of Native Hawaiians in,.establishing
and managing the NWHI, with the exception of a few favored individuals, their
participation has been non-substantive. Even the widely touted’ “cultural access” to the’
NWHI is available to anyone using “Native Hawaiian practices”. There is no preferential
~—
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access for Native Hawaiians and few have been able to obtain permits or visit these
important ancestral islands (see attached letter).
11. Due to conflicting objectives and jurisdictions, multi-agency management has proven
difficult and any such approach should either be avoided or be explicit in the designation
of the objectives, jurisdictions and roles of each agency Rose Atoll is already managed
by the Departments of Interior and Commerce, and the American Samoa Department of
Marine and Wildlife Resources and the PRIA are managed by both Interior and
Commerce. Similarly the NWHI monument is managed by Interior, Commerce and the
State of Hawaii. In no case has the management been smooth and wholly satisfactory to
the agencies or the public (including fishermen and NGOs).
—

12. The current perception that the Mariâna archipelago, American Samoa and the PRIA are
being considered largely because;of their lack of voting representation in the Congress
must be addressed island residents are well aware that similar closures in the Atlantic
and Gulf of Mexico were dropped from Consideration following vocal input from U.S.
senators for these areas and believe that their lack of representationhas left them most
vulnerable to ongoing unilateral initiatives from Washington D.C. As a result there is a
feeling that these arCas continue to be regarded as colonies of the United States which are
attended to only when they have something to offer, but whose needs and desires fot
equal treatment are ignored.
—

.

13. New funds for the effective enforcement of closed areas around inhabited islands is
essential to any meaningful proposal which would restrict access island residents have
an excellent record of voluntary compliance with existing lOcal and federal fishing
i egulations and are expected to respect any new restrictions However foreign fishing
vessels are already known to fish illegally in U.S; waters around the Mariana
Archipelago To restrict access by local residents without ensuring that foreign fishing
vessels are also kept out would only harm local comniunities while making a mockery of
any claims to the conservation or protection of these areas.
—

14. The administration must acknowledge that the Mariana Trench is at its shallowes.t in the
• northernmost part of CNMI “protecting” the deepest part of the ocean has been widely
touted as a benefit of creating a marine conservation area in the CNMI but this is not the
case. This perception must be Corrected in order to allow meaningful public comments.
15. The administration must acknowledge and respect the well-documented and wide
opposition to marine conservation areas around CNMI thathas been expressed by village
mayors, the legislature, and the governor in its first presentation the administration’s
• representatives assured the public that no ~ew initiatives wOuld take place without the
agreement of the local government, however despite clear statements against new
measures the administration continues to send emissaries to CNMI and Guam to plead its
case and to hear from “the people”. If CNMI’s government is not to beseen as
representing its people; a local referendum should beheld to accurately gauge where the
majority opinion lies.
—

-

V
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16. The factual and scientific basis of the necessity of marine conservation areas to conserve
or protect any specific areas must be well-documented and provided to the public and
decision-makers The northern islands of the CNMI arealready designated and managed
by CNMI as sanctuary and fishing in the waters around CNMI is already monitored and
managed by the federal government using science-based and precautionary regulations
approved by the Secretary of Commerce as follows: No-take marine protected areas
around Rose Atoll in American Samoa as well as around Kingman Reef, Jarvis Island,
Howland Island, and Baker Island; case-by-case reviews and permits for all fishing of
coral reef associated species for which there is little available information; a limit on the
number and size of longline fishing vessels permitted to fish around American Samoa;
requirements for all longline and small-boat pelagic fishermen to carry and use gear to
safely release sea turtles should they be accidentally hooked or entangled; a mandatory
protected species workshop that all longline vessel owners and operators must attend
annually; a moratorium on the harvest of gold coral; prohibitions on fishing for
bottomfish using vessels large than 40 feet in length aiound Guam; and federal permitting
and reporting requirements for pelagic, bottomfish and crustacean fishing around the
PRIA. In addition, proposed rules have been published by NOAA that would: close areas
to bottomfish fishing around CNMI by vessels greater than 40 feet in length; implement
federal permitting and reporting requirements for all CNMI~based commercial
bottomfishing vessels; and implement federal permitting and reporting requirements for
all vessels targeting deep~water shrimp or pelagic squid in U.S. EEZ waters of the
Western Pacific Region Additional recommendations that have being processed by
NOAA would prohibit longline fishing within 30 miles of CNMI (it is already prohibited
within 20 miles of Guam) and prohibit pelagic purse seine fishing in all U S EEZ waters
around the Marianas Archipelago and within 75 miles of Amencan Samoa In addition,
the region managedby the WPRFMC has had fewer stocks determined to be overfished
(one) or subject to overfishing (two) than any other region in the country.
-

17. There is no evidence of~overfishing, degradation of marine habitat or threats to protected
species or séabirds in. these areas so this.is cannot be abasis for further limiting fishing
within them. The Pew foundation and others have also expressed concern over potential
threats from global climate change and ocean acidification but the idea that closing these
areas would protect them from such impacts is bizarre and needs to be rethought.
18. The anticipated costs of implementing new marine conservation areas must be provided
to decision makers and .the public at a minimum effective implementation will require
significant new outlays for rnonitorin~ and enforcement and a fully implemented program
i~ likely to include many other costs. Both the public and decision makers must be
informed as to these costs before anyrneaningful comments or well reasoned decisions
can be made. This is especially important in our current gloothy economic environment
which requires that any potential new expenditure be carefully examined before being
undertaken.
-~

19. The existing Council process and associated federal fishing regulations must be described
to the-public and decision makers —much of the public discussion by the Pew foundatiOn
as well as the administration fails to acknowledge or describe the existingmanagement
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process under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act,
leaving the impression that these areas are unmanaged and unmonitored. As described in
the act, this is a highly transparent and science-based process that explicitly includes
Pacific islanders in the decision making process, that provides multiple opportunities for
public review and comment, and that provides the final authority for the approval of
recommended fishing regulations to the Secretary of Commerce.
20. The Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council (which has authority over
the offshore resources around the Marinas Archipelago, American Samoa and the PRIA)
has a policy for the establishment and management of MPAs which should be
acknowledged and respected this policy includes the Councilin development and
consideration of new marine protected areas and requires explicit consideration of the
requirements, rights and privileges of the region’s native peoples and their traditional
fishing practices.
—

2.1. The extent and impact of domestic fishing that occurs in potential marine conservation
areas, as well as anticipated restrictions to this fishing, must be described in public and to
decision makers existing regulations allow limited fishing around the Mariana
Archipelago, American Samoa and the PRIA. This fishing has been well documented by
NOAA and provides much needed jobs, local economic production, tax revenues and,
perhaps most importantly, sustainable fishery products that have been harvested using
environmentally friendly fishing technology. The loss of these benefits must be
quantified and described to the public and decision makers in order to allow informed
comments and decision making.
—

22. A complete and objective analysis of the specific environmental, social and economic

impacts (both positiye and negative) for directly affected communities should be
conducted and made available prior to any decision making to fail to assess both the
costs and benefits before co.mmitting to such a major initiative would be irresponsible
and indicative of political decision making that seeks to project a positive portrayal
without regard to the actual results.
—

23. If areas around CNMI are to be closed to. fishing, the residents and fishing community in
particular should be compensated although people in the continental U.S. may. find
pleasure in the thought that these areas are being “protected” , the cost of losing access to
these marine resources would largely be borne by the residents and fishermen of CNMI.
~These groups have little access to alternative resources and should be justly compensated
for this permanent loss on an ongoing basis.
—

24. No new closed areas or area restrictions should be implemented in the Western Pacific
Region— existing management measures andprocesses are effectively protecting ~nd
conserving the marineenvironment and the implementation of costly (or underfunded)
new initiatives is unnecessary. If any funds are available to protect this area, they should
be immediately applied to improving the,enforcement of the U.S. EEZ boundaries against
incursions by Illegal foreign fishing ~‘essels.
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October 13, 2008
President George Bush
The White House
I 600. Pennsylvania Avenue l~JW
Washington, D.C. 20500
V

V
V V

V

Dear President Bush,

V

On behalf of the Aba Kiole Advisory Committee, of the State of Hawaii,
we strongly. opposa the establishment of a national marine monument in the
three islands north of Saipan in the Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands (CNMI).
The Aha Kiole Advisory Committee was created when the Hawaii State
V

‘Abs Kiole Advisory V
Committee Members:

V

Ilei Beniandna
Niihau
Phoñe~ 808 245-8269
jeanllei@yahOo.com

V

V

Legislature unanimously passed Senate Bill 1853, a Bill that created the
Aha Moku System a natural resource ecosystem management process in
Hawai’I that integrates empirical knowledge into current land and
use policies. VTh~5 Act was written bV~ almost 100 Native I4awaiian ocean
and land resource practitionersrepresenting the forty (40) traditional land
districts in
the’ StateLingle
of Hawaii.
encompasses
all in
ofJune
the main
Islands.
Governor
signedItthis
Bill into law
2007,Hawaiian
thus

V

--

ocean.

Sharon- Poniroy
Kauôi
Phone: 808 346 6725
pomroys00 @hawaii.rr.com

-

V

V

VV

V
V

creating-Act 212.

Charles Kapua
Oahu
Leea030@hawaii.rr.com
Phone: 8O8~479~3 263

V

Vanda Hanakahi (Chair)
Molokal
Phone: 808 560-6203
han~kahi@sandwichês,n~t

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

The Native Hawaiian communities have followedVthe progress of the Pew
Foundation’s attempts to establish another national marine monument in
CNMI with anger, trepidation, and despair These strong and passionate
emotions are universally felt by Hawanans whenever the word
Papahanaumokuakea” is mentioned. This is the name your adthinistration
Vpicked for our. islands. When you created the nati~na1 marine monument of
the Northwest Hawaiian Islands, it was done without the participation of
the Native Hawaiian people. Except for a handful of people, Hawaiians
did not know -that the Pew Foundation was planning to take tlfree-fourths of
Hawaiian land~ and make it into a monument. Hawaiians found dutby
reading the newspaperafter thd fact —just like everyone elae. But~
HawaiVians are not “everyone else~~~_they are the indigenous people of
Hawaii and this monument was considered a “taking” by the Bush
Administration.
V

Winifred “Winnie” Basques
Lanai
Phone: 808 565-687)
winnie@aioha.net V V

•

V

•
V

Leslie Kulolola
Kahoolawe V
Phone: 808 871-4001
Kulolo@dearwire.net
Thnoihy Bailey

V

V

V

•
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

MaUI

Phone: 808 357-2934- V
V
paulokealeioku@hawaiianteit

We ask that you not compound your grave mistake with Hawaii by creating
another monument in CNMI against the wi~hes of their peOple. The
indigenous people of the Northern Marianas needV protection for their
heritage. All of the elected official-s of the Mariana’ ~, including Governor
Ben Fitial, Senate PresidentVPeterReyes, -Speaker of the House Arrtold
Palacios and all four mayors of the CNMI emphaticallysaid “NO?’ to the
establishment of this monument As leaders elected by the people tO
represent them, why will you not listen to-them?
V

Hugh Love!!.
Hawaii
V V
• Phone: 808 885 5569
V

V

V

VPihi52@yahoo coin:

For more infoni~ation:
wwwahakiole.cOm
ahakioiei3jgmail:com

V V•

V

V

V

V

V V

V

V

V

V

V

V

The Aba Ki ole ~s an Advisory Committee established by Act 212 of the 2007 Hawaii State Legislature
Leimana DaMate, Comniunity Coordinator Ph: 808-497-0800, Email: Leirnana@fastnethi,com
—

V

V

Aha Kiole Advisory Committee
• PageTwo

The actions of the Pew Foundatioii reflected by the actions of yb~ir Administration show
that there isno consideration for the indigenous people of CNMI —any màrè than there.
was any consideration for the Native Hawaiians. Native people do not have a voice with
you or Vour administration.
Have you even realized that your actions have taken away a huge part of the Hawaiian
culture and heiitage, and now will take an integral part of the CNMI culture away from
the native people—with ho~hopeof ever getting this part of their heritage back? Another
pacificisland culture forever.changed by the actions of a different culture too far away to
even understand the ramifications of their actions.
‘The trust of the Hawaiian people in you and your administration, as well in the
Republican Party has been irrevocably bioken by the taking of the Northwest Hawaiian
Islands. You are breaking the trust of the native ~5eople of theNortheri~Marianas.
We urge you, President Bush, to please listen to the people of CNMI as you nevei
listened to the Native Hawanans We will forever mourn the loss of our north western
islands.. Please do not inflict this heartbreakand rage on another pacific culture.
—

Respectfully yours,

Vanda Hanakahi, Chair
Kiole, Moloka’i

Les Kulolio, Vice-Chair
Kiole, Kahoolawe

Timothy Bailey
Kiole, Maui

Winifred Basqués
Kiole, Lana’i

Hugh Lovell

Charles Kapua
Kiole, O’ahu

Sharon Pomroy
Kiole, Káua’i

ilei Beniamina
Kiole,Ni’ihau

Kiole,Hawai’l
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Dear Chairman Connaughton,
V

.narj_e

V

.1monumcnt~sitcs,
appreciated the i~dud~ng
opportunity
~tc> meet with
you I~Jands
Guañi ipand
diacus&
u~ j~osed
the-Noithern
Mariana
the1~4~iriana
Trench.

Pishit ~ and m ir~n~. r~cie’ition are an urportant part of th~ culture ai’d economy in Guam
and many of my constituents aepcnd upon die ocean waters to make a livi’i~, ouuiui
Vr~t~d ~VfiS~fl~nd o~eaii
r~at~o±~js on~ the the n-ñt~ ti~5ñs th~t hring~ thousands of
visitors to Ouarn each màxith.
:
-.
‘~

V
V

BecaUSe Vthat~faCtI Guam is dedicated to cac~ful s~ew~dship of our marine
re~ourees We have taken many sILpi to prcser~ c the aquatic resources in and irouid
Guam ~nd to eusurøtbatfi~huig industries comply ‘w ta riilca and reguJation~ that arc i~
place to sustain a healfhy niarme re~owc~. ~ v~e~ rctcPtlon Of Iccal flexibility to ~ia~
omavi~e r~ r:c~ in.a ~ balances the prot~itions iie~lcd for st~st~thn~b]e.marine
~ With a thriving economy ~Van importar’t sovereignty
tie.
As such, I am opposed to the use of the Antiquities Act-to Create (i~i~ or more•
rnarme national moni,ime~ita u~ th~ CNMI arid tile Mariana Trci~ch in an ~pL4Ik~d fi~s~iioii
that mvolves litth input from ~takeholdcrs and local e~mmtmthes Moreover he lack ef
detail regarding th~ Preside.nt’s j~ro~osals is ~ more reason for r~~quir~ng add’tlOfl9I
input froni stakeholders I beiLeYc the proce~ in place under the National Marine
Sanctuaries Act~ which mvohes forr~al public cori~ultauon offstakeh~lder~, is a far better
process that could be used to as~ss the merits of these proposals This piocess Would
help affectecUndividials better underatan~i the details of the proposal and de ~elop
alternatives that ~oui4 meet Admuustzatiori and community goals I ~iko b& ieve tha(
fisheries ShoUld be m~nagcd thron~h the Magnuson-St~vens Act process arid th~ regional
fishery mali4gcment cotmcils. Atxhi~i •thn~ it is nô~ dc that tli~ pzö~iosals bei~ig
co~idere~by the Adxnjnjs~-ation ~vouId
mc~ uti1jzati~ ofthe fisheiy managcrncnt
V
cotineils.
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Chat~an
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hi short, where local co~isep’atiç,n ~ffotts hava proven to be-succes~fu!, I be1iev~.,
we- should er~pli~9 ~i~ix~g admuus~rati.ye pröce~se~ tha~rovIde a proper role -for
ongomg ‘ocal mvolven entin~tl~a ~zi~uiageiñent of our p~[o~s-~marme re,Sourves I am
e~ctrei11uIy e ri
dth~tb pro~esithat ~s Feing emp~1oyechtow, m the lest weeks of the
~ A~, ~oesii& provl~ for adequate pubUe mput, let alone adequate
ngtioiial qversight
We rut~s~ woxktd~ethet to pntect out~ ocesit re~o~rces I urge your support anLI
leadership w*the ~der~1 ag~ue~es Jo work clbs~r In~ar~i~shzp with the local
commumtle5 to devclQp pro~osa1s iha~ satisfy more stslc~ho1d~s ~oncern~

Suice~Øly~

-
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COMMONWEALTH OF:TIIE:N.O.RTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

Benigno R..F.itia1

:

Governor

Timothy P. Vlllagomez
Lieutenant Governor

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL

APR 29 2008

Pre’sident GeorgeW. Bush
The White House
6.00 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 2050~
RE:

Designatioh Øf a’Mañne National Monument in the Comrnonweaith.of the
Northetri Mañana Islands

‘Dear Presideht ‘Bush~
The purpose’of this letter is to apprise:you and thàse within your Administration
regarding rcc~nt inquiries made by national environmental organ zations concerning the
designation ‘of a Marine National Monument in the’Commonwe.alth of the Northern.
Marl ana Islands (“CNMI”).
‘in Decemher~ 2007, .i~ei~ed a I.ét~er from the Pew charitable Trusts (“Pew”)
requesting niy’support for the designation of a NationaJ M~onui’nent sector around the
northernmost three of the No~thern MarianaI~lands (Uracas, Maug, and Asuncion
islands), an atea’alread.y designated by our founders as a Na~ture Preserve under the
CNMI Constitution. A copy of that letter is enelosed for your rçfetence. In its letter,
Pew noted that it had modeled its thinking concerning the proposed National Monument
on the recent designation of the Northwest Hawaiian Islands (‘NWHJ’) as a Manne
National MOnument;’
.:
.

-

.~

Oii March 19, 2008,1 responded’~ Pew’s letter of request for my endorsement.
A copy of my response is also.en’closed. for your reference. As.oiitlined in my response, I
do iiot suppo’rt Pew’s proposed ci’e~tiOn. ofa Marine National:Monument in the Northern
Mariana Islands~ Such ‘a designation wà.uid, in my view, greatly reduce or eliminate the
abihty of the CNMJ government to carefully balance cultural environmental and
e~ononuc considerations in the region in an open an~ inclLsve marmu
Inview of your Adm~inist.ration”s recenidesignatien of the NWHI as a National
Monument, ~ feEt it importanrto~coi~ey to.~oO my concerns abOut this PEW proposal,
and the rationale rmder.lvingt’hese cornierns. My hope is that rej~reseirtatives from your
Administration will coarilinate \ylth me and the CNMI Administration before taking any
further action oct any proposal advanc~d by Pew in this regard’.

Caller Box 10007 Saipan, MP 96950 Telephone (670) 664~2200I2300 racsimilc (670) 664 2211/2311

First, a long history exists regarding ownership and management of submerged
lands around the Northern Mariana Islands, Article IX of the CNMI Constitution
declares that all submerged lands in at~d around the Northern Mariana Islands belong to
the people of the cNMI, and that management and disposition of submerged lands shall
be governed by the laws of the CNMI. For over 20 years, since the establishment of a
Covenant between the CNMI and the U.S., the Federal government and the CNMI have
engaged in discussio~ns regarding ownership and management of these areas, and the
CNMd remains resolute that submerged lands rightfully belong to the indigenous peoples
of this area.

•

•

S~cond, notwithstanding as’surances contained in Pew~s December, 2007, letter, I
am conceited with the potential impact of such a designation on ocean areas of critical
importance to the people ofthe CNMI. As a~isländ coffimwiity and traditional native
cuitiu-e;theCNMI’sveiyexistenceis tied’-to~the sea. Fi~hing andrelared activities are
h~trinsicalIy intertwined with our culture and economy—present and future. We rely on
fishing as a source of food and jobs. Those who live in the CNMI have no interest in
ceding their cultural heritage to the Federal government under the auspices-of
environmental protectiohism.
Third, as the process surrounding the designatinn of the NWHI National
Monument
makes clear,
designation
under4h.e
Antiquities Act
of 1906
lacks
procedural safeguards
to moriutnent
insure public
involve~ment
and environmental
review
during
the
designation process. Given the importance of a decision sUchas this tO the people of the
CNMI, any consideration regarding the designation of a National Monument must
ipelude a full and con~pIete analysis of its cultural, econot’nic, and environmental impacts.
Fourth~,the CNMI has actively supported the development of a coxtmercial
longlinefishery in areas around the No,rthem Maripna Islands. The CNMI is wed~rtg to
expand jt~fishing fleet to fiWthe vacuum in its narrow economic-base due to the recent
closute ~fthe garmer~it industry and the, cOi traction of tourism. !ncreasingly-stringont
Federal immi~gra~ion controls:wIll further iii~pact tourism from emergiitg mar].<ets like
Russia and China. The lossof’aboutl 15,000 sciunre milesof ocean area due to inolu~ion
in a National Monument would significantly impact this developing fishery and•the
economy of the CNMI.
Finally, the views contained in this letter are shared by the majority of the
representatives in the ~NMI legislature, and-their constituents. As’ the enclosed Senate
Res~lution makes clear, the CNMI Constitution has already designated the-iai~nds of
Uracas, Maug, àndAsur~oiOñ as-wildlife conservation areas, with the waters surrounding
these islands already constimting marine prote~ted areas. Given this consideratiOn, and
given our desire to retain control over such areas for the benefit of indigenous peoples,
th~Sen~te and HouseofRejirese~itatives oft-he CNMI recently enaeted<ajointr~soIbtion
• oppo~ng the estab1ishment~ereiition, or designation of a Marine Mornhnent; Marine
Sanctuary, o~Naiional Park in-the vicinity Of~ the Northern Islàpdh ofthe ~çNMJ.

In view of these considerations, I respectfully request that you- refrain from
designating any portion of the CNMI ~s a M~ri-ne Monument, Marin~ San~tuaiy, or
National Park, as requested by the ~eopIe of the CNMI and evidenced- -iir the enclosed
resd1~ution- and this letter.
/

R FITIAL
Cc:

-

- -

CNN4lDelegationJames L Connaughton, Cbairman~ Council on Environmental Quality
Th~k K~mpthome7 Secretary of Interior
~
~ S~rç~ COerce:
-.
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-
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~TfieSenate
NOT~TJ1ERN MA~tTANAs C~MM~ONWEALTh 1IEGISLATURE

‘

•

EQ~BoxSOOi2~
Satp~nMP~969~O

~rii29~2oQg.

-

The •H~rOxa1i1e ~ enigno ~: Fitial
Gov~rno~
C~mbitWeafth~f the Northern Mariana

•

Il~ricl~

•

Cap~h~l~Hifl -:
S~ipnn,~MP ~695O

••

•
•

;le~ar Governor Fitial:
I l~ave~-the honor of transmitting herewith a certified copy of Sen ~te Joint Resolution No 16 04
entitled, A Senate Joint Resolution to respectfully request that the President of the United Shies
refrain from urnl-aterafly creating a Northern Islands Natioiril Monument and Imposing the
xêgtiI~br9 ~I~fis appurtenant5fhereto upOn the People of the Coniinoii~~ealth of the’Nofthern
~v!ai-iana Ishlnds without the consent of the local government S J R No 16 04 was adopted by
~IhSen~on Apr~l 22, 2002 and by the House of Representatives on April 24~ 200~ Sixteenth
Northern Mariartas Commonwealth Legislature.
•

SIne~ely,
•

•

•

•

•

•

•••~~
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THE SEI~’1ATE
SIXTEENTH NORTHERN MARIANAS (OMMUN WEALTH LEGJSLATURE

~_1
SENATE JOINT RESOLUTTONNO ~16-O4
infrodoced by Sen Paul A Manglpn~, Sen Felix T Mendmla~ Sen Pate~iio S SE{oeog, Sen Pete J) ~Reves,
Sen
Mnrin Friea T ~angehnan, Sen I ins P Cn’sosbmo, S~n Jude U UpfscShieajlet,
Sen Joseplr M Mendiota, Sen flenrv 11 San Nicoi~s

VI

‘V
-

V

V

V V•

V

-

ASENATE’JOJNT RESOLUTION

•V•

:.

V

V

To RESPEVVTFULLY RF QUFS r THAT 11Th PRESIDI NT 01 flIL UN H ED Sr ~TES
REFRAIN FRO’tvl UMLAIERAI LY CRFAI1NG A N0RThERN~ Isi ANTIS NATIONAl
M~ONUM~NT AND IMPOSING TUF RF eULA1 0R~

I

~URD~S &PPUR1FN ~T

THERETO UPON TUE PEoPIa~ OF’ ~fJIE.COMM0NWE,ALTII -OIIiE-NOkTJIFRN
‘MAIIJANA ISLANDS \V1TIk~I4T TIlE eONSENT OF TIJE LOCAL G’OVE’R1~MENT.

1~

WHEREAS, The Papahanaumokti~kea M~rine. Nàthn~1 Monument (thi nwrly the Northwestern

2 flawanan Islands Marine National Mo~surnenO was created by Presidert 6eor~, W Bush on Juin~ 15 2006
3 1 {~der the 1906 Arni~bifies Act, afté~ ~y’ears x~en~c~; ~
V

1

4

‘V’

‘

WH~REAS, a similar rnon’umenr~be~g confidcred wlnc~ wo~id m~Jude the watet≤ ~jaeent to the
islands which comprise the Northern Maxiatia islands; and

7

WFLEREAS, The Pew Cha±itable TrosW ‘(Pew’) writte to tl~e Guvcrn~r of the Comrn’ojiv~ea1th ‘dr the
Northern Mariana Islands (CNM1~ o~ ~eoember 2G, ~OO7 ~nd suggost~d th~r the ~MI ~onLur th~ t~ 200

9

i mile
EEZ surroutiding Uracas, ?~u~ ‘aiid Arunc~iyn Is1àn~’d~ bh~dtsr~n~ted b’y’IiS. Presideilt ti~orge W. Bush as a
nitone -sanctuary ot- ~
rrnenI~ and

“10
‘1’ 1
12
13
,14
1’S
16
,

V

5
V

:2

V

17.
1S
19

V

-

‘~

,

V

V

..

‘

V V

WHEREAS~ the Governor of the CN~4I respond~d -to the Pew iIi~-a ‘lcmir dated March 10, 2008

j expressing his appi~eciation of Pe~r’s intOte~t in the environ~ of ‘the l~Tor~iherri Islands of -th5- CNMT,-’-whi’le

.

,

Irespec~thil1y declining the suggestIon oldesignating ‘any marinesan~tuary or riith’rurnent in the NotthernMariana
hslands;and
II.
,
V~V
WHEREAS, the CNMI Senate arid the House of Representatives did attonti~cly listen to~ ~rèsentation

[

given by Pew representatives Mr. Jay I’~elson and Mr. Angelo V’i11agomez-~bout-the ruggestc.d rhadne sanctuary

Ion MOr~h26, 2008, and

1

V

2

,

-

‘,

WUER~AS1 the Legislature has be’eu-niade aware of many t~oncerns raised by tiztin~ of thC CNMI and

tj h~as begim to conduct investigations ir~to the pos~ib1e repercus’sions that would a~he~e tu the ~opl~ of
were the l>resident to unilaterally designate the~proposed monument; and

t~ cN~11

4

V

VVVIVV

1~

~ENA~E JOINT RESOLUTION NQ~ j~Ø4

WHEREAS it is th~ sense of the S~enaté that the rn~jorrty of the &atizeas of tt~e ‘(‘NMI have Oot and
2

would nOt formally endorse such a proposa1’~ until such time that more info’tmation is gathered and considejed

3

and urttil the People of the CNMI’ have been offered meaningful opportunities tO comment and influenc~ any

4

ri~gulations which will go~ em access to arid conduct ~ith~n any monumnenf that thigb~ be establrihed~ and

5

‘WHEREAS no such opportunities have nceurrea as there has been little t~ no dialogue between ifhe

6

governments of the Commonwealth of the Northern. Maliana Islands arid the united StatOs’of America on this

7

1

issue and

8

1WHEREAS designa’tion of time said CNMI ‘tuanne hiontiniemit would result hi the complete and total

9 closure of all
10 IEZ arid
11
12

types of extractive lishing and itiImng activities within a I 1,~’,OO(Y square mile area of the CNMI

WHEREAS, the eitabhshrneht of any proposed mahne~montmaeiit) marina

if may oon~l~et %vith ~lie Corn

13

netuary or national park

oiiweal~h a efforts in eitabhabffi~ its o~h fialwzy iiidttStr~1 ‘ni~ning activities mid

other potentifti extractrve uses throughout the CNMI~ which is, substan,ttie justification ~yazj~nj1ting further stody~

14

land

15

WHEREAS designation of the CNM1 marme monument by President Push would be a permanent and

16

nearly Irrea ocable federal action that rightfully should require c~istideration of the needs and opinions ol’ the
People of the CNMI and the potcntial of lest opportunities for econo4iia benefit to the CNMI~ ~nd

~g

I

19

W1lERE,AS,~ the (NMI is cinrinnited t~ contilnie with theexisting marine zntatirco management system
establmsh~d by the Magniiaon Stea ens Act that involves parmership With the >hational Mai me Fisheries Ser~ice
and the Western Pacific Regional Pnheries Management Council and

21

22 1

WhEREAS the CNMI fervently opposes ‘the ‘transfer of any f~nia of unanne rntOur~ar nnntagt~nient
a’uthority o~sr CNMI w~ters to the NatW~n~ Oceanic apd Atnipap’henc Acfntnnstratjon Natronal ~Marine
~anctthiry ‘Prqgrani or any otherPederal Agency and
W1rn~EAS the CNMI Constitution lxas’~alrearly specifically nlentsfietl the islands ~f Uracan Maug and
Asuncton as wildhfe con5ervanon areas with the witers snrrounchmg them already acting as d~-JaCto ~M~imne
Protected Areas accessible only upon satisfa~tion of ~onditioris detenmhed by tbe People of the C~M1 mid

7.:

WHEREAS the establishment of the proposed monutiicnt seçms likely to wrest control of access to

28

these islands from the People of the cNMI, and transfer that control to those i~ith little familiarity ‘with the

29’,

resources ‘iii question the lui~tory of the islands, and the culturC end traditions oflheii people and

3’Q

Vi HERE ~S, the Peoplc of the G..M’1 ,hai e a strong affimuty for the ocesu eten going ~o far as to require
in our Constitution a ~l~tn em ironrnent sinAi that propriety should mqatre the cnnsuhtatiinl ~ithi Anti
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RESOL~JTION

:-

.5

‘~nsid~rat~on of the needs and wishes of the People pf the GNIvII occur t,efore any moflument as established

jI ~o~L thefefore~

2
3
.

-

BE IT RESOLVED by the SennI~of the Sixteenth Northern Marianas Commonwealth LegisIamre~ the

4

‘Hàose concu

ng1~tJ~it~h~ ~

xat’Sthe Presiderd of The55 Urtited States: refiain~c~m

5 ~ nmlaterafl~ creating ~ Nc~rtheTi ~1stands NationaL Monmnenr and Imposing the regolatoxy burdens apprtrtenant
6

Thereto iijon the

7

Pe~opIe~ ‘through I’heii4O~a1 gà-v~ri~meut~ ~ritI

8

10

sancniaiy, or national park in the vleimty ol any of Ijie Northern Islands af the CNI~4T at this tn~ie and feel?t]iat.

i1~

~hi~y~initni~in*d d ibé
~E JT FURTHEa

t~a~ ~ñ’e
~

ein~fuitber ~tiøi~ i~ikee~ind

•

~‘

Washington R~p snritatr*ioni ~s ith the I3eopIe-oftb~ CNMI in offtcially cnnveying tln.~ sentiment to the ‘White
J floue~theThii~ied
Sia
C~gress atid thdF~ge ciea’~rne-iiiioned herein, in-a unifie5d effottto ~reyent any
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designatjoh of n.m&in imonune’iit,l~iarhte s~nc~tiiiiy’,’or na’tional plark in the ‘CNMI until si~ch time’ as the~eO’p]e
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of’ the ONMIltave bad ~deqnate opportunity to cOnaider a~d ~i~io wput on the issue and
13F IT FIJRTJ{ER RESO’LVED that the President ot the Snna{e and The Speaker of the House in the

18

~i’<teentb N’ontheni Mntianas -Coinmonts eatth Legislature shalt certify and fh~ SCante Legishtive Secictary an4

19

tliicflouie Cie~k ThiiU.attet’t to the adnp~ion’ê1 th~.~oiiitresdiwiiin and there tCr”transn~ certified et4iie~s to the

20

Honorable ~COthO W Th~sh~ Prçsident o1~ thn- United States of America the Honorable Dirk K-empthorne

21

SecI~ta~ry’ of the Utdted~ ~intes I)~parttnei~at d~ Ji~teri~; the f~onorabIe Nick 3. l~ahall U, Cha~ti~ti”~’ the

22

C~hintttet ~on ‘Nati#al -E~e i’irc~s’; ~Uriited ~Stute’~Honse of~Re5piesentatives; the Honorable Jeff- ~4n~aIniin.

23

Chajn~naii of the Uwted States Seriste- Comirntiee -on Energy and Natrtral Resources Bill Robinson ~egional

~24”1 Ad~i
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‘26
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OLVEI>, that the Repate, the ‘House coraeurnng b~reb~i reqne~ts that the CNML
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17

-

Qe~-House -

con55citrOrig does not stI~i~ ~ffl~S nstt~hshritent creation ~lr detlgnatlQn of a marine rnoniiment~ n~inne

12
13
•

Mi c~’ the Th4orthern MarIana Islands without the conSent bf the

~E IT FURT11~SR R.ESO ~t~LD, .thatihe S’enate on. behalf of ~the ‘People’.ef thc CI~IM

‘,
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~reiz, Sinretary, Depnxinm~t of Lahdsaiid’Nrt~raI Resources; Mr. Angelo Vilkigoinen. Pew ~ljaritcNe Trust

2~

Representative; and Mr. tay N~atmt, ‘Pew Cl~arttialnle Tifist’Rejrese~omtjve..
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COMMONWEALTh OFTTh~ NORTm RN 1~iARW’~A JSLANDs

Bei~gno W Fitial
GQvernor

Timothy P~ Vfllagornez
Ueuten~nt Govc,rnr;r

MAR I ~9 2008
Mr~ Jay Nelson
~fJQb?IOceanLeg~cy
The PEW a~itábJeTrus~~
2005 Maj~k.e~ Street, Suite I 7f~Q
Phllad’~,i?A 19i03-7Q77
Dear Mr. Nelson:

Thank YQ ~ marine sao~ctuary inthe
Cornnjonw~jth c~f th~ N~j~th~ti~i M~riäna Th1~ands.
Although We ~P~O t~FEWfrjtejest in~e C
~ is ~tg~p~pared
to enib~’a~~ the p~opo~a] to establish ~uch a ~atio~nai ~uonumetjt th the CNM~ ~t thr~ tune
Gi~,en our yahi~bJe n ~naTr~c, çs and their potenp~J uses, the C~NM1 govermn~n~
~w~t fully cb~der all e~ an&de~de ~avef~ifly, pruclenily and
te~cally haiauqmg
eco~nomk~ envw~]~ ~soc~a1, cultuf~aI~ a~id other c~ons~deratj~~ i~ def~re~e to our
~ and s1ak~l~oIcJ~rs.
Again. thank you fbi~ your cons~ru~jve stiggestj~s and ~nt~rest in our Co~nonl~veahh

1
~Ranw~4~~, ~
Or I~gnaero del~Cfiiz, S~retary~ DLNR
~.i’.

Wa~,O~ i~r~t~l~w

br. Joirn J~c~ireoto~ CRMO
Mr Fra

CaUer Box 10007

~ ~reö~or~ DT~

ipan~Mp 96950 Tc1~phønc (67Q) $~54~220o/23o~

n~€, ~670) 664 2~J 1/2~31I

THE

PE\A~/

T

CHARITAELE TCUS~S

2005 Market Street, S~2ite ~700

2~3 57’~.50 Ph~~e

Ph~edeIph1e, PA 19iC3~707Y
t023 F Stre~tNW, 9th F~~r

2~357~ •.~9
202 S~[~o Phope

Wh~ngtor., DC 2OOO6-~4O9

202.~2 .99 Fe~c

December 20. 200’?
The Honorable Beni:gno. .Repe’ki:Fitia[
Governor
• Commonwealth of the Northern Mariatia: Islands
Caller BoK 10007,Capital Hill
Saipan,MP 96950
•

Dear Governor Fitial,
I work in Junea~ Alaska ~the P~v~iwitdftñ1eii’t ~i~po1~i a proj& eaIlèdOce~air
I ega~ Although you and I have not yet had the opportunity to mCet, Angelo ‘Viii agomez
and I land coffee on August 16, 2007 t discuss ‘our Ocean Legacy idea with your Se~ior
Policy Advisor, Ramon Mafluas and -S~eretnry ignaeioDeiaCruz. Representative Ciuta M.
Kai pat helped set up and also participated in this inecung I have been in contCct with Mr
viliagomez andMs. Kaipat
iti~t~idzace J’anuary 2007.
As the leader ~,(an island nation. you are well aware ‘that the worId~s oceans face a difficult
future for a number of reasons .iut&uclmg pollution, ovethslimg and climat~ change
Woiidwide, many of the most valuable fisheries and ecosystems have been degraded with
htt[e hope of Improvement or rever~a1 in the neat term Fo~ign fishing fleets are ~eounng
the globe to find and exploit the 1~st outposts ot healthy fish populations Clearly,
humankind has not fully valued our niati~a environment nor offtred pioteetion to th~
cultural, biological and geological resources of the world’s gteat seascapes as we have
done on land With few e~icept1aus, there are no Grand Canyon National Parks of the sea
flus is a tragedy because ours is likely the last generation with an opportunity to protect
p~rntten~aants ofthi~ öh:oc h>hérith~:
V

The Pew EnvironffientGroiip isaninte~national.non.ptofit committed to working~ with
communities atound the gtobe to e,du~ate4the publi.e nnd-pi~hcy makeis about the cause’s~
conseq’uenee~ and possible solutions to environmental problems One of the areas on
Which Wefo ~ ãtrnarhie ~os~’sterns~
Ocean Legacy is an rnltiatwe ofThe Pew Environment Group in coilaloratton with the Oak
Fuundatton, the Sandier Faintly Supporting Foundation and the Robertson J~oundation it
is an outgrowth of our work. m the northwestern Hawaiian Islands which led to the creation
of the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument The goal of the~project to is to
id.entify suitable large marine ecosystems and~ work with local goveruments’to s~e if a
handful ofthe~e: “parks-otftli~ n&~ean b~i,rbtecte~d forTuiuregenevatiotis.
V

• To’~ e~theO~canLeg~ey Work, weis~iodaiiexhausüve:Iookatrnarine
systems worldwide to identify high-value cultural, biological and geological features
worthy of protection We were particularly mterested in relativelyhealthy ocean
ecosysteMs where the 1~hg~te~:’~
•iëandchiUral~JSen~fits of proteàtiàn:wouid

outweigh the value of potential.short-term extractive uses. We also needed ~to fir[d pothical
jurisdictionswith a capacityand a history of professional managem~nt and ‘enforcement.
To date% we identified only four areas of the world that meet ‘these criteria: Australia’s
Coral Sea, New Zealand’s Kermadec Trench, ‘the British Indian Ocean Territory ~f the
Chagos Islands, and the Exclusive Economic Zone around the northernmost Three of the
Noi~thern Mari•ai~a islands.
‘Several features attracted our inter~st in this regiort of the Northern Mariana Islands. First,
it sits along the Mariatias Trench, the. d’eep~st place ott the gIob~ and demonstrably bite of
the wonders of th~ natural world~ Secon~,.’there~has to date~been only a minor athount of
legal fishing in the area; :1t is healthy and ;raiativr~l.y free from puiIu~tion,and other direct
huti~an ‘hnpacts~ Third, thia arêaisim~ortartt enoüghthat the residents of~t.he’Mariana
Islands have a[feady’ie~ognr~edthe speolal tiature~ot th&7three~northern islands and
designated thenras natt~re:;r’e~rv~. th&C~ffithônwe&1th ~onstitution. Foui~th,
uudefstand;from:.tUs~ussions with a’m’nnber nd’Mdual~hivSai~an that Ioeêl use Of’the
area is Iim.ited~md intertnittertt. .Fi:fth, we .ünde,rstandthat it is a ‘dr~am for a1iChan~orros
and Carolinians to’ sortieday ~i~it ~thenotthen1:4vaters and there i~iocal interest in
protecting them tbr:iuturege r’eti&is~as part of your ei’iltu,rál;hetltage.
As I know you are aware, We have’itio~1’eTe4o~r thitlithig. on the recent d~ignation.of the
northwest Flawaitan islands (NWHI) as i. Miinne Nattonal Monument essentialiy a
NationaiJ?arlçih’~th’e sCa. Prot~etior~ Ofth&’N~ .‘Rtw ~1ide’ly suppertedbyNätive
Hawaiians~ ‘bu ~pe’ss”teaders~ the ~overtio~aãdeo ‘urt leaders frOm aerOss the political
specti wn Elawauans recognized the unique nature of the NWHI and the region’s
iinpor~’e;to:.tllftitaIsto±y’ofHawai~’L Ulti tely’ there was wis~rLead
understaudmg ‘that e~traetive uses weic less important than restot tug. protecting and
maintabtinga part of Hawaii’s marine le~ey for ~ttire~g~neratio,ns,
-

As a consequellee of the Monument de~ignation, the State of Thiwañ received an
ad’ditiona[honus. Althoug1i~tatejurisdi’ettofriegaily ex’t’ends~o’nlytà thieemiles frdni the
iclands of the NWHI, the Monument designation expressly provides for the state to be a
co-manager thro’ug[toui,tb,e Inontiment effectively extenthng‘the area of state authority by
almosf’20 t1rnos,~’ve11 i&o v~hàt ~vere fciriueriy
~ h.irthernior~’
the State previously ,had little capacity and few tesourcesto manage the remote waters of
the NWHI but under t1I~ Monument agicentent, an opportunity now exists for the state to
rêeeive additio~féd~l’~up~ rt.~á
~~hag~er.
.

To: be ei~, ~oiit~c
pt’ofainumentsuitoundi’t~g.the. con~titutiorraLiy proteoted’CNMI
Nature Reserve is a private initiative We will be succe~sfuI only if the local residents and
their elected leaders are supportive We also need the support of the federal governn’tent
Ultimately it isthe governments that are capable of pro’t~ctmg and providing reseaieh~
monitoring an4 enforcement for the~e..icons ofthe sea
The rules by which monuments are created and managed are not fixed The NW Hawaiian
rs1andsnwd.elited~the~ejrcitmgtaijc~s an hterests:ofth~cicyvemor nndpe’ople of

2

l-Iawai’i. If a Marine Monument were to be designated in the ~NMI the resource
management undoubtedly would differ to reflect local wishes.
The restrictions adopted for the NW Hawaiian Islands were put in place largely at the
request of state Office of Hawaiian Affairs and Native Hawaiian elders who honor and
ievere the NW Hawaiian islands and wanted access restricted. it was not something that
was imposed by the federal govermnent. As part of that agreement, a working group of 1 5
Native T-lawaiian cultural practitioners was established to help Monument staff review and
approve access and tishing permits.
The NWI 11 currently has a small bottoinfish fishery of eight vessels. Under the monument
designation, those boats have five additional years to fish (until June 15 2011) before
commercial fishing in the area is ended. In addition. subsistence fishing is allowed in the
Monument b~ Native Hawaiians. Lately, this opportunity has only been exercised once oi
twice a year, mostly by traveling in traditional canoes. The 200 mile distance from the
nearest inhabited islands> Kauai, makes greater use of the area diflicult just as it does for
the northern islands which are over 300 miles from S’aipan.
The economic opportunities created throagh designation of a large Marianas French
Marine Monument are real. As the principle federal agency involved, the National Marine
Sanctuary Program would undertake a management plan in conjunction with the CNMI
government. Every monumenl/sanctuaiy that the Sanctuary Program manages has a visitor
center which, in the case of the Mariana Islands could potentially include infiwnaation on
the region’s biology, volcanism and features of the world’s deepest trench. It could orfer a
dramatic and informative new visitor venue for Saipan in additional to providing
educational programs for residents.
The Sanctuary Program also promotes, research, monitoring and cni~rcernent within its
monuments. This would require the chartering of local vessels and/or the acquisition of
new vessels capable of traveling more than 300 miles to the northern islands In Hawal ‘i
they are looking at acquiring a plane to help in the management of the monument. All 01’
this requires staff, for example the NW Hawaiian Islands monument now has about 40 fulltime employees, most of whom are local including several Native Hawailans.
Finally, Hawai’i received widespread publicity and recognition during and after the
creation of the National Monument. Some of that press is still appealing. This one action
established Hawai>i as a leader in ocean protection and a leader in Pacific Gonservatlon. A
monument within CNMI waters could become the second largest protected area in the
world, effectively putting ~NMI on the map globally. Givari its distance from Saipan, ‘a
new CNMI monument would be unlikely to attract a large numbers of on-site visitors but
its designation would be a magnet for attracting high end “adventure” tourists. For
example this spring, a new tourism operation is opening up in the NW Hawaiian Islands
with regular charter flights to Midway Island. This is a direct result of the attention,
publicity and increased public intêr~st surrounding the designation of the new National
Monument. International attentionon a large undersea park would focus welcome
attention on cNMI, the kind ~ attention thai. attracts independent tourists nàw being
sought by the ecotourisrn industry~ These are the kind of visitors who may not have

3

noüced CNMI to date but would notice that one of the 14 ‘U.S. marine ~parks” was located
there.
I have visited your beau~’ful islands thre~e times this year to talk with people, and determine
local interest in the idea of a creating a “national park of the sea” in the northern islands.
After our initial diseussions with Senior Policy Advisor Ramond Mafnas and Secretary
Dela Cruz, we decided it was important to spend more time assessing local interest in the
concept and resolving any concerns before we took your time discussing this opportunity.
While there remain many questions about the concept which we are happy to address, the
reaction of ma’ay comnmni’ty rn~mbers with whom we have spoken about this idea has
been generally favorable. Angelo and I ‘look forward to continuing this dialog and would
be pleased to brief you at your convenience. We believe that a fair look at the facts and
consideration of the potential ècon:omic ‘ber~efns ft~r Sai~an at~d the COmmonwealth will
co!ninu~ to generate broad support locally.
We look forward to talking with you and providing you with any information you might
need.
Sincerely,

J~ ~4~ison
Director— Global OceanLegacy
cc: The Honorable Cinta Kaipat
Mr,.RarnondMafnas, Senior Policy Advisor to. the Governor
Dr. lgnacio Dela Cruz, Secretary~ Department of Lands and Natural Resources
Dr. JohnJoy.ner~ Director, Coastal Resources Management
Mr. Frank Rabauliman, Director, Division of Environmental Quality
Mr. Sylvan Egi~ornar, Director, Division of Fish and Wildlife
M~. Angelo Villagomez
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James L Connaughton
Chairman
Council of Environmental Quality
The Wbite Hoi~ise
1600 Pei~ins~variia Aveni~e Th~1W
Washingtoji, DC 20-500

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dear Mr Connaughtoxa
Ifafa Ad&

Marine resources w~tWi the 1’~anana~ rn~nch are extremely valuable and. th
Govenimeniof Guam ha~ sQvoral concerns r~ardrng the designatton of ti manxie coi~serv~tion
rnanag~
a ~nonwncnt or
consen
t~’
it because ~ueh a
process
In
a’l, ~ecottoniie and
mnltipl S L
S~
eatton of such a
monument enta~1s detailed ~1anrthig and should rnelude~ ~it ~rnmnrn, nn assessment of resource
values andlotentta! uSL~S, an- ns~e~sment ~ifunpact~ to-the local cornnThnitics, n~anmgt’ul stakehold<j
Input, a ~om~rehens~ve co t-beneflt~’ anafysis~ and long ~te~rm -management and monitoring strategy
Noiie of these- afi~lyses have be~n-co-ndm~ted

-

—

‘-‘

—

~-

-

—---

—

While the rniss~on of the Departmont of Defense ~> ~umal for na’tional security and the Manana~
I reuch has high str~iwgic mthtary vaiue~, the designation of a iiionement without a complete
assessment of Department of Defense operations ~nd procedures woiiid compromise the uThm~ite
inteAt and purpose of -a moiiiin~nt-~the ~piotecLton aiid conservation of marine- resour~ei~
Furthermore; if a moinunent should b~ e~tabhsbed, it is emotal thàftho interests of the-Government of
Guam and Comni~rnwealtb of the Northerii~Manana-1~land~s be nicorporated into prehmrnary dcsi~n~
a-nd studies ~or example,- the southern islands of the Mananas Trench havelighor biodrversity and
greater
h~b~tat thvexsitVas
cornpare,d tthenortherjri~hmds It is impcratlV~ that f~cts such es these
are considered
i~i ~ ~ite seea~ton l~rooess Ttr ~ddgzoii to involvemezit ~ the local goveriimeuts,

-

-

nieamngfbl ‘~stak~holder ~ttp~uthom the- generalt ~ttb1io i~ cruqal e~pedi~ally with regard tö~thanne
nonservafton act~oiis
Mso ~ie GnvetnnienL4f Cluain— was., assured by ~atpn~I-~ce~mo and
Atmospheric ~dmm ad~nrepre~utatw~ düth~g their re
artluit the current n~gement of
pcitenti4l3 ~f~ted
iesv~nui4 riot be- modt~led~ ;Fthafly.~ joint i~esp a~tbil~t~for nzan~gemcnt of
the proposed area of ~on~eva~itta should beshared by the local jurisdictzcnr and the federal
government
-

--

-

-

-

-

I btheve that the manageilient of cuIt~ra1, ~ccynornic~, and ~nvuonin~ntai rcsorn~e~ tho~Id be
conducted in an open rand incIusLv~ n~11nar fbr ~lI the residents ofthe MarianalsThnds
~ y~z1~

g~diei~

~
1 Maga’ t&~te~i

Assessment clo Council on Environmental Quality
722 Jackson Place
Washington, D.C., 20503
oceans@cea.eoe.gov
Name: Dr. Judith P. Guthertz, Assistant Majority Leader, Guam Legislature
Comments: As a former member (1998-2001) and Chair (2001-2003) of the Western
Pacific Fisheries Management Council,.! am very familiar with the area being
considered for designation as a Marine Conservation Management Area. I am
strongly opposed to such designation.
.

.

.

GUam is a non-self governing territory and is on the list of the remaining 16 such areas
under the United NQtions. Each year our State Department reports to the United
Nations on what the United States is doing to bring Guam to self-government.
With this status, it would be unethical and imperialistic for the United States to place
Guam’s waters under a conservation regime without the approval of the people it is
entrusted with leadin.g to self-determination and self-government. The United States
should be in the process of transferring authority and governance to the people of
Guam, not taking authority away. from the local government.
The Indigenous People of Guam have been fishing in thosewaters for about 4,000years
and have not damaged the natural resources. If anyone is over-fishing the area, it
would be foreign fishing interests.
It is an insult to all residents of Guam and the CNMI to take an action assuming that
they cannot govern themselves.
.

.

.

If President Bush sincerely wants a legacy, he should have taken steps to further the•~
development of self-determination and self-government for Guam. He has done.
al~soIutëly nothing for the past eight. years. He should be ashamed of himself. His~father
made a grand statement near the end of his term in favor of statehood for Puerto Rico
if that is what the people of Puerto Rico desired.
.

President Bush still has time to make a similar éontribution and establish a legacy in fhis
regard. He could announce that the United States Government will accept whichever
political status option is desired by the Chamorro people as expressed in a United
Nations observed plebiscite.
..

.

.

Just looking at a map in an office inside thebeltwdy and dredming of a “Blue Legacy”
is a ridiculous exercise in imperialism. If the people of Guam and the CNMI dOsire such

a designation, they will be sure to let you know. Until then, please resist the temptation
to interfere in our business.
Senseramente:
Signed
Judith P. Guthertz
SenatOr
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Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands

Office of the Mayor
The Northern Islands Municipality
RO. Box 502859CK
Saipan,MP 96950
T€l. (670) 234-7392 or 6720
Fax~ (670) 233-6466
E-mail: r~iayor@northernislarids.~èt
Website: ~w.w, northernislandsnet
VALENTIN I. TAISAKAN
Mayor ol ha Northern Tslands

June 6,2008
President George W. Bush
The White House
160O~Pennsylvania Avenue N W
Washington, D~ C. 205G0
RE: Designation of a Marine National Monument
in the Commonwealth of the Northeni Mariana Islands.
Dear President Rush:
I am Valentin f I aisakan, Mayor of the islands north of Saipan (Northern
Islands) I am writing to convey my concern over the proposed National Marine
Monument that the Pew Charitable Trust (PEW) is actively promoting for its
establishment in the waters of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands
(CNMI).
It is my understanding through PEW’s presentation that you, Mr President, by the
power and authority given to you by the American Antiquities A~t of 1909, can designate
the waters surrounding the islands of Uracus, Muag and Asuncion as a National ~Manne
Monument (NMM), and without the need of consultation with the people of the CNMI
The propose site of the NMM covers an area over 115 000 square nules of our northern
most part of the islands north of Saipan It is expected that by the end of your tern in
office, you will declare and designate these waters as a National Marine Monument
Mt President, it took the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands Marine National
Monument about six (6) years for it to be declared a Marine National Monument, and
that was the time period given the people of the State of Hawaii and the native Hawaiians
to be educated about that project As I understand it, a referendum was not conducted to
show whether the majority of the people of the State of Hawaii and/or the native
Hawanans supported the establishment of the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands Marine
National Monument However, the fact of the matter is that the people of the State of
Hawaii and the native Hawanans were given six (6) years to be educated and the
opportunity to krio~w arid under~ctand more about the:project.

Mr. President, it is only fair that you allow and give the people of the Northern
Máriana Islands the same time period given the people of the State ofHawaii to study the
negative and positive effect of having to designate a permanent National Marine
Monument within the CNMI waters. It is very important for us to clearly un&erstand how
this project will affect our fisheries and ocean resources, tourism and other econbmic
opportunities; and the culture vaIue~ and tradition of person of Northern M•arian~s
Descent.
Mr President, the economy, needs and priority of the people of the State of
Hawaii and the native Hawaiian are different from that of the CN MI Their economy and
livelihood are much better, and their standard of living meets that of the U S mainland
We arenot, The CNMI’s economy has fur the longest tinr~eat its. worst; and has yet to hit
the bottom floor of our Marianas’ Trench the deepest ocean in the world Unlike the
State of Hawaii, the U, S. mainland and other territories, the CNMI have a long way in
meeting the U.S. standard of living. The proposed site representing an area of about
115,000 square miles of CNMI’s waters can provides the revenue resources the CNMI
needs to support and enhance the livelihood of ow people and hopefully, we may be able
to meet the U. S. standard olliving,
Mr. President, we respect the power and authority given to you by the American
Antiquities Act of 1906, however, to declare anddesignate a National Marine Monument,
which covers an area over 115 000 square trifles of waters surrounding the islands of
Uracus Maug and Asuncion in the northern most part of the islands north of Saipan,
without consultation ~ ith the people of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands is not in good standing and spirit of the Covenant
The Covenant to establish a Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands in
political union with the Uriited States of America has provisions that govern that
relationship For example undet the Article 1, Section 105 of the Covenant, it reads in
part as follow ~In order to respect the right of self-government guaranteed by this
Covenant the United States agrees to limit the exercise of that authority so that the
fundamental provisions of this Covenant, namely Article 1, II and III and Sections 501
and 805, may be modified only with the consent of the Government of the United States
and the Government of the Northern Manana Islands” The American Antiquities Act of
1909 is not known to us but only recently through “PEW” It is only fair that the United
States honored that provision (Section 105) and allow for consultation on this important
issue through Se~tiort 902 of Article IX of the Covenant
Mr President, on behalf of the people of the Northern Islands and the
Commonwealth, I humbly ask and beg for your understanding and consideration to allow
us, the people of the Con otweath of the Northern Islands. ample time to seiioüsly
study the possible effect of the propose National Marine Monument with hope that you
call for consultationwith the CNMI through the Covenant Section 902 Talk.
Thank you, Si Thus Maasë and OlornwaayMr. President.
—

Sincerely,
VA E IN I AISAKAN
M or of Northeiti Islands

-

cc:

Carlos M. Gutierrez Secretary of Commerce
Dirk Kempthrone. Secretary of Interior
Benigno.R..Fftial, Governor, CNMI
Pete P. Reyes, President, CNMI Ser~ate
Arnold I. Palacios, Speaker, CNMI House of Representative
Juan B. Tudela, Mayor~pf Saipan
Joseph S, Inos, Mayor of Rota
Jose. San.Nicoias,,Mayor of Tinian
Ramon I. Tebuteb, Chairman, Saipan & Northern isiandsLegislative Delegation
Antonia B. Tudelä, Chairperson, Saij~an & Northern Islands Municipal Council
Joshua Reichart, Pew Charitable Trusts

COMMON’WEAUIli OF THE NORTHI~RN r~1ARiANA ISLANDS
OFFICE, OF THE MAYOR
MUhiáipaIity ‘otSalpan
Afetna S~tiarè, SánAntonio

JUAJV ~ORJA TIJDELA
Mayor.c.’f Saipan
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President ~o1~ge W.. BUSh
The White: House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D~C. 20$0(Y.
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~9 Julie 2008
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‘RB: Designation of a.Marine N~flo
Northern Mariana Islands.
Dear President Bush:
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Based on many continents I have received from my constituents on Saipan, I feel that the
loss of extractive privileges of natural resources in over I i5~O0~ square miles of water.
surro~inding our northern-ni~st Islands of Uracus, Maug arid AsunGion far outweigh any
benefits being touted by ?ew Pacific Island traditions arc based on a long history of
cultural
useofof
natural resources and .1 find the Monument proposal to beV contrary to our
basic way
life.

V

V

V

V

V’

V

I am writing to convey my serious concern regarding the proposed National Marine
Monument that IS being protiuoted by the Pew Charitable Trusts (‘Pew) in the
Commonwealth of the Northern Manana Ial~nds (4CHMI) If designated, the National
Marine Monument would convert over one third of the entire Commonwea1th~s 200—
mile Exclusive Economic Zone into a marine preserve managed by the National Manna
Sanctuary Frog
underNOAAI’ OS.

V

V

I Monument in the Con~rio’nweakhof the

V

,

V

‘

V

As Mayor ‘~f the Mu cip~ILty of Saipan, I do not su~port having, a National Marine
Monument designated in the Northern Manana Islands Additionally, I respecthilly
request that you niaintain the existing resource management authorities, the Western
Pacific Fishery Regional Fishery Management Council and the National Marine Fisheries
‘Service. It is my belief that. these agerieiesV are thubh more ~ensitLve tc~ the Pacific.
islanders’ way of life and our traditional and sustainable approach iii the use of our
natural resourc~s.
V
V
•

l~O 8o0l4~7.S~iip;rn.M?V~95Q
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do ot

foi~the people;of the isl~id pf~Saip.:. ~resp
Uy reqaest that you
y.~ort~oaof the
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S~ncerehy,

Cc:

James L. Connaughton, C1~ man5 C~uncii on.
DiEk Kcnipthome, Secretary ofJnterior
Carlos M. GutIcrre~. Secretary of Commerce
Bcnigno R F~fla1, Ct~TM1 Governor
Arnold L Pa~acios~ Speaker CNMI House of Rcpi~csentatives
Pete P Reyes, Pi~sident CNMI Senate
I~nacLo Dela Cniz, Secretary natural Resouwes
Kit~y Sunonds~ Executive Director, Western Pacific Regional Fishery
Management Council
Bill Robu~son, NM~S Reg~onnI Admuustrato~, Pacific Regional Oftice
3osh~ia Reachart, Pew Charitable Trusts

Arn’o!dL

P~la~i5i S~ ~TC~MflIeuse öfRcpicscnta~lve

Office of the Mayor
MUNICIPALITY OF TrNIAN AND AGUIGUAN
PosiOIIiccBoxS9
San Jose Village. Tinian, MP 96952

Jose

San Nicolas
Mayor

V~

Phone:(670)433-1800
V(670)433_1802
Fax: (670) 433-18 19

June 12,2008

President George W. Bush
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue N W
Washington, DC. 20500
RE: Designation of a MarirleNational Monument in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands
Dear Pr~sdent Bush:
[am writing to convey my concern over the proposed National Marine Monument that is being promoted by
the Pew Charitable Trusts (~Pew”) in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Island (“CNMr’). If
designated, the National Marine Monument would convert over one third of the entire CNMI Exclusive
Economic Zone intb a marine preserve managed by the National Marine Sanctuaiy Program under
NOAA/NOS.

Base on many comn~ents I havercecived from ~ny constituents, 1 have ~-eached the nclus~onthatt~ie lossof
extracted privileges of natural resources in over 115,000 square miles of water surrQunding our notthcrn-rnosi
Islands of Uracus Maug and Asuncion far outweigh any benefits being touted by Pew Pacific islands
tr4clitions are based on ~ k)ng histbiy of cultural useof natural resources and I findthe Monument proposal to
be contrary to our basic way of life.
As Mayor of Tinian & Aguiguan Tam not in supportof having a National Marine Monument designated in
the Northern Mananas Islands Additionally, I respectfully request that you maintain the existing resource
management authorities, the Western Pacific Tisiiery Regional Fishery Managomont Council and the Nattonal
Marine Fisheries Service, as these agencies are much ñiore sensitive to the Pacific Islanders’ way of life and
our traditional and sustainable approach in the use of our natural resOurces.
Therefore, On behalf of the people of T~nian, I respectftilly request that you not designate any pOrtion of tile

~NMr as a Nationyl Marine MQIIUIiiCIit,

V

V

cc:

V

lathci L. Connaughtori) Ch~iituan~ Council of Environtntuial Quality
Dirk Kempchornc, Sccr~tary of IntOrior
V
Carlos M. Gulierrez, Sdcretar~ of Coinmcrcc

Bcnigno R. ~1cinl, CNMI Gàvcnior

V

Pete P. Rcycs, President ~NMI Senate
V
Ignacio Dela ~ Secretary DLNRV
V
V V
V
KiLty Sirnoncls, Executive Direclor, WCStCTn Pacific Re&onsi Fishery MaziagcmcntCounCil
flJtl Robinson, NMPS Regional Administrator ,Pacific Islands Regional Office V
Soshua Reichart, Pew Charitable Trusts
V
V

V
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Despite the non-pa dssn ~pJ?os~t~on by the CNMI elected ieadet~ agalnst the
propo~ed National Monutnent, I am disappointed that we continue to be hard
p.i~esscd to the point where the issue has now become conttov~rsia1 ‘within our
communities. Becanse of this situation~ I do not suppo±t the designation of a National
Maiine Monument in th~ Mia Islands as it eonflict~ with ow~ ttaditional and
sustainable use of maxine resouxces. and completely bypasses public and stakeholdcr
involvement
Thercfoie, o~ behalf o(~ the people of Rota, I reøpectfully x~qucst that you not
designate a Nadond Maxine Monument in the CNMI

Since~.tely,

Inos
of Rota

Cc:

tOo/u3OI~j

Dirk Kexnpthorne, Sccretary of Int~tior
Beiti~no R. Fitial~ CNMI Gove~or

xv~:t o~:gi 5OO~/~t/~O

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands
Sixteenth Northern Marianas Commonwealth Legislature
Pete P. Reves

Arnold 1, Palacios

S~’nate President

Speciker of die

August 6, 2008
President George W. Bush
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20500
Re: Proposed Marianas Trench.National Marine Monument
Dear President Bush:
We, the presiding officers of the Sixteenth Northern Marianas Commonwealth
Legislature, write in opposition to the proposed Mananas Trench National Marine
Monument. A. plan now being proposed and, circulated by the Pew Charitable Trusts
would create a marine monument in the area Of the three northernmost islands of the
Commonwealth of the Northern Manana Islands We join Governor Benigno R Fatial,
many fellow legislators, and ,mayors of island municipalities in’ expressing our
opposition.
‘

.

.

As policy-makers and representatives of the people of the Commonwealth, we
must take issue w’ith ~some of the ‘publicity generated by Pew and other groups and
individuals in support of the proposed monument. We feel that the very media ‘savvy and
internet capable Pew campaign and its supporters may have created an impression that
most residents of the CommOnwealth are in support of the monument. In point of fact; a
substantial number of. local residents, many ‘of whom are not equipPed to disseminate
their views through websites, blogs, or other mass media, oppose the creation of a
monument. Particularly for indigenous residents of the Marianas, the loss of local control
over such a vast ‘area of land and water is an assault on the traditions and culture of the
islands and on the concept of local self-government enshrined in the ‘Covenant to
Establish a Commonwealth) of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the
United States of America’ ‘(48 U.S.C: §1801). We feel obliged to report the sentiment of
this important, if often overlooked, group.
A monument, if modeled after the Papahanaumokuakea Marine National
Monument in Hawaii, would ~severely restrict fishing and mineral exploration in the’
protected area. In light of the continuing economic crisis in the. Commonwealth, we
wOuld like to have the ability, if feasible, ‘to develop sustainable local economic activity

P.O. Box, 500586 Saipan. MP 969~5O (670) 664-8848 / Fax (670) (363-8849

• and not rely on assistance from the federal government. The creation of a monument
takes at least one development possibility off the table. Furthermore, the islands at the
• center of the Pew proposal are remote and already protected under the Constitution of the
Northern Mariana Islands. Anecdotal evidence in the form of eyewitness reports and
underwater photography suggests that the area remains a pristine marine environment.
Based on this evidence, we suggest that current preservation measures are adequate and
federal involvement is unnecessary.
We hope that you, through the chairman of the Council on Environmental
Quality, will share ou~rconcerns with those involved in any decision to create a Marianas
Trench National Marine Monument. We fear that the creation of a marine monument is
not only unnecessary, but also conflicts with both traditional and potentially beneficial
uses of the waters surrounding our islands, and interferes with the principle of selfgovernment so precious to our island conununity.
Sincerely,

•

~
Cc: James L. Connaughton, Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality

Commonwealth of the Notthern Mathnas I~1ãnds
Caller Box 10007,. Saipan, NP 969S0
September 15, 2008
Honorable George W. Bush, President.
United States of~America
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.,, NW
Washington3. DC 20500

V

.AtMi~.pL*Cói~naughton
Chairman, Council on Envuonmental Quality
V

Dear President Bush;
You. may have ieceavediepoits that only 1/3 of 1% of oceans are undei maine
protection, a combined aica abou.t the size of Afuca Ignored in these leports aie th
vast marine ateas protected 1w American Pacific islaMers though the use of
ti ad~tion~a1 means~nd an hietoncal undei standing of responsible stewaLdshlp, areac
such as ia the Northern Mariana Islands (NMI), including the Manana Trench Ai~
example is the unprece&ented•iri.ternatjonal thiilti-government ëodperative ~rotection
areas realized under the Micronesia Challenge, an area the sue of the United Statc~
of America NMI strate~gy ~or ocean~piotection and si,uvival coincides with the U S
stratsg3 for iesponsthle a~id sustainable management of the. iesources and values of
the Nation’s oceans
We are bafflectthat consideration is being giveztby the White House to designate a
national marine monument in the Marianas, a designation would deny and take
away from us the management re~onsibility of hundreds ~f yeai s of successful
stewardship The degree of this bafflement was adchessed to ~ ou in coirespondence
from on’ Governor, mayors and legislatous, and was communicated directly to your
staff, Mr James Con~ai~ghton, at the Coral Reef Task Force confet ence in Kona
Hawaii last month The NMI’~situa~ion i~ an~logons to CT S relations with coirntuleb
such as ~ussia, China and~Nofth Xorea Those relationships are influenced to a lalg(
extent by the issue of the protection of rights and rights violations in those countrie ~
How can the White House denounce Russia foi its “illeg~timate~, unilateral attempt’
to rethaw borders by force against Georgia, and chide China’s actions against Tibet
while proposing through the unilateral designation of a monument in the Marianas
to trammel simular~y the NMrs rights to continue to manage our own niarme
V

V.

V

VV~

resources? You have said repeatedly that it is the role of government to protect the
rights of the minority, not to abuse theni just because the government may have the
power to do so. You and Vice-President Choney have intimated that America has the
duty to work with the NMI to protect our common interest with the U.S. and to
uphold our common democratIc values.
Rights guaranteed to each American through the Bill of Rights are both civil and
political. Since the U.N. Trust Territory of the Pacific (TTPfl, these guaranteed righ $
extend further to include social and economic rights. The right to responsible
management of our marine resources, in concert with federal environmental laws. i~
an example of a social and economic right and is a reflection of our expectation of
protection. from you, our President.
Island heritage teaches us how c’ital and how precious oceans are and how, for
mutual coexistence, we Pacific islanders must remain committed to assisting the
ways oceans seWmaintain. The pristine nature of the water world of the Marianas 1:—
directly proximate to the stewardship and. succøssful indigenous strategies and
cultural practices of our people in concert with ~nr fede-ral~partners. We islanders
honor the grace, form, beauty,-vitality and eustenance o~f~otber Ocean, We have the
expertise to hear~the sound’s of the ocean’s habitats, to honor its sense’ of order, and
aeterthin,e how oceam things are supposed—to be. This is the-magic of an American
Pacific Islander’s life~purp~se, a Living and breathing- awareness of-the ccevolutionary reciprocal connection between us humans and marine life.

-

The proposal to designate a monument in the Marianas has influenced one of the
biggest political conflagrations since the NMI entered into its occasionally
contentions political w~io~ wIt-h the U.S. It is one of the few- occasion’s-directing our
people to -again reread the U.N. agreethent in whi~1i’the U.S. was named Trust
T~rritory administrator. The U.N. mandate to America under that agreement
requires the U.S. to ensure economic security and -a clean’ environment with us and
prevents America from taking away from us that which we already have. You need i.e
know that the proposal has stoked considerable anger and apposition, which the
PEW group fuels even today. Mon~imeutproponents are using quickie cost-benefit
analysis trick-mirrors to recruit cur people-with “funuy’màney” and ~ntasy jobs to
accept the-notion of-a monument in the-Marinnas.
The myth of—the ~dvanta’ge:of designating the-monument can easily overtake the
reality Of its actual resulting impact. -When one ~ae~tiOns th~ virtue of a marine
mnonument in the Mariana~, the logic for not having -it seemi~s so ëompeiling and selfevident. In the Marianas it would strip csntrol from Arneri~an-Pacifle islanders who
have demonstrated and axe demoui~tratin-g-tbey a-re worthy ~tewards of-the
resources, a-nd it would redound to immeasurable emotional heartache for us and a
tide of political neg~ti’czity for you. Re~alistica1ly~ your en~xonment protection legacy
would -be -the blues ~f a President who would be repute-d as having acted cavalierly,
athitrarily and capriciously; possibly as a Presidemt who ca-red little that the area is
2

already amply protected and is neither stressed, endangered, polluted, nor in need of
fixing. We hope you do not wish to take the risk of leaving such a disastrous politico
historic vilification as the “blue legacy.” Y~u do not wi~h. to have to again, and again
respond to the promise of ongoing resolute i’ejeetion of., and opposition and resistancc~
to the notion of a monument in the Marianas.
We islanders know that we own the waters, perhaps not by political title, but by birt h
and birthright and th? unalienable natural right to life, liberty and property. These
are proclaimed universal standards of basic rights in the U.N. Universal Declaration
of Human Rights~ because these are considered essential to the dignity of each
human being, despite the “strategic categorization’~ of the Marianas. These are thosu
rights recognized in the D~claration of Indep~ndeuc~ as being based on natural law
a law higher than the authorities cited in your August 25~ instructions to your
Cabinet. Their existence is “selfevident,” given by God., and is ~unalienable”;
government is to preserve ahd prote~et these natural rights.
In CNMI testimony at the 2Ot~ US. Coral Ree~f Iaitiatiye Task Force meeting three
weeks ago in Kona, ~!awafi, we said:
A inon.ument is counter to the success!~z1 indigenous cultura] strategies
historicallydei.ionstrated by the ONMI in concert pith its fed~rJp~rt~er,s of
rosponsibie, sustainable use of CNMIn~tzu~a] resources; The asid desig.ua tion would
be an affront to the Pacific isJands’tradjt.jonaJ~jnanner ofprot~cting and giving
respect to individual rights when determining matters ofimportance to tho common
We remember being disposed: of the area waters first by Sp~in, then Germany,
fbllowed by Jap~an, an~t new Amexica? We beg yv~r eOnsideration so we Pacific Island
Americans might avoid~ the never-forgiven property plight of the Native Americans
and the property infamy of the Japanese Americans. We and they are braided
together in a reappearing common threat. Through your sovereign prerogative,
please make the outcome different this time. We deserve ‘to -keep eontr~ol i~f these
home-waters and to have our~ctdt~res and. values-protected by the great democratic
count~y with which we. are proudly in political i~iiOn.
‘Disar our bafflement, Rather than. desigii.ating a ~ationa1 ~marine monument in the
Mar-Ianas, recognize the foresight. and..genius of the C~ff in. having included in our
Constitutiôn spé~ifle eo~.servation protaction of.the area you have wisbed to
designate as a mornu~ent, Re~ogni~e the perfected~paradigm of the M&~eronesia
Challenge for further conserving ~nd protecting--the M~xianas marine and. terrestrial
iesoUlceS Reco~niza the five thz’wnig Maims Piotected Areas already existmg
througho~iVthe~NML ~R~ognize~the Success ~ iäland~r~ aré:d.enionstratin~ in Ocean
con~ervation as trtiiy’being a praiseworthy asset am&~f value t~ the International
image of the U.S. In ocean.protection, &ing the honorable statesman that you are,
please leave~ these ~recognitions aa your ~blue le~&c~’.
3

While you weigh the varied recommendations about a monument designation in the
Marianas, we ask you to honor the people of the NMI by fighting for our rights
through advantageously recognizing and considering the success of our demonstratce
marine resources stewardship and protection. Discontinue your quest to designate
monument in the Marianas; allow us to remain in control. Commit ample fedei al
resources to enhance further the conservation practices and strategies we espouse ie
the goal of saving the planet. 1-leip us to establish a United States Coast Guard base
in the NMI, and provide assistance to us for increased enforcement, research and
monitoring activity.
These presidential actions can ari~e only from a position truly rcprcsentative of the
island, national and international mindset. Make this possible, and in the process
produce one of the world’s largest, most compassionate examples of democracy in
action for this and future generations while protecting the national interest of
effectively managing. the ~narine resources and environmental values of the Nations
oceans. Give mo~umental pr~stige and honor to the people of the NMI and reject the
proposal to designate a national maiin~ monument in the NMI.
Respectfully yours,

.
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CAROLINIAN AFFAIRS OFFICE
Office (31 the Governor
Caller Box 10007, Saipan, MP 96950
Tel, 234-6385 Fax. 235-5088
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Email Address:
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___________________

The Caroijnkm Affairs C~Qlce (CAO,) is~constItu:ionalty mandated to advocate matters that benejit persons of C~VMI Carolinian descent. Ii is
to upt~old the con~iitutioi~ai ri2hts ofoersons of CiVMI Carolinian descent in matters relating to povern,neflt services or areas a/Thci lot,

September 17, 2008

Honorable ~eorge W. Bush, President
United States of America
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20500

Attention:

fames L Con±ianghton

chairmar, Council on Environmental Quality
Dear Piesident Bush:
The CarolinI~ri and Chamorro people or more refer to as CNMI Descents have
recognized among themselves as holding native title rights to Lands situated in
the Commonwealth of theNorthem Mariana Islands including rights over the
sea, whiãhc0-~xist al~ngs:ide the rights for commercial and recreational fishers.
These determinations~ Of tiadftional rights have been handed down from
generations to genè~ations.
-

The CNMI Descents, represented through their own effort in local sovereignty to
diligently scheme enactment of the Marine Sovereignt~Act of 1980 or CNM[
Public Law 2-7, first lodged their claim on Marine boundaries in December 11,
1980. These include the rig•ht~ to hunt, fish, gather and use resources within the
area for personal, domestic or non-commercial exchange or communal
consumption, for the purposes allowed by and under their traditional beliefs and
customs.
FurthCi~more, the CNMJ Descent have been enjoying theirtraditional fishing
conservation, practices in co-existence of the MAGNUSON-STEVENS FISHERY
CONSERVA-T1ON AN.D .MANAOEMENT ACT which became ideally a stepping
stone as an inclusion of recognizing the tradItIonal CNMI Døscents. claims that all
Pacific Insular Areas contain unique hiStoricaf, cultural, legal, p.olitic~l, and
geographical circumstances which make fisheries resources Important in
sustaining their economic giowth and the Informal Composite Negotiating Text of
the United Nations C~nference on the Law of the Sea ~[CNT).

The 1CNT provides that the rights recognized or established therein to the
resources of a territory such as the Commonwealth shall be vested in th~
inhabitants of that territory, to be exercised for their own benefit and in
accordance with their own needs and requirements. Moreove~, these mandates
do not encroac.h on nor violates the CNMI Descent rights but allow provisions
such as to preserve and protect the traditional rights and interests of the people
of the Northern Mariana Islands in the surrounding sea and the resources
thereof; In addition, it ensures the continued availability of such resources for
future generations by establishing jurisdiction over such resources.
With that said the C~IMI Descents practices’ traditional values of the surrounding
water, lands, and each variety of living species. These values are of significant
traditional respect for protection and preservation of the marine and land
environment, including prevention of pollution from outside the zone which
threatens or risk to harm these resources.
The CNMI Descents have relied heavily on traditional seasonal hunting of fishes
and other native species, which have passed down from our forefathers as way
of conservation practices and curbing ex~loitátion on the ecological
surroundings.
In essence we, the Undersigned members of the Carolinian Affairs Office
Advisory Committee invite you to have a round table disc~ission with our
Paramount High Chief Governor Benigno R. Fitial on the issues surrounding our
traditional rights to the resources found in our oceans and lands through a mutual
consent as stipulated in the Covenant ([ref. 48 U.S~C. § 1801] To Establish a
Commonwe~iIth of the Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United
States of America) that the Covenant is not a unilateral enactment by the
Us. Congress. It is not an organic act, which Congress may unilaterally
change at its pleasure. Because the Covenant is a binding bilateral
agreement between the U~S. and the people of the NMI, neither party may
uniI~terally amend Covenant’s fundam~nta!s’ provisions without the
consent of the other. To do so would constitute a material breach of the
Covenant
-

/A gall a l~ioef~Mangarero, CA Executive Assistant
—
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MeIy’irl~aisao~ ~~man CAO Advisory Committee

Dav~ R
Fr nk M,
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ar,~_,

J s~e~M~ernb~&

bauliman, Member
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F7ncidad T. Ogu~/oro, Member

•K. S

n,

emb

Carsnelita l~abauh~an Fa6ao, Member

I

~

j

1L~ ~J~-L

-—

Vincent ~M. Rabauliman, Member

Patricia 0. Rabaulirnan, Member

Vivian W. Odoshi, Member

Rosa L. Ayuy~, Mo~~

Vktoria S. Magofna, Member

Henry K. Magofna, Member

Rosa T. Castro, Member

Catherine P. AndCrs.on, Member

FelixR. FitiaI~ Member

cc:

Hon. Benigno R. Fitial, Governor, CNMI
Mr. Allen T. Tom, Director Pacific Islands Region Program
Attachments (Pe~itioners. Against a~y monument establishment)

L

~ ~L~: ~

A .RESOLiJTh.)N
To asser that we (CNi~ill Des~erit) ;~re the r~ghtfu{ ownei~ of lands and
o~eau resnurc~s e~uihuished throughout thi’~ ~&rc’tt (~ommont ~ca1th ~s
pi ov~ided in any C?’~t’V11 Jaws and recognwed and ~uaranwcd in ci Latl .~ri 01
the (oi~en~r~ a’~ codified in 48 U S ( ~ 1801 and teat the 155th on
traditional rights and beii~f siiøtdd not ~ viewed as a comprthëra~ive list,
hu’ i ithcr a~ points to facilitate furtht.r dtscussi~n ~nd iden~ificat on of ~un
other issues that m~be of CondOmsfo imtiv~itidIghno~us (CNMfDescent);

W H FREAS, RFC Al LI ~ that C N MI people havi owned the I ~inds and ncea~
2

on which conservation and rnonmnettt dc

3

immemorial and. continue to so own: and~

4

nation art~ to be located on since

WHEREAS REX OGNJZ{NG that sm.~c the federal fo~ crnmCi~t

i

tIiO~

pumuiaii

5

intent on ~reat ton of monument lestgna’uon withctut reco~mt1oa of the n itivc. indigeno

6

title (CNMI Descent) is an un remedind appropriation of NM1 Det~cent traditional I im’

7

and ocean o~nersbip nghfs, and

8

WiLJ~EA$~ OT~fG. tbat~ the 1~luiidrjth1e ~Pt~èald~nt Geor~e Btish de~dre.s to
reform c\lstm8 arrangements for accommodating conservation atici to leave an

C)

H)

environmcntal Iega~ in the White Hou~e with lianted consnItaitvc~ di~eussion on it

II

compensation and access før the CNNI De~cem rights and ownership of land uidudnw

12

the ocean

13

Unjted States gdvernthen~: and the go~ernniept -an&petipie of the Northern Maran~i

14

islands. The parties entered into agreement a~ tWc~ separate but equal sovereign eneitlcs

15

and

is

a breach on the Covei~ant7 w~hidi is ~an agreement entered into between th~.

16

~Vfl1tRFAS, tht~ fcderal Government has proposed the Marianas I ten’ t’

17

idonciment ~ncomptissmg 115,000 square rm1~s of surrounding waters of the thr~

IS

northernniost tslandq, lAsuticion (~ong~cihoof), Maug (.1 ongeiraw) Uiacac (Sehugh~ipt I i~

19

and

20
21

WJ{E’REAS, CALLING on the US Federal Government to reLogrni~c
nei~otiation, the position of CNMI Descent traditional ~rights as land and ocean owners a

n

CAROLrNJAN AVi’AtR 4DV~SORY COMMITThFV Ri;LtmO~ F~O.

oat-ties

c’4 ~

of equal stews rather than reh~gating Commonwealth people (UNMI l)es~e~n

2

the position of ~stakeho1derr? or interest group~ and the imperative tbr a ias~ ~

3

commitment by Honorable Pre~ident George l3ush or the tJS V Federal Governinentii~

4

V

engaging CNM Descent of (~onitnonwea1th:peopie on this basis; and

V

5

WHEREAS, we (CNMI --Carolinian Descents) call on the US Federal Governmet

6

ro implement a fair -and eq6itable process including a mutually reasonable timetable to

7

enable adequate CNMJ Descent wide approval of new policy for indigenous (QN oh

8

Descent) r-i~ghts ~n,VVand o~~uet~hip of, laud and o~eah and tn provide adequate resoure-’ s

9

thr the process; and

10

WHEREAS~ in ncgotiatlng a fair process the CN\4[

~escent calls o~ tht.

11

1 edersl Go~ emment to i ecogmze and fulfill obligations on tin. traditional rights

12

udi~cnous ((NM! D~cen±) people and the envIronment and

13

JEREAS~ the US PcVdera{ Government ntust rr~eo giu~e and acce~ C N

14

Descent. ownership Of limd~-- -i~tid-ocu~atr intskidhig all-. c~ilturu~l and intellectual properties

‘5

throughout CNMI lands and ocean boundaries cstab1n~hød in (N Ml Public I av~ 2~ 7

16

enablc the development a-f a CNMI Descent conservation management control of tar 4

17

andoceaii; and

I~

-

-

V

V

-

V

V

W11E~REAS, -those identified areas by the U S Fulcra! (iovelnnlent ii1

L

19

Commonwealth V -ft~r the sole purp.o~e -.~f moitument designation, protected conservation

20

areas; and- ±br

21

Government may establish agrcernent on

22

rightb 01 CNM1 I)escem ownership, nor pre1~-ent the exercise of such rights and

23

-

VVQthet~s

~ Vthat-

the. CNMT:--Governinent and- the US Federa[
in

the future will n~t dinunich or t xtinguish ar

WUFREAS, thai ~here identified indigenous (C ‘St MT Descent) negotu riot-n I ia’
~rtw~tIrb--:1an4 -and- ot~eèan1s th ~ ~j~j f~y~ consdrvatlon areas

24

determined that

25

or momirnent desgnauon purposes or ±oj other purposes, the US Federal Go ~-ernmer~t

26

sompensatc CNMI Descent owners fbr the loss of~fiul1 use arid ~JTjoy incite ni rndigem~ ns

27

(CNMI Descent) ownership and stewardship on land and ocean in the form o~

28

negotiated annual rent~al pavnient or pa~kege in the ~imouu1t not less thea ils Imi ma. kt~

29

value hut not in fbrrn of grant assistance or tectinical assistance agi cements, and

30

VCOI

anti

WHE1II~VAS~ the p~op1e nf -the Mariana. island~ currently have total and fm
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~.

~

ceess to the emire Northern Mariana Islands Exclusive Economic Zone end sno&~
2.

Federal CTovernment implements the desi~riation of a national marine monanerti :c~J~

3

action would greatly restrict the peOpleOl the Maiianas islands from entering the ancestrs~

4

waters that have been culturally accessible without restriction ±br thousand of yearic and

5

WHEREAS, the Ideal and, traditional care of Mother-Ocean in the NML a~

&

provided in the C~enatit, was officii~Th~ transferred Ohm the Government ef the 1~ ~s

7

Territory of the Pacific 1sland~ and returned to Northern Mariana isiand peonle; and

8
9
10

WHERFAS~ we the peopit of

great Commonwealth have proven and

this

continue to demonstrate. asworthy stewards and owners of NMT land~ water and cuifteal
resource.s;•and

11

IEIA~, t’~ae Carolinian :Atft~.irs Advisory Committee strongly opp~ses any

1.2

tbrpa hf transfer of resource management authority over Northern Mariana Islands

13

Ocean/Sea (water) to the :~iatlonaI~4arine Sanctuary Prdgram or hthcr federal agencies

14

than: the present arrangement governed by the ~4tignuson ~Stevenson Act bwoivinri the

15

Natiopal Manite fmheiaes Service and the Western Pacific Regional risherres ManagernL~

1.6

Chuncilç ~

17

.

.

W~IF RFAS~ It is the intention ol this resolution to support the Pa~u~ioum Ii Ji

18

Chief Go’~ ernor }3emgno R Filial and the resLdents of the Commonwealth in th~jr sn r

19

objec.tion to the designation of any national rnanne monument v~ ii bin thc Non h

20

Marietta Islands watu, and

21

NOW, TihilR~.FORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the Catoildian Advisory

22

Committee, that the CarolrnI4rI Affairs Ad’b’iSory C omrrratco present~ a unitary strone

23

oppositiOn of nio.nunaetit:~e~ign~ition, idbntified protected or conservation areas and other

24

purposes on :!a~ls and in the ocean within the Comn-ioriwealth without eon.suItauo~

25

process betwcen the (

26

consent is abreliched on. tha Covehantiand

27

(vcrrhrnertt and the US Fed~ral Government for mutual

BF IT RESOLVED, that our ocean ptowd~s greatest opportunities for economi

28

development and such the CNMI Descent

29

tune have recognl7ed that we ~nhibit the islw-ids scatteted throughout this ocean in ‘h.

30

~ inuilirnari. history have taken

dS

Pacz& Island conmiunities immemoni ii
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piac~.. over thousands o~ years; atid
2

BE IT FURTH[iRVRESO:LVED, that the ocean/sea has been the major infiuenc~

3

in the history of Pacific island comtnurdties which includes the CNMI riesce~its

4

(Carolinian Cnd ChárnQrro) thronghbut this CNMI region on customary association with

5

the sea Ihrths the basis of present day social structures, livelihoods and tenure systems and

6

traditional systems of stewardship and ownership rights on governing its use; and

7

BE ~T FURTHER RESOLVED, that it is the position of the Carolinian AIlisn

8

Advisory Committee Meinh~rs that every national marine proposal for the Marianalsiads

9

(Comrnonweafth~ be rej~ct~d initsentirety~ and

10

BE. E[ FURTHER RESOtVED, that the Chairman shall

ii

Executive Assistant

12

Resolution and the~oaikr t~4nsrnit certified copies

13

GOvernor oftheCommouweaitli of the Northern Mariana. Islands: heHOnorahIeVJSmes T

14

COnnanghton. Chairn~an Co~~abil on En\’iromi3ental Quality; ~ :Juan B.

15

Tudela, Mayor .of~VSaipa11; the H~nortthle. Arñdld I. Pa1a~ios, Speaker of the Noose; the

16

H.ono~able. Pete P:Reyes, Senate 1>tesidént;

17

V

AND NOW,

1~EV

V

adiption and

pass~ge

0-

V

V

resolution

Qfthi~;reanluUon

and

V

ltSV~OfltCfltS

and exetcises toeffectuate

V

V

V~VVVc}~ocic~,.

VW. VOdOshi

V

~

Patricia (~

the adoption of this

tbe Honorable Benigno R. Fitial:

tO)

E~V2V~VV~__

Vivian

to

IT FURTHER RESOLVED. We fthe undersIgned parties).

ackuowiddges the ~fF1rrnation of this

(8
19

V:

:of

the Carolinian Affiuirs Office shall attest

and the

ceiiifj,

VRabaijfjmafl

V

an

V

V

~

ti

VR~saL~
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CAROLINIAN AEFAIR ADVISORY COMMITEEE RESOLUTION No._2~~
/

1/
Rosa T. Castro

Cathethe P~ .Atiderson

FelixR. FIti~j

Attest fbr ~eAdp~on~esoIUtksn~byz

Saipan
Man Arnko Council Resolution
WHEREAS, on 15 June 2006. President George W. Rush under the autho.rhy of the Antiquities
Act ot 1906, unilaterally made the decision to designate th~ North west Hawaiian Island National
Marine Monument. a decision that bypassed the fair and equitable approach required by the
National Marine Sanctuaries Act: and
WHEREAS. President George W. Bash is now proposing to create an additional large oceanic
marine protected monument in the Northern Mariana lsland~ prior to his leaving office in
January 2009; and

WHEREAS, determination ofthe proposed marine monument boundaries and the “no-take”
niariagement approach being advocated mightneither b~:based on the scientific method nor un
the traditional sustainable use approach of eonserving.natural resources practiced by Pacific
[slanders; and
WHEREAS, the Antiquities Act grants unilateral authority to the President of the Uni~ed States
to designate any federal lands as aNatiouaf Monument; and
WHEREAS, the concerns raised by the indigenous people of the Northern Mañana Islands
include but are not limited to; permanent federal prohibitions associated with the Antiquities Act.
~idditional resource use re..strtcnons associated with the new manag~,.mt~nt authority th~ Nation i~
MannL Sanctuary Program a complete ban on commercial and ru~rcationa1 fishing within
monument waters, a complete ban on all l~rms of oil, gas and mineral extraction activities within
monument waters; and
—

~vIU R1~ ~S, the people of the Manana Islands prcs&..ntly have. total and free access to the entire
Northern Marianas E~ckisive Economic Zone, and designation of a national marine mortument
would greatly restrict anyOne who wishes to enter the ancestral waters that have been cuitura[ly
accessible without restridtiort for thousands of years; and
WHEREAS, numerous corres’pondence from NMI elected representatives opposing a.national
marine monument for the Marianas Islands have been sent to the Pew Environment Group and
President George W. Bush including:
V
V

V

1. I.,etter from CNMI Governor Benigno Fitial to Mr. Jay Nelson (Pew Charitable
Trusts), dated 19 March 2008;
V
2. Letter from Governor Benigno Fitial to President George W.V. Bush, dated 29 April
2008;
V
3, Joint CNMI Senate/House Resolution No. I 6~04. dated A~pril 2008 V (included i~i
Governor Benigno Fitiai ~ letter to President George W Thish);

V

4 Luter from flnian Mayor Jose P San Nlcola$ to President George W Bush, dated 12
June 2008;
:
V
V
-

~‘.

a.
7.
8.
~).

Letter from Saipan Mayor Juan B. Tudela to President George W. Bush, dated 9 June
2008;
Letter ITom Rota Mayor Joseph S. Inns to President George W-. Bush, dated 15 Ju1~
200$;
Letter horn Northern Islands Mayor Vatentin .1. Taisakan to President George W.
Bush, dated 6 June 2008;
Letter from CNMI House Speaker Arnold .1. Palacios and Senate President Pete P.
Reyes to President George W. Bush, dated 6 August 2008;
Joint ~NMJ House/Senate Resolution No.16 13, dated 10 September 2008: and

FU~REAS. the Manamko Council supports Governor Benigno R. Fit~al, Mayor Valentin 1.
~ alsakan, Mayor Juan B. Tudela, Mayor Jose P. San Nicolas, Mayor Joseph S. Inos. the l6~~
t N’~\4l Legislature, and residents of the Northern Mariana Islands in their strong opposition to
he desi~natiou of any national marine monument within CNMI waters; and
W}WREAS, the mananiko Council strongly opposes any form of transfer of resource
management authority over Northern Mariana waters to the Naflonal Marine Sanctuary Program
~ federal agencies other than the present arrangement governed by the Magriuson-Stevens Act
hwolving the National Marine Fisheries Service ~nd th~ Western Pacific Regional Fisheries
‘Vanagecnent Council;
‘~\

J I I RREFORE, 1~F~ JT RESOLVED that it is the position of the Northern M.ariana Islands
vhuiarnko Council that every national mailne monument proposal for the Mariana Is1and~ be
rejected in their entirety.
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Mr. Bush’s Blue Legacy

V

V

V

V

President Bush may be on the brink of doing something stunningly at odds with his record as one of
the worst environmental stewards ever to inhabit the White House. He is considering setting aside
three vast, remote corners of the Pacific Ocean forprotection, an area larger than Alaska and Texas
combined.

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

In a memo last month, Mr. Bush directed his administration to develop a plan for creating sanctuaries
in the waters around the Northern Mariana Islands, including the Mariaria Trench, the world’s deepest;
Rose Atoll in American Samoa; and parts of a long, sprawling, collection of reefs and atolls known as
the Line Islands.
V
V
The waters are as isolated and pristine as any part of theV globe can be these days, hOme to countless

V

species of fish and plants, rare turtles and sèabirds and glorious’reefs. The Mariana Trench is a
staggering place; it could swallow Everest. The islands are mostly coral flyspecks, but if the waters
around them are protected to the fullest extent possible to the 200-mile territorial limit —‘the

V

V

—

sanctuaries would total nearly 900,000 square miles. That is bigger than all of Mexico.

V

Mr. Bush has done something nearly as spectacular once before. In June 2006, he created the
Papahanaumokuakea Marine NationalMon ment in the Northwest Hawaiian Islands. Over the V
strident objections of some commercial-fishirig interests, Mr. Bush created a no-fishing sanctuary
covering 140,000 square miles, an area Vl~.ger than all of the country’s national parks combined.

V

Mr. Bush used.the Antiquities Act of 1906, a little-known statute that allows presidents, by exeóutiv~
order, to protect public lands by designating them as national monuments.

V

V
V

V
V

V

V

.

V

His decision won wide praise, except froin the Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management
Council, known as Wespac, one of eight federal agencies assigned to protect fish and fishing in
United States waters. Wespac is notorious among environmental groups as a chronic enabler of
reckless commercial fishing
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Wespac’s executive director, Kitty Simonds, is condemning this new idea as punish~tent of the
“brown and yellow people” of American Samoa and the Northern Marianas. In fact, her agency’s
customary attitude
fish here, fish now
ignores the strong local support across the Pacific for
farsighted stewardship of imperiled oceans, a resource that belongs to future generations as much as it
does to all of us.
V
V

—

V
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V

V

V

V

V

V
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Mr. Bush’s proposal could shrink in scale as details are hammered out and compromises made. V1~1C has
the power to make the sanctuaries absolute no-fishing, no-mining zones
the best option. His memo
also left open the possibility of allowing some fishing and mineral extraction in the sanctuaries. We
hope he resists the forces of exploitation, and closes as much as possible of those stretches of the vast
blue Pacific to human meddling.
—

V

That would be an achievement for the ages. All we can say is: Go for it, Mr. President.
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Op-Ed Piece for the New York Times
By Kitty M. Simohds
Executive Director
Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council
V

The Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council is not alone in questioning
the wisdom of a proposed marine national monument for the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI). However, non-profit environmental groups and news
media framing the dialog on this issue choose to focus on the Council and ignore the
opposition clearly voiced by the CNMI governor, legislature and mayors for each of the
commonwealth’s four island municipalities along with ‘other elected leaders and
residents—as well as growing community skepticism toward other motiument schemes in
the Pacific.
What may be considered a “blue legacy” for a retiring President could result in fatal
hardships for remote Pacific island residents who have depended on the ocean’s resources
for thousands of years. It threatens to close off large areas of the Pacific to indigenous
islanders who rely on the ocean for their food, economic survival and cultural identity. It
also raises questions about the continuing invasion on these remote people and their right
~o self-determination.
V

V

The New York Times ~NYI) in its September 3 editorial “Mr. Bush’s Blue ‘Legacy”
portrayed the Council and its executive director as nay-saying irritants to the President’s
marine monument plans in the Pacific islands past and present. The Council, one of eight
federally-constituted regional ocean policy-making agencies, is painted as standing alone
in questioning Bush’s plan for the CNMI and as the lone resister to his action in
unilaterally designating the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands (NWHI) Monument;

V

V

In fact, the Council does not oppose the NWHI Monument. In its congratulatory letter to
the President on the monument, the Council said it was pleased that he recognized the
importance of the NWHI to the people ofHawaii and the United States and reiterated, that
environmental protection and responsible fisheries management activities can co-exist.
The Council continues to believe that fishing by native Hawaiians for sustenance and by
the few existing federal and state licensed fishermen in the NWHI is compatible with the
monument goals and should be allowed.
Outside the fishing community, publicly vocal resistance to the NWHI Monument has
arisen from Hawaiian groups and environmentalists who have found that military and
‘other federal activities are allowed with little to no restrictions.
The Council does not deserve the environmental tarring of being labeled as “a chronic
enabler of reckless commercial fishing” as characterized in the NYT editorial. Quite the
opposite, it has played a lead role for more than 30 years in regulating fishing and other
extractive activities that threaten ocean resources. It enacted seasonal closures for certain’

species and area closures for others. It developed the first no-take marine reserves in the
NWHI in 1980s. It pioneered the satellite tracking system for fisheries known as VMS
that enables fishery managers throughout the world to enforce closures. Itwas among the
first to eliminate drift gill nets, bottom trawling and other destructive and non-selective
fishing practices and to establish quota-based fisheries. It has also implemented
successful measures to minimize fishery interactions with seabirds and sea turtles and has
exported these technologies globally.
Only two of the Council’s 16 members are connected with commercial fishing. The other
members represent recreational and subsistence fishers, the environmental community, a
variety of water-related occupations, and several federal and local marine and ~vildlife
management agencies. Decision-making is by consensus and based upon science,
includes public input from well-advertised public hearings and is reviewed by federal
government lawyers. As mandated by the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and
Management Act, the Council works within the Commerce Department and alongside
NOAA Fisheries. It does not operate as some kind of free-floating rogue agency Isolated
from federal accountability.
On the other hand; the Pew Charitable Trusts, a global non-profit, is internet-active and
conspicuous in its aggressive public relations campaigns to mobilize support for the
monument movement. The Pew also has been open in its criticism of the Regional
Fishery Management Council system, urging others to work against or around the
Councils. It has focused especially ontheWestern Pacific Council and its executive
director, spending millions of dollars on its disinformatidn campaign. The relationship
between the Pew Charitable Trusts and the Pew Oceans Commission, which is a part of
the President’s ocean management advisory team, is not clear. But the weight of Pew as a
major player in Pacific Ocean policy is beyond doubt.
The Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management ~Council is mandated by the
Magnuson-Stevens Act to consider the consequences of ocean policy decisions on the
indigenous populations in Hawaii, Guam, CNMI or American Samoa. The threatened
loss of fishing rights through the closing of an ocean area zoned for monument
designation is a legitimate Council concern. It also ought to concern others with more
power, resources and influence to ensure that federal policy is used to help, not hurt,
these indigenous populations.

